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ABSTRACT
Qualitative Scoring Procedures for the Detection of Malingering 
Using the Wechsler Memory Scale- Third Edition
by
Joshua E. Caron, B.A.
Dr. Daniel A llen, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Psychology 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Individuals undergoing neuropsychological evaluation are often involved in 
litigation for compensation. Consequently, much incentive to perform poorly on 
neuropsychological assessments exists. Thus, sophisticated detection methods are 
desirable. One promising approach may be to utilize quahtative scoring that provides 
information regarding the test taking strategy. Many current methods use a single 
quantitative score to discriminate people who mahnger cognitive deficits, which may 
overlook sensitive information and be less accurate. This study developed and applied 
qualitative scoring procedures for the W M Sm  and evaluated them using four 
experimental groups: sophisticated malingerer, naïve malingerer, normal control, and 
brain damage. Result were mixed. When added to quantitative methods, quahtative 
variables were able to improve the classification rate when discrim inating a ll 
experimental groups, but were ineffective toward improving classification rates when 
discriminating two groups (simulated mahngerers and brain injured participants). 
Imphcations o f these findings and suggestions for future research are discussed.
I l l
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Whether exaggeration and simulation are 'conscious' or 'unconscious,' 
their only purpose is to make the observer believe that the disability is 
worse than it really is. To compensate a man financially because he is 
stated to be deceiving him self as well as trying to deceive others is strange 
equity and stranger logic.
-M ille r, 1961
H ighly publicized litigation proceedings such as the battle over malpractice lim its in 
Southern Nevada, a woman suing McDonalds fo r spilling hot coffee on herself, or a new 
class-action lawsuit against fast food corporations brought forth by obese persons seem to 
be in the news daily. As a result, everywhere one turns a conversation on the "sue- 
happy" nature o f contemporary western society can be overheard. W hile some litigating 
proceedings are frivolous, sensational, and controversial, many victims whose lives 
would otherwise be devastated by personal in ju ry are able to recuperate, rehabilitate, and 
regain their lives w ith the help o f compensation awarded by the c iv il court system. It  is 
important to remember that p la intiffs are typically injured or damaged through the 
negligence o f others and by no fault o f their own. Therefore, the importance o f such a 
system cannot be understated. Nonetheless, the staggering number o f litigating cases and 
monetary awards to p la in tiff's  has ehcited wide spread public scrutiny, and evidences the 
obvious lim itations o f the system.
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Prevalent sources o f litigation involve cases o f head trauma resulting in physical, 
affective, and cognitive sequelae. Each year there are 2,000,000 newly reported cases o f 
traumatic brain in jury (TBI; Gualtieii, 1995). Most o f these individuals w ill enter into 
litigation fo r compensation o f their injuries (Lees-Haley, 1986), particularly when there 
are cognitive deficits that persist after the injury and interfere w ith day-to-day 
functioning. In cases o f mdd traumatic brain injury (M TBI), objective medical evidence 
that confirms the presence o f brain damage is often absent because damage to the brain 
occurs at a microscopic level. Thus, many cases o f M TBI go undetected by sophisticated 
neuroimaging procedures, such as magnetic resonance imaging (M RI). In the absence o f 
objective medical evidence documenting the presence o f brain damage, litigants are often 
referred to neuropsychologists fo r psychometric testing in  order to assess the presence 
and severity o f cognitive deficits (Iverson, 1995). The results o f neuropsychological 
testing can greatly influence whether damages w ill be awarded to the litigant.
This medicolegal context creates a powerful incentive for litigants to perform poorly 
on neuropsychological tests, i.e., malinger in order to support personal injury, disability, 
worker's compensation, or crim inal defense claims (Wong, Lemer-Poppen, &  Durham,
1998). Malingering and dissimulation are technical terms used to describe a patient's 
behavior when trying to increase secondary gains (compensation in this case) by faking 
symptoms or performing poorly on tests to im ply impairment. In other words, 
malingering can be conceptualized as a deception intended to create an impression o f 
illness (Lees-Haley, 1986). The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders- 
Fourth Edition (DSM -IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994) defines mahngering
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as "the intentional production o f false or grossly exaggerated physical or psychological 
symptoms motivated by external incentives" (p. 296-297).
The prevalence o f malingering cognitive deficits may be as high as 66% percent 
among individuals involved in compensable personal injury htigation (BoUich, McClain, 
Doss, &  Black, 2002; Greiffenstein, Baker, &  Gola, 1994; Heaton, Smith, Lehman, &  
Voit, 1978; Johnson &  Lesniak-Karpiak, 1997; Rogers, 1997). Reitan and Wolfson 
(1997) found litigating patients have less recovery follow ing head injury in comparison to 
non-litigating patients. In addition, cognitive deGcits in patients w ith M TB I tend to 
substantially improve follow ing successful litigation and compensation, which suggests 
that a significant percentage o f patients exaggerate the severity o f their cognitive deficits 
in order to gain compensation (Binder &  Rohling, 1996). As a result, much emphasis has 
been placed on ensuring appropriate compensation due to attempts in the U.S. and 
elsewhere to reduce medical care costs and insurance premiums (Franzen, Iverson, &  
Mcracken. 1990). Even more importantly, correctly differentiating clin ical and 
malingering patients ensures actual cases o f TB I receive the compensation they deserve.
W hile guidelines have been proposed by researchers that describe when to suspect 
malingering (Binder, 1990; DSM -IV, 1994; Greiffenstien, Baker, &  Gola, 1994), the 
unequivocal detection o f malingering behavior has proven to be d ifhcu lt fo r a number o f 
reasons. First, the fundamental constraint in  identifying malingering behavior has been 
the problem o f criterion valid ity (Cercy, Schrentlen, &  Brandt, 1997). WHhile rough 
estimates have been made, the true prevalence o f the behavior is unknown (Nies &
Sweet, 1994). To obtain perfect discrim ination, the base-rate (incidence in the 
population) must be the same as the selection ratio o f the decision model. Wiggens
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(1980) stated, "As the base rates and selection ratio become more discrepant from each 
other, the potential for making optimal decisions becomes more and more constrained"
(p. 247). Because the goal o f a person who malingers is to go undetected, they rarely 
admit to it. This makes epidemiological studies that would establish workable base-rates 
v irtua lly impossible. It is possible that malingering detection techniques proven in the 
lab may have strong external validity, but it  is d ifficu lt to demonstrate without 
epidemiological studies. W hile less than ideal, epidemiological studies may have to 
come after extraordinarily powerful and sophisticated methods are developed that can be 
reasonably assumed to unequivocally detect malingering. Convergent vahdity from 
many experiments showing high efficacy malingering detection methods may establish 
the means by which epidemiological studies can be conducted confidently.
W hile the criterion valid ity issue has proven challenging to neuropsychologists, there 
are several other issues that pose equally d ifficu lt challenges. Coaching has been shown 
to effect test performance (Franzen &  Martin, 1999; Youngjohn, Lees-Haley, &  Binder,
1999), and many persons in htigation often receive some form o f coaching (usually) from  
an astute and eager lawyer (Lees-Haley, 1986). Inadequate objective assessment 
measures are also problematic. Not aU forms o f brain damage are readily apparent or 
detectable by modem imaging techniques (PET, M RI, and fM R I), which would give 
professionals an objective measurement o f damage that may have occurred. For 
example, axonal shearing often does not appear in  imaging techniques, yet causes deficits 
by impairing neuronal transmission. Furthermore, tests for mahngering are often 
simphstic and individuals easily find strategies to avoid detection. Not only may
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
potential malingerers be able to figure out unsophisticated procedures, but the un­
sophistication also makes these tests highly vulnerable to the effects o f coaching.
Finally, practical lim itations hamper the detection o f malingering. Many o f the 
assessments specifically made for detecting malingering come from the forensic 
psychology discipline, and only give information on test taking motivation, not 
neuropsychological functioning. Therefore, to administer them requires added time and 
stress that psychologists, chents, and third-party payers may not be w illing  to accept. 
Moreover, the ensuing fatigue from  a longer battery o f tests may affect the valid ity o f 
assessment results. Many clinicians would rather rely on clin ical judgment than add the 
time and cost o f more tests, especially since the literature has not shown high sensitivity 
or specificity fo r these tests during head trauma assessment. However, clin ical judgment 
has not been em pirically shown to be superior to other methods (Ruff, Wyhe, &  Tennant, 
1993). Because o f these lim itations, Bernard, Houston, and Natoli (1993) have urged that 
popular standardized neuropsychological tests incorporate malingering detection 
methods. This way, the valid ity o f the test can be assessed easily w ith the interpretation 
o f the test.
Obviously, many domains in  the detection malingering need improvement. The 
shortcomings in these domains underscore the need for more efficient and sophisticated 
malingering detection methods. The need fo r improvement o f techniques cannot be 
understated. C linical patients falsely identiAed as malingering could be unfairly denied 
care and compensation. Conversely, a dissimulating individual who goes undetected 
could receive undue compensation. Therefore, in addition to developing efficient and 
sophisticated assessment techniques, there is also a need fo r tests w ith high sensitivity
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and speciGcity. Unfortunately, E tcoff and Kampfer (1996) argue that psychologists and 
medical doctors simply, and all to often, differentiate actual M TB I and malingered 
symptoms o f M TB I based on patient reported symptomology, controversial neurological 
tests, or ostensibly abnormal neuropsychological test results. A ll o f these techniques 
have been shown to be vulnerable to malingering for one reason or another, which may 
lead to improper decision-making.
Fortunately, an approach to malingering detection that may posses the criteria stated 
above (efficient, sophisticated, speciGc, and sensitive) is to examine qualitative scoring 
methods. Qualitative scores provide insight into the strategies and underlying cognitive 
processes that individuals use to complete a particular test, which is in contrast to 
quantitative techniques, which typically provide a single score reGecting absolute 
performance on a test. Even in cases where there are not quantitative differences 
between the scores o f malingerers and non-malingerers, the process by which individuals 
completed the task may signiGcantly differ, allowing discrim ination o f the two groups. 
For example, malingerers have been reported to respond in an inconsistent manner when 
taking a test whose items progressively become more difGcult (Binks, Gouvier, and 
Waters, 1997; Iverson, 1995; M artin, Franzen, &  Grey, 1998). Malingerers tend to 
answer several easy items incorrectly while answering a number o f more difGcult items 
correctly. This qualitative pattern is not observed in patients w ith actual M TBI, does not 
reGect expected brain-behavior relationships, and is inconsistent w ith the psychometnc 
properties involved in tests o f this sort. Therefore, the two groups could receive the same 
quantitative scores because they answered a sim ilar o f quesGons correcGy, but
the distinction between the two groups becomes quite apparent when analyzing a
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qualitative score that reGects consistency o f responding. Consequenüy, to successfully 
malinger on tests utilizing qualitative sconng methods, the subject must have knowledge 
o f impaired performance patterns on speciGc tasks, an understanding o f the tests' 
psychometric properties, and understand typical brain-behavior relationships. Even w ith 
coaching, it  is unhkely that malingerers can easily obtain this detailed information. Thus, 
the sophisGcation provided by qualitaGve scoring procedures should make malingering 
diG icult fo r even well coached malingerers and improve neuropsychologists' abihty to 
accurately idenGfy them.
To be efGcient, the qualitaGve method needs to be developed on a 
neuropsychological tool that is w idely used to evaluate TBI. One such 
neuropsychological assessment tool is the W MS-GI (Wechsler Memory Scale- Third 
EdiGon). The WMS-GI is a measure o f global and speciGc memory dysfunction, and 
lends itseG nicely to the development o f quahtaGve measures. The advantage o f the 
W MS-GI is that it  is composed o f many tests, which measure a number o f cogniGve 
processes that are cnGcal to memory funcGon. Successful mahngenng would require 
knowledge o f impaired performance patterns on a ll o f the subtests amf their interacGons. 
This complexity (sophisGcaGon) should make malingenng difGcult fo r even well trained 
malingerers.
Mahngering research conducted on the W MS-GI is important because it is one o f the 
most w idely used assessment instruments fo r evaluaGng cogniGve impairment (Butler, 
Retzlaff, &  Vanderploeg, 1991; Lees-Haley, Smith, WiUiams, &  Dunn, 1996; Axelrod, 
Ryan, &  Woodard, 2001). W hile mahngering studies on the onginal WMS have been 
conducted, few are comprehensive (using all subtests), few utilize quahtative methods.
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8and litde research has been conducted on the most recent version (WMS-HI). In fact, 
only one study to date has examined the capability o f the W M S-IE as a malingering 
detection device (K illgore &  DellaPietra, 2000), and this study exclusively utilized one 
subtest w ith  a quantitaGve technique.
The purpose o f the current study was to develop and investigate new methods for 
identifying individuals who feign brain damage in order to gain monetary compensation. 
The current study sought to discover whether the addiGon o f quahtaGve measures o f 
mahngering on the W MS-IH to pre-established quanGtaGve approaches w ill increase the 
efhciency, sophisGcaGon, sensiGvity, and specihcity o f mahngering detection over 
current approaches. Adding quahtative measures to the W MS-HI should obviate the need 
for addiGonal tests to assess mahngering. The complexity o f W MS-HI measures and the 
interacGons o f subtests should dilute the effects o f coaching, which typically hampers a 
test's abihty to detect mahngerers. In other words, the method should be powerful at 
detecting sophisGcated mahngerers.
The approaches invesGgated in this study should offer neuropsychologists more 
efGcient and sophisGcated measures o f mahngering that posses strong speciGcity and 
sensiGvity. Increasing the speciGcity o f the WMS m  to detect mahngering wiU ensure 
that true vicGms o f head trauma are not falsely idenGGed as mahngenng and thus assure 
appropnate compensaGon. Increasing the sensiGvity o f the test w ill also ensure that 
persons who mahnger w ill be idenGGed at a higher rate, which may potenGahy reduce 
costs to consumers o f healthcare and/or medical insurance. In sum, increasing scienGGc 
knowledge concerning malingering behavior on the WMS-GI may decrease the number
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
o f claim denials to actual M TBI patients, reduce healthcare costs and insurance 
premiums, and reduce mahngering behavior due to the high probabhity o f getting caught.
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CHAPTER2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In the follow ing secGons, literature relevant to the current proposal is reviewed. These 
secGons include: 1) Concepts o f Memory FuncGoiGng, 2) A  Bnef H istory o f Post- 
Concussive Symptoms, 3) Conceptualizing TraumaGc Brain Injury, 4) Overview o f 
Memory Disorders, 5) Approaches to Detect Malingering, 6) The Effects o f Coaching on 
Malingering DetectabiUty, and 7) A b ility  o f the WMS-R and W MS-m to Detect 
Malingering. ParGcular attenGon is given to those studies that examine malingering using 
the Wechsler Memory Scales.
Concents o f Memorv Functioning
Memory is a cogniGve construct that has been extensively studied, but not yet totally 
understood. Memory can be viewed as an informaGon processing system in which 
informaGon is encoded (the process fo r getGng information into our brain), stored 
(retaining informaGon), and retrieved (retrieving the informaGon from storage). These 
concepts have been developed through theones o f human memory centrally based around 
three temporally deGned domains o f memory: sensory memory, short-term memory, and 
long-term memory. Because knowledge o f memory funcGoning is v ita l to implementing 
qualitaGve measures o f malingenng detecGon, the follow ing secGon illustrates some
10
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basic concepts o f memory functioning. Table 1 (see appendix H) illustrates the 
characteristics associated w ith the structural model.
A  w idely used memory model is the "Structural" model, which emphasizes different 
hypothetical mental structures o f human memory (i.e., Shiffrin &  Atkinson, 1969). 
These mental structures represent different information processing stages. Figure 1 
represents a typical diagram o f the structural model.
The Structural Model
SR STM L T M
AP
SR= Sensory register; AP= Attention Process; STM= Short-term Memory; LTM = Long­
term Memory
Figure 1. The Structural Model
Because the W MS-HT and this study focus prim arily on short and long-term memory, 
the follow ing discussion wiH prim arily focus on these concepts. Short-term memory 
(STM) corresponds to contents o f conscious awareness. Duration o f information in STM 
ranges from several seconds to a few minutes. Information is maintained in the STM 
through rehearsal. When rehearsal is not conducted, information fades quickly. The 
capacity o f the STM (referred to as a memory span) is lim ited to 7, plus or minus two.
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units o f information. W hile the capacity o f the STM may appear lim ited, there is a way 
to increase STM's memory capacity, which is called chunking information. When 
chunking information, one combines small units o f information into a large representative 
unit. For example, seven letters could be combined into one seven-letter word, which 
would equal one unit o f information.
Information in STM is encoded acoustically, semantically, and visually. Errors in 
coding can occur in normally functioning individuals, and have been used by researchers 
to demonstrate how information gets coded for storage. Semantic errors are errors that 
are close in meaning. An example o f a semantic error is saying pear when you mean 
apple. The two are sim ilar in that they are both fru it, both come from trees, both can be 
green, and both can have the same textures inside and out. Even making a comparison 
statement such as "pears and oranges" would im ply the same meaning as saying "apples 
and oranges." However, i f  you were asked, "W hat fru it has variations known as red 
delicious or granny smith?" Chances are you would not say a pear. I f  you did, you 
would be making a semantic error. Phonetic errors are much the same in that they are 
responses that are close, but not accurate. Phonetic errors sound like the correct 
response. An example o f a phonetic error m ight include saying "pear" when you mean to 
say "chair." The two sound alike because they rhyme, but have no semantic relations. It 
is important to note that phonetic errors don't exclusively have to rhyme, just have 
sim ilar phonetic sounds. These errors have been observed in memory research and, as 
discussed below, give insight into the way information is encoded and processed.
Acoustic encoding is based on sound qualities, but is usually verbal information. To 
illustrate this type o f encoding, Conrad (1964) performed a classic experiment where he
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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had subjects recall a hst o f six letters that were presented visually (and individually) on a 
screen. Conrad found that subjects who made an incorrect response to one o f the letters 
usually made an acoustic confusion (they were more like ly to say a letter that sounded 
like the correct letter). I f  an X  was the target letter subjects missed, they were much 
more like ly to have said S than Y because S sounds much more like X  than Y  does. This 
suggests the information had been stored acoustically.
Semantic encoding occurs when information is coded based on meaning. Shulman 
(1970) was able to demonstrate this phenomenon empirically. Shulman presented 
subjects w ith a lis t o f ten words, which exceeds the storage capacity o f STM, to ensure 
that the subjects would make mistakes on the recall task. A fter exposure to the target 
words, Shulman would present probe words, which were the target words or decoy 
words. Subjects had to decipher whether the probe word was one o f the target words 
previously presented in the hst. It turns out that i f  the probe word was a synonym o f a 
target word, subjects were significantly more hkely to commit semantic errors by 
id e n ti^n g  the probe decoy as a target word. The semantic errors committed by 
participants suggest that subjects encoded the target words semantically.
The process o f visual encoding during STM was demonstrated by Posner and Keel in 
1967. The researchers had subjects seated in front o f a screen and flashed a lower case 
letter, then a brie f blank delay, and then either the same or different letter, which could 
either be upper or lower case. Subjects had to indicate whether the second letter was the 
same as the first, and reaction times were recorded. The researchers hypothesized that i f  
information was semantically coded, then reaction time should be equivalent fo r same 
(lowercase-lowercase) or different (lowercase-uppercase) letter presentations. However,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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i f  information were encoded visually, you would expect longer reaction time from the 
same letter presented in different forms than in the same form. They found that i f  the 
delay interval between letters was less than 1.5 seconds, it  took subjects longer to name 
the letters presented in differing case formats. However, longer delay intervals produced 
no differences in response time for either type o f presentation. This suggests that 
information may in itia lly  be encoded visually, then acoustically and semantically.
Coding is also used to move information in short-term memory into the permanent 
storage o f long-term memory. To understand how this is done, the concepts o f working 
memory, e ffortfu l processing, and rehearsal must be described. When assessing visual 
and auditory short-term memory, the W M S -III uses the term "working memory" 
synonymously w ith the term short-term memory (STM). W hile differences are slight, 
they do posses different connotations. Short-term memory refers to input and temporary 
storage o f information whereas working memory refers to an attention based processing 
system that allows for the manipulation o f information held in short-term memory. To 
help illustrate, working memory can be thought o f as three components: the central 
executive, the phonological loop (the auditory processor), and the visualspatial sketchpad 
(the visual processor). The central executive is responsible for higher order cognitive 
functions in STM such as reasoning, comprehension, and task juggling. It needs attention 
to complete these tasks, but attention must also be shared w ith the other components as 
necessary. These components are generally capable o f working on their own, w ithout 
taking attention away from  the central executive, to process auditory and visual 
information. For example, i f  only a small amount o f rehearsal is required fo r storage, the 
phonological loop is capable o f ensuring the information wlU get stored. However, i f
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more complex items require rehearsal beyond the phonological loop's capacity, it w ill 
draw attentional resources away from  the central executive. This is what is happening 
when putting effort into information processing interferes w ith other tasks that were 
trying to be completed. It is easy to have a conversation w ith a passenger and drive your 
car on a fam iliar road w ith no tra ffic; however, it  becomes significantly more d ifficu lt to 
accomplish this m ulti task when the driving situation becomes more demanding (such as 
on a freeway... in  rush hour... in a new city). This is because components are pulling 
away attentional resources from the central executive to perform their duties making it 
harder to do other tasks. Therefore, information can either encoded automatically, or w ith 
effortfu l processing.
Automatic encoding is generally conducted outside o f awareness because it  does not 
involve effort and does not interfere w ith other thought processes (performed by the 
central executive). The subject o f memories encoded automatically typically involves 
space, time, and frequency. For example, remembering when you ate last or where you 
parked your car was probably processed automatically. Chances are you did not 
consciously attempt to remember these events, but they were in your memory anyway. 
Because this is an automatic process, we are unable to turn it  on or o ff regardless o f how 
hard we try.
E ffortftd processing can only be conducted when purposefully trying to encode 
information. E ffo rtfu l processing requires conscious effort and attention capabilities. It 
is used to learn novel information such as names, definitions, and symbols. Rehearsal is 
a common strategy used in effortfu l processing. Rehearsal refers to the repetition o f 
information, to either maintain it  b rie fly  in  consciousness or permanently store it  fo r later
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retrieval. Information is lost in STM i f  rehearsal is not performed. Rehearsal helps 
maintain information in STM and prevents decay, which serves to increase the likelihood 
it w ill be encoded into long-term memory. Ebbinghaus (1885) was the firs t to 
scientifically demonstrate how memory o f novel material could be enhanced through 
rehearsal (Baddeley, 1982; Ebbinghaus, 1885). Another helpful strategy involves 
spacing effects (Anderson &  Schooler, 1991; Bahrick, Bahrick, Bahrick, &  Bahrick,
1993; Dempster, 1988). The term Spacing Effect is the name given to the phenomenon 
o f better memory for material that was learned in shorter trials over a period o f time than 
memory for material that was studied in one immense study session. In other words, 
students should remember more material from  a class i f  they devote an hour a night to the 
topic rather than seven hours once a week.
The strategies just presented represent ways in which information w ill more like ly  be 
transferred and stored into long-term memory. Long-term memory (LTM ) refers to the 
enduring storage o f memory. LTM  has a v irtua lly unlim ited capacity fo r storing 
information. There is a great deal o f difference between storage in STM and LTM . 
Acoustic semantic, and visual information are stored in the LTM . However, most 
attention is paid to semantic coding. Three basic categories for how the semantic coding 
process occurs in LTM  have been proposed. The firs t is associative clustering. An 
example o f associative clustering would be to give a lis t o f 25 highly associated word 
pairs (hammer-nail, mother-father, etc.) to subjects and then ask the subjects to recall all 
the words on the hst. W hile subjects would not be expected to remember a ll the words, 
the words that are recalled w ih  cue the associated word. Therefore, words that are 
associated together w ih be recahed together. The same is true for the second encoding
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procedure, which is category clustering. I f  people are presented w ith a lis t o f words that 
belong to one o f three categories (e.g., animals, professions, and crimes), then they w ill 
recall words belonging to a certain category in clusters. Because there tends to be much 
overlap between these theories (most members o f a category are highly associated as 
well), some prefer a third theory, the theory o f subjective organization (SO). This theory 
states that the underlying structure or organization o f information is subjective and 
therefore based on the autonomy o f the individual. In other words, people create then- 
own structure for organizing information in LTM .
LTM  can be broken down into two types o f memories, declarative and procedural. 
Declarative memory is used to explain how units o f information are stored and retrieved. 
One avenue used by declarative memory is semantic storage and retrieval. Semantic 
memories are not based on personal experiences, but general facts and concepts. For 
example, the meanings o f words, rules o f grammar, arithmetic laws, and so on are stored 
semantically and considered declarative memories. Another way we store and retrieve 
units o f knowledge is through episodic memory. Episodic memory refers to memories o f 
information that are context specific. It is sim ilar to an autobiographical record o f one's 
life . Episodic memories are usually tied to events, eras, and places. For example, 
memories o f going to the movie last night or taking your firs t bike ride w ithout training 
wheels are episodic memories. Procedural memory is used to describe observed 
behavioral changes based on actual experiences. The subject may not be aware o f the 
experience's affect on their behavior. lYocedural memory can be demonstrated in 
patients w ith anterograde amnesia (described further in later sections). W hile these 
patients are unable to form  new memories, they are able to learn the correct answers to
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multiple-choice tests based on previous trials. W hile they do not remember the previous 
learning trials, tests, or experimenters, they begin responding correctly to the items.
Techniques for testing declarative memory are usually conducted through prim ing 
and recall tasks, and procedural memory is usually tested w ith recognition and relearning 
tasks. Priming refers to the presentation o f a stimulus facilitating quicker reaction time 
for recall o f a related stimulus. Recall is used to describe one's ab ility to retrieve 
information from memory based on a cue, such as in  fiU-in-the-blank questions. 
Recognition is a term used in cognitive psychology to describe one's ability to recognize 
a stimulus, such as in a multiple-choice test. The W M S-III prim arily measures constructs 
related to declarative memory. Therefore, it  utilizes prim ing and recall tasks to a great 
extent. However, other long-term memory constructs are also utilized, as well as 
measures o f short-term memory.
Information can be transferred in either direction from STM and LTM . Memories 
stored in LTM  are not in  our conscious awareness, otherwise we would be inundated w ith 
every memory we ever had constantly. Therefore, LTM  must move information into 
STM for it to come into our conscious experience. W hile these memory stores do work 
together, there is evidence to suggest they are distinct. The best evidence fo r this has 
come from serial position effects. Serial position effects refer to the ab ility to remember 
in itia l items and latter items o f a lis t better than items that occur in the middle o f a list. 
Better recollection for recent items (items presented toward the end o f a lis t) may be due 
to the items' presence in  short-term memoiy when participants are asked to recall them 
immediately after presentation o f the list. The recency items presence in short-term 
memory allows fo r especially quick recall and higher accuracy. S im ilarly, participants
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often recall early items o f a lis t w ith almost the same accuracy because participants have 
more opportunity to rehearse these items, which serves to retain them in  short-term 
memory and possibly encode them into long-term memory (Craik &  Watkins, 1973). 
Rehearsing items increases the accuracy o f recall because rehearsed items have a higher 
probability o f being stored in LTM . In fact, i f  there is a time delay between the 
presentation o f items and when participants are asked to recall them, the items presented 
firs t w ill be remembered better due to the rehearsing they received. Because middle 
items do not have as much rehearsal time and are temporally too remote for short-term 
storage, middle items are the least remembered group o f items on a list. In sum, primacy 
effects appear to be related to LTM , while recency effects appear to be related to STM, 
and demonstrate the differences between the two memory stores.
It is not like ly  that persons who malinger w ill be privy to the cognitive concepts 
discussed above (i.e., coding errors and serial position effects). Therefore, it  is unlikely 
that persons who malinger w ill display the typical patterns o f performance predicted by 
these concepts when not answering honestly. Because, persons who are m ild ly brain 
injured are like ly  demonstrate these patterns o f performance, the cognitive concepts 
should add a level o f sophistication and power to the W MS-HI that should be d ifficu lt for 
malingerers to escape. Scoring the presence or absence o f these cognitive concepts is 
possible on WMS m  subtests. W hile no formal scoring procedures are currently 
available, the subtests lend themselves nicely to the development o f such scoring 
procedures. Specifically, the use o f coding errors (semantic and acoustic) and serial 
position effects wiU be measured on W M S -III subtest. The specifics o f these procedures 
are discussed in chapter three.
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A  Bnef History o f Post-Concussive Symptoms
M ild  TB I has previously been refenod to as post-concussion syndrome, minor head 
injury, traumatic head syndrome, traumatic cephalgia, post-brain injury syndrome, and 
post-traumatic syndrome (Murrey, 2000). The follow ing section describes a brief 
overview o f the history o f rmld traumatic brain injury, and how it  has been previously 
conceptualized.
During the nineteenth century, locahzationists dominated neuropsychological 
thinking. Much o f the domination was propelled by the vast knowledge gained though 
macroscopic brain lesions and entry/exit wounds from missiles studied during autopsy to 
estabhsh causal brain-behavior relationships. Broca (1861; Gasquoine, 1997) established 
one o f the most famous brain-behavior relationships when he discovered the association 
between non-fluent aphasia and damage to the second and third le ft frontal convolutions. 
Other examples include the connection o f memory impairment and medial temporal lobe 
damage, as well as the relation between the frontal lobes and executive functioning. 
Unfortunately, concussive injury has not f it  well into the localizationist's view.
Symptoms from this type o f in jury are often un-quantifiable, and locating specific 
anatomic Sequelae often proves elusive. Because postconcussive symptoms have not f it  
easily into localizationist theory, several attempts to understand the possible 
physiological and psychological antecedents o f symptoms have been made. The 
follow ing section provides a brie f history o f the major perspectives relating to 
postconcussive symptoms from 1866 through 1974.
W ith the advent o f the railroad in the 1800s, there was a dramatic increase in the 
number of traumatic injuries. The idea that trauma could produce severe and disabling
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symptoms, w ithout detectible structural damage, began w ith the syndrome known as 
spinal concussion. The firs t published investigation o f this syndrome was in 1866 by a 
London surgeon named Erichsen. Erichsen studied 31 trauma cases (9 o f which were 
railway accidents) and postulated that undetected molecular disarrangement o f the spinal 
cord was to blame for the symptoms formerly known as railway spine (Gasquoine, 1997). 
A t the time, distinguishing symptoms resulting from injuries to the spinal cord and other 
central nervous system components was quite d ifficu lt. Spinal concussion became quite 
inclusive and was used to explain everything from  nervous shock and its aftermath to 
certain visual disturbances. Erichsen acknowledge that many o f the cases were like ly  
haudulent, and the true prevalence o f the syndrome was unknown. Indeed, after a tough 
lia b ility  law was passed in  Fhussia during 1871 making railroad companied responsible 
for compensating accident victims, there was a marked increase in disability claims from 
spinal injuries (Gasquoine, 1997).
The use o f spinal concussion as a diagnosis to gain compensation from railroad 
companies ignited the Railroad spine controversy. A fter exhaustive study in  1884, 
several London surgeons concluded there could not be m jury unless there was fracture or 
dislocation o f the spinal cord. They attributed symptoms occurring in the absence o f 
detectible physical damage to traumatic neurasthenia, or railway hysteria. The symptoms 
o f railway hysteria were reported as sleeplessness, irritab ih ty, depression, memory 
disturbance, inab ility to do mental or physical work, headache, tinnitis, nervousness, 
vasomotor disturbance, excessive sweating, spinal pain, tw itching, and irregular pulse. 
Lateralized impairments o f the senses were considered a definite sign o f hysteria. W hile 
there was high agreement among the investigators that railroad hysteria was not due to
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physical damage, many researchers were unclear as to what extent patients were being 
outright fraudulent.
A  few years later, Oppenheim (1889) also described a cluster o f disabling traumatic 
symptoms caused by undetectable structural damage. This new syndrome was named 
"traumaischen neurosen" (neurosis from trauma) and was claimed to be the result o f 
impairment to the central nervous system function through dissemination o f strong 
afferent stim uli. The Vasomotorischen symptomencomplex that was created to tease out 
traumaischen neurosen from other hysteria or organic brain disease included headaches, 
dizziness, vasomotor instability, and intolerance to alcohol. W hile these symptoms 
appear quite sim ilar to railway spine, Oppenheim fe lt they resulted from disordered 
intracranial blood flow , not spinal injury. Therefore, Oppenheim was one o f the first 
investigators to hypothesize symptom presentation was a result o f processes in the brain, 
and not the spine.
Sim ilarly, in 1920, Dana reported on a series o f compensation seeking individuals 
who were described as having nondestructive wounds to the head (closed head injury). 
These patients also had complaints o f headache, vertigo, insomnia, irritab ility , anxiety, 
depression, memory deûcits, fatigue, tinnitis, and weight loss. Because Freudian 
psychoanalysis and severe traumatic experiences from the First W orld War were so 
prevalent at the time, it  was w idely believed that symptoms were due to subconscious 
conflicts released by the traumatic experience. Dana used his study to argue against these 
ideas as a basis fo r the neurosis by pointing to the dullness and sim plicity o f most 
patients, and the obvious rewards o f not working and being compensated. Dana fe lt
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strongly that "traumatic conduct disorder" more accurately described these patients and 
their syndrome.
This point o f view was not w ithout its critics however. Symonds (1928), while noting 
that symptoms may be exaggerated, pointed to anxiety neurosis as a differential diagnosis 
for the symptoms (Lewis, 1942). Symonds believed symptoms were s till rooted in 
organic etiology, but attempts to distinguish between organic and psychogenic cases were 
futile  as no objective measurements were available to make such a distinction. Lewis, in 
1942, agreed w ith Symonds that it  would be impossible to infer i f  a syndrome was 
psychogenic simply based on the presenting symptoms.
Luckily, the remarks o f Symonds and Lewis did not discourage other researchers 
from  looking into new ways o f discovering physiological markers to post concussive 
symptoms. Russell (1932) was the firs t to propose that the duration o f posttraumatic 
amnesia (PTA) could classify severity o f concussive injury. Russell postulated cerebral 
edema, contusion, increased intracranial pressure, scattered capillary hemorrhage, skuU 
fracture, contracoup iiiju iy , and changes in  momentum o f the brain as possible causes o f 
symptomology. As it  turns out, Russell was certainly on the correct path (etiology o f 
symptoms w ill be discussed further in the next section). Excluding cases where 
compensation was involved, he described the "post-concussional syndrome" as the 
persistence o f headache, dizziness, loss o f memory, nervousness, or sleeplessness. These 
symptoms were present in 86 out o f 141 cases six months post injury. Because positive 
correlations between PTA and these symptoms suggested organic explanations, the 
absence o f a correlation suggested the presence o f psychogenic factors for their presence. 
Further advancement o f organic theories to the syndrome came in 1943 by physicist
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named Holboum. He demonstrated on brain models made from je lly  that shear-strains 
resulting from  rotational forces were the most probable cause o f concussive brain injury.
Another major breakthrough in the neuropsychology o f concussive symptoms 
occurred in 1974. A  New Zealand researcher by the name o f Gronwall published the 
results o f her doctoral dissertation that compared concussed patients w ith matched 
controls on the Paced Auditory Serial Addition Task (PASAT), a test o f information 
processing capacity (Gronwall &  Sampson, 1974). Her results suggest that müd 
concussion (PTA o f less than an hour) resulted in information processing capacity 
lim itations in the early stages after injury, but these lim itations usually remitted w ithin 
one month. In more severe cases, increased duration o f PTA was associated w ith 
increased attentional impairment. Over a decade later, the results were replicated (Levin 
et al., 1987). Although few exceptions have been found, neuropsychological impairment 
follow ing concussion has generally not been found to correlate w ith self-reported 
postconcussion symptoms. Therefore, the psychogenic explanations (i.e., hysteria, 
malingering, anxiety) remain quite viable.
W hile there has been considerable consistency among specific symptoms described in 
the various syndromes (headache, dizziness, cognitive disturbance, etc.), unique 
symptoms have also been reported (intolerance to alcohol, as in traumaischen neurosen). 
H istorical and cultural perspectives relating to the idiosyncrasies specific to each 
syndrome cannot be overlooked. It is important to keep in mind that while most authors 
stressed one causal factor or another, almost a ll acknowledge the importance and 
existence o f other relevant factors. Nonetheless, it  does appear possible to classify 
explanations o f syndromes categorically into organic, emotional, or motivational.
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The organic explanation fo r postconcussive symptoms profited mostly from the use 
o f PTA as an index o f severity, the identification o f acceleration-deceleration forces as a 
mechanism o f injury, the development o f methodology to separate organic and 
psychogenic sequelae, and the delineation o f neuropsychological sequelae o f concussion 
via the experimental approach. A  lack o f correlation between apparent severity o f 
structural brain damage and the persistence o f postconcussive symptoms provided the 
main evidence for psychogenic factors, which include hysteria, malingering, and anxiety 
reactions that were a ll subsumed under general neuroses. L ittle  scientific evidence has 
been provided for psychogenic explanations. While several investigators were careful to 
exclude compensation-seeking individuals from their studies, much confusion s till arose 
hom the attempts to separate hysteria from malingering when attributing psychogenic 
factors to postconcussive symptoms. In more recent times, there has been much 
improvement in  neuropsychology's ab ility to detect malingering. Yet, while we are 
better at teasing out malingerers from  "hysterical" patients, and better organic 
explanations have been proposed, objective evidence remains elusive when attempting to 
specify the causal nature o f postconcussive symptoms.
Conceptualizing Traumatic Brain Iniurv
To enhance the understanding and detection o f malingered traumatic brain injury, it  is 
important to have a good conceptualization TB I itself. TB I occurs frequently in the 
population and is a significant public health problem. Each year there are 2,000,000 
newly reported cases o f TB I (Gualtieri, 1995). Most cases are closed head injured (CHI), 
meaning the skull is not fractured, crushed or penetrated, and the m ajority o f CHIs (90%)
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are classiGed as "m ild " traumatic brain injury (M TBI). Confusingly, the term m ild head 
in jury doesn't necessarily refer to the severity o f symptoms, but has more to do w ith the 
amount o f time spent unconscious. M ild  head trauma is classiGed as a loss o f 
consciousness (LCM2) o f less than 30 minutes. Nonetheless, longer LCXZ is associated 
w ith more severe physical and cogniGve symptoms. Base-rates for persons expenencing 
M TB I symptoms longer than one year are very low (1.9%-5.8%; Murrey, 2000), although 
other studies have shown larger base-rates for liügaüng paüents (Binder &  Rohling, 
1996).
W hile persistent symptoms o f M TB I are low  after one-year, the senousness o f M TBI 
cannot be overstated. Sequelae o f TB I can be life  changing due to difGculties in  fam ily 
relations, expensive medical costs, legal struggles, and lengthy rehabilitadon procedures. 
TB I is also the leading cause o f death in young men (Price &  Stevens, 1997). The 
staggenng costs associated w ith TB I are taxing on an already overburdened healthcare 
system.
Persons suffenng a traumaGc head in jury typically display symptoms from  three 
categones: (physical symptoms, cogniGve deGcits, and behavioral changes). Physical 
symptoms tend to include headaches, dizziness, nausea, posiGonal verGgo, noise 
intolerance, sleep disturbance, blurred vision, faGgue, poor coordinaGon, and reduced 
alcohol intolerance. CogniGve disturbances tend to include forgetfulness, reduced mental 
processing speed, excessive mental faGgue, disrupGons in train o f thought, poor 
concentraGon, and increased distracGbility. Behavioral changes typically reported are 
lowered frustration tolerance, emoGonal labiality, depression, diminished lib ido, anxiety, 
and sleep disturbance.
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TB I from  closed bead injuries (CHI) typically takes two forms: primary injury and 
secondary effects. Primary injuries are those caused at the Gme o f impact and are a direct 
result o f the blow to the head. The momentum o f force causes much o f the damage 
observed in TBI. In fact, many studies on TB I have shown that damage often occurs 
opposite o f the impact site (contra coup) because the brain moves and collides against the 
opposite side o f the cranial vault due to momentum. Injury to the temporal poles and 
prefrontal cortex are also common because o f the brains position in  the sktdl. Secondary 
effects are those that result from the primary injury. An example o f secondary effects is 
brain damage caused by intracerebral swelling. The total amoimt o f damaged neural 
Gssue in  CHI represents the combined effects o f these primary and secondary 
mechanisms.
W hile laceraGons, contusions, edema, and other forms o f macro brain damage are 
observable using neuroimaging techniques, many forms o f microscopic brain damage are 
not. This is a complicating factor in the detection o f malingering because without 
modem imaging techniques (PET, M RI, and fM R I) that give professionals an objective 
measure o f accrued damage, measures that are more subjecGve must be used. One 
example o f microscopic brain damage is axonal shearing, which does not appear in 
imaging techniques, yet causes cogniGve deGcits as a result o f impaired neuronal 
transmission. Axonal shearing occurs when force or momentum causes stretching or 
tw isting o f neuronal axons and accounts for brain damage in  up to 3 m illion  people 
(Z illm er &  Spiers, 2001). Axons that project down from the cortex to the lower brain 
stmctures (brain stem) are parGcularly suscepGble to sheanng. This is because the lower 
structures o f the brain maintain relaGvely fixed posiGons, while upper structures
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(including the cortex) have more freedom to move. Momentum o f the head during 
accidents can cause shifting o f the upper brain structures, while lack o f lower structure 
movement focuses undue stress on axons connecting the two regions. I f  the stretching 
and tw isting o f axons is severe enough, they w ill break, producing signiGcant 
neurocognidve deGcits. In fact, axonal shearing from whiplash can account fo r up to a 
14-point loss on the Full-scale IQ  index o f the Wechsler Adult InteUigence Scale-Revised 
(Parker, 1996).
Evidence has also emerged that at least part o f M TB I symptoms can anse from 
temporary changes in cerebral blood Gow and neurochemical funcGon. CurrenGy, there 
are no convenient methods for monitonng either dysfuncGon. Because vaneGes o f brain 
trauma such as axonal shearing, temporary cerebral blood Gow change, and 
neurochemical dysfunction are common, we cannot rule out brain trauma based on 
negaGve neuroimaging results alone. Individuals who malinger have been able to take 
advantage o f the neuroimaging shortcomings. U n til more reGned imaging becomes 
avaüable, psychometric methods for detecting malingering behavior remain essenGal. 
Neuropsychological tests can be highly sensiGve to the behavioral and cogniGve sequelae 
o f TBI, and can be effecGvely used to diagnose its presence in the absence o f defmiGve 
medical evidence.
Overview o f memory disorders
There are two main categories o f amnesia, retrograde and anterograde amnesia. 
Retrograde amnesia refers to difGculGes remembenng events pnor to some traumaGc 
event. Anterograde amnesia refers to an inab ility  to form  new memones after a traumaGc
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event. Therefore, retrograde amnesia is indicative o f retrieval impairments and 
Anterograde amnesia is indicative o f encoding impairments. W hile both types o f 
amnesia are disGnct categoncally, it  is common to observe both in a paGent suffering 
from  TBI.
Individuals who suffer a concussion typically expenence reGograde amnesia, i.e., 
they forget events pnor to the concussion. How far back the amnesia affects memones is 
usually dependent on the severity o f the concussion. However, the majonty o f memones 
are only erased temporanly. Older memones typically return firs t because the typical 
pattern o f recovery starts w ith the distant past and works forward. The first few 
memones are not generally placed in  the correct chronological order and often memones 
are fused together as they are recovered. As more memones are recovered, an "Island o f 
Remembering" occurs where groupings o f memories can be placed in a chronological 
order w ith missing gaps o f time between them. As more memones are recovered, the 
time gaps decrease and the islands o f memories come together unGl memory is largely 
restored. How much recovery takes place is vanable based on seventy o f trauma and 
individual differences. However, one homogenous tra it is that the last few minutes pnor 
to trauma are rarely recovered. This may be because only a shallow level o f processing 
has occurred in  short-term memory that d idn 't allow fo r storage in long-term memory.
Two studies empincaUy demonstraGng the permanent loss o f memory just before a 
traumaGc event are Yamell and Lynch (1970) and Squire et al., (1975). YameU and 
Lynch (1970) conducted an informaGve Geld study expenment on retrograde amnesia by 
waiGng at football games for a concussion to occur, and then immediately asking the 
player who suffered the concussion what play they had just run. Players were able to
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correctly state the play they just ran immediately follow ing the concussion, but only a 
few minutes afterward, players were unable to recall the speciGc play.
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) used to Geat depression uses electric currents to 
create a convulsive reacGon in the brain and loss o f consciousness ensues. Retrograde 
amnesia typ ically occurs as a side effect o f this procedure. Squire et al. (1975) performed 
a classic experiment on patients undergoing ECT. Squire and colleagues tested patients' 
knowledge fo r names o f TV shows aired between 1957 to 1972. This test was given 
before undergoing ECT, soon after the procedure, and six months after the procedure. 
When patients were tested soon after receiving ECT therapy, there was a marked memory 
deGcit fo r TV  shows broadcast w ithin the previous four years, but not beyond. When 
tested six months later, paüents had as good a memory for the names o f TV shows as 
before the procedure, but could not remember being wheeled into the ECT room. This 
study not only demonstrated that permanent memory loss usually occurs fo r memones 
just before a trauma, but the "islands o f memory recovery" that occtu afterward.
Anterograde amnesia tends to be a more severe reGograde amnesia, and refers to the 
inability to form  new memones after a traumaGc event. Anterograde amnesia is severe 
because it  is typically caused by permanent brain damage. The most common eGologies 
o f anterograde amnesia are damage to the temporal lobe, hippocampus, mammilary 
bodies, and ventralmedial thalamic nuclei. Other causes o f anterograde amnesia include 
Alcoa Aneucrysin, Herpes, and Korsakoff's disorder. The follow ing case study reGects a 
clinical picture o f presenGng problems oAen seen in  anterograde amnesia.
A  famous case o f anterograde amnesia was paGent HM. HM  was Grst presented by 
Brenda M ilner in 1966. HM  did not suffer from  memory deGcits until he was eight years
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old. It was at this age that HM began to experience epileptic seizers that gradually 
became more frequent and debilitaüng. By the time HM was 27 years old, he was 
experiencing 300 epileptic seizers a day. This was rate far too dangerous to continue 
unabated, so doctors decided to remove the focal point o f the brain responsible for the 
seizures (areas o f the temporal lobe and hippocampus). AAer the surgery, HM was no 
longer able to form  new memories. Interestingly, HM  is able to learn even though he 
cannot remember doing so. H M 's shoA-term memory stores and preoperative LTM  
functioning appeared to stay intact, allowing HM  to perform normally on IQ  testing and 
quickly learn new motor sk ill tasks. In fact, learned motor sk ill tasks appear to be 
retained, which surprised doctors. Therefore, H M 's procedural memory remained intact 
despite severe impairment in declaraüve memory. It turns out that im p lic it learning 
ab ility remains intact for many anterograde amnesic patients.
A  memory disorder related to, yet distinct from, malingering is known as the Ganser 
syndrome. Ganser syndrome is mosGy observed in forensic settings, or in cases o f severe 
trauma, and may be related to dissociadve disorders. Individuals suffering Aom Ganser 
make approximate answers test questions. For example, a paGent suffering from  Ganser 
syndrome may claim that 2+2=5. S. J. Ganser firs t descnbed the symptom o f 
approximate answers, or vorheireckn, in  1898 when explaining a syndrome observed in 
three pnson inmates awaiGng tria l (Sanford, Drobb, &  Meehan, 2000). Ganser syndrome 
is very uncommon, but worth discussing as it  is a memory disorder that is often confused 
w ith malingenng. Very litGe has been learned about Ganser syndrome since it  was firs t 
described in 1898, although this may be a funcGon o f available research, which is almost 
nonexistent. Some concern has been voiced that Ganser paGents may be misidenGAed as
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malingering (Sanford, Drobb, &  Meehan, 2000). However, this is actually unlikely to 
occur as Ganser paGents can be idenGGed through other means and symptoms. A 
thorough and competent assessment by a neuropsychologist should rule out malingenng 
in cases o f Ganser Syndrome.
Approaches to Detect Malingenng
Guidehnes descnbing when to suspect mahngenng are available. Binder (1990) 
asserts that malingering should be suspected whenever test results may be related to 
Gnancial gain. GreiffensGen, Baker, and Gola (1994) propose a more stringent method 
by asserting individuals claim ing to have suffered M TB I are suspect when two or more of 
the follow ing cntena are met: 1) Two or more severe impairments identiGed on 
neuropsychological instruments; 2) An improbable history fo r eGology o f observed 
symptoms; 3) Claims o f total disability in occupaGonal or social roles; and 4) Claims o f 
remote memory loss. Finally, the DSM -IV exerts that malingering should be suspected 
w ith any combinaGon o f the foGowing:
1. Medicolegal context o f presentaGon (e.g., the person is referred by an 
attorney to the clinician for examinaGon).
2. Marked discrepancy between the person's cGnical stress or disability 
and the objecGve Gndings.
3. Lack o f cooperaGon during the diagnosGc evaluaGon and in  complying 
w ith the prescribed treatment regiment.
4. The presence o f anGsocial personality Disorder, (p. 297).
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The fo llow ing discussion outlines the current techniques used in malingering 
detecGon, both in  the lab and clin ically. Clinicians and researchers have generally 
incorporated a combination o f approaches when malingering is suspected. Personality 
tests are oAen equipped w ith malingering scales, and have been in use for many years. 
C utoff techniques and forced choice tests were developed to detect moGvation and are 
used often in forensic psychology. Norms are oAen available on psychometric tests for 
many populaGons, including TB I paGents, which neuropsychologists use for companson 
purposes. In this secGon, each o f these approaches wiU be discussed.
Personality Test Variables
One technique that has been commonly used to detect malingenng is to examine the 
valid ity scales Aom common personality inventories such as the Minnesota MulGphasic 
Personality Inventory (M M Pl). The M M Pl and other inventones are often administered 
as a rouGne part o f neuropsychological evaluaGons, and so informaGon from them is 
often available when attempGng to idenGfy malingenng. Because personality inventones 
typically have va lid ity scales that readily idenGfy malingering and other response styles, 
numerous studies have been conducted on their ab ility to detect malingering or Faking 
bad and there is a wealth o f literature pertaiiGng to their eAecGveness (Bagby, Buis, and 
Nicholson, 1995; Berry, Baer, et al., 1991; Carson, 1969; Rogers et al., 1995). It is 
because o f this wealth o f empincaUy validaGng research, and the ease o f administraGon, 
that many neuropsychologists in clin ical pracGce use personality inventones when 
malingering, is suspected.
Common scales to detect malingenng on the M M Pl-2 include the InAequency (F) 
Scale, the Back InAequency (Fb) Scale, the F minus K  index, the DissimulaGon (Ds)
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Scale, and the Fake-Bad (FB) Scale. The most common scale used to identify 
malingenng is the F scale (and Fb Scale), which was designed to idenGfy deviant 
responding to items. S ixty items are analyzed and constitute the F scale while 40 items 
constitute the Fb Scale. W hile the two scales ostensibly measure the same construct, the 
purpose fo r having both is to compare differences in moGvation Aom the Grst half o f the 
test Aom the last part o f it. Typically, F Scales w ith  T scores above 100 are observed 
when the test taker is faking bad. W ith malingerers, one should not only observe an 
elevated F scale, but observe an elevated Fb Scale as well because they should be 
moGvated to answer consistenGy. Because they should be moGvated to answer 
consistenGy, one should also see TRÏN AND VRIN  Scale scores (scales used to identify 
patterns o f responding, i.e. consistenGy responding "true" to items or answering sinular 
items inconsistently) should be weU w ithin normal lim its.
Another common approach on the M M P l to detect malingenng is to subtract the F 
scale from  the Corrected (K) Scale, which was created to detect either faking good or 
defensiveness. High K  scores are indicaGve o f faking good. Because faking good is 
inconsistent w ith malingering, one would expect to observe large differences between 
Giese two scales. Carson (1969) suggested that a score o f eleven or higher on this scale 
(subtracting raw score K  Aom Raw score F) was sensiGve to faking bad. However, 
Graham (2000) has suggested not enough research on this index has been conducted and 
more needs to be done before definitive cut-oAs are suggested.
More research is also needed on scales Ds and FB. The Ds was created by Gough in  
1954 and incorporated items that professionals had idenGAed as indicative o f 
psychopathology. The tw ist was, individuals w ith true psychopathology rarely endorsed
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these items. However, several studies have found that the Ds Scale is not as eAective as 
the F Scale alone (Bagby, Buis, and Nicholson, 1995; Berry, Baer, et al., 1991; Rogers et 
al., 1995). S im ilarly, research on the FB (malingering scale) scale's valid ity has been 
disappointing (Graham 2000; Rogers et al., 1995). This is particularly disappointing 
because the FB scale closely relates to the current study, as it  was developed to detect 
faking bad among personal-injury paGents.
W hile the M M PI-2 has been shown to be an effecGve tool in detecGng people who 
fake bad, its use is not necessarily required in the current invesGgation as the current 
study pertains to brain injury, and not psychopathology. It would be interesting, 
however, to invesGgate personality profiles o f known malingerers. In this sense, one 
would have the added beneGt o f matching a personahty proGle to a suspected malingerer 
as w ell as looking at the va lid ity scales. W hile research has correlated anGsocial 
personality traits to persons who malinger (Clark, 1997; DSM -IV, 1994), probabilisGc 
statements are not possible and further research is certainly needed in this area.
Assessing personality is not possible in  the current study, as simulated malingerers would 
not be expected to have the same personality Gaits as true malingerers. Nonetheless, the 
M M PI-2's contribution to the detecGon o f malingenng over the years has been abundant, 
and therefore, deserving o f menGon.
Forced Choice Techniques and the CutoA Score Approach 
Forced choice techniques remain a popular topic o f study among psychologists 
researching mahngering detecGon methods. This technique has been developed 
speciGcally fo r malingenng detecGon and test taking moGvation. This technique is 
termed forced choice because it  asks paGents to choose only one correct answer from  two
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choices on any particular item. According to binomial probability staGsGcs, individuals 
should correcGy answer at least 50% o f test items correct by chance alone. It is the same 
probability as Gipping a coin. When a coin is flipped several times, roughly equal 
numbers o f heads and tails are expected. I f  the coin conGnuaGy comes up heads, the coin 
is suspected o f being biased in  some way. SimGarly, a paGent who only answers 10% of 
items correcGy, when random responding should result in  50% correct, also becomes 
suspected o f being biased in some way. It quickly becomes apparent that the person is 
purposefully trying to get items wrong. Unfortunately, many people are able to Ggure out 
this type o f sim plicity, and i f  they don't, lawyers could easGy coach them. The re liab ility 
and valid ity o f any simplisGc measure must therefore remain in quesGon. Another 
limitaGon to the forced choice procedure is that incorporaGng them into a battery adds 
time and expense to the assessment process w ithout adding beneGcial neurologic or 
cogniGve informaGon. Therefore, many clin icians choose not to administer these tests.
Sim ilar to forced choice tests, cutoff score procedures are used to assess a client's 
conscious, or sometimes unconscious, motivaGon. These tests are used when 
malingering is suspected and generally must be added to the clin ical neuropsychological 
evaluaGon. The tests are constructed to be deceiving. W hile the tests are quite simple, 
they often appear much more difGcult than they actually are. Therefore, when 
parGcipants score poorly, it  becomes apparent that the parGcipant is sconng poorely on 
purpose. To illustrate, the Rey's Memory Test (RMT; Rey, 1964) asks paGents to 
remember 15 items that are presented in a Gve-row, three-column format. W hile Gfteen 
items seems difGcult (or even impossible considering the STM's memory capacity o f 
about seven units) the task takes advantage o f chunking techniques that actually makes
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the test quite easy for anyone except the severely brain damaged or mentally retarded.
The examiner sGesses the fact that there are GAeen items to promote the idea that it  is a 
difGcult task. However, in  actuality, the paGent only needs to remember three or four 
items to effecGvely remember the rest (through the process o f chunking). PaGents are 
asked to look at Figure 2 for ten seconds. Subject are then given a 10-15 second delay 
and then asked to reproduce as many o f the Ggures as they can on a separate sheet o f 
paper. The test can be scored in many ways (Lezak, 1995) such as scoring fo r omission 
or addiGons (Paul et al., 1992) and perseveraGve substituGons or reversals (Goldberg and 
M ille r, 1986). However, the most common way to score this test is to count the correct 
number o f recollecGons. Scores fa lling  below nine indicate malingering.
i
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Figure 2. Rey 15 Item Test
Meyers, Galinsky, and Volbrecht (1999) looked at cutoff levels fo r several 
neuropsychological tests to assess their efGcacy as a malingering detecGon instrument. 
Researchers hypothesized malingerers would make more errors on neuropsychological 
tests. Therefore, cutoA scores could be established that eAecGvely discnminated
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malingering Aom actual brain iiqured paGents. Meyers and coGeagues estabGshed cutoA 
scores fo r the Judgment o f Line OnentaGon test, the Token Test, the DichoGc Listening 
test, and a 20-item forced choice test. Simulated malingerers made more signiAcanGy 
more errors than conGol, such that 100% speciAcity and 95% sensitivity was observed 
when aG tests were used together. They also found that simulated malingerers performed 
signiAcantly different Aom mild head iryured patients who were non-GGgaGng. 
UnfoAunately, these actors were naïve to eAecGve malingenng. An interesting finding, 
when looking closer at the post-hoc data, was that liGgaGng m ild head iryury paGents and 
severe head injured paGents peAormed very simGarly on these tests, while normal 
controls and non-GGgating mGd head injured paGents performed simGarly. The 
signiAcant difference between the two m ild head in jury groups was GGgaGon status. 
W hile considered neuropsychological, Giese tests have to be administered together to 
enjoy the high sensiGvity and speciAcity, which may lim it efAciency. Nonetheless, 
Meyers and coGeagues demonstrated that a cutoA score can be an effecGve strategy for 
idenGfying (naïve) malingenng, and can be incorporated into neuropsychological tests 
easily.
Comparative Strategies
Other research studying malingenng utilizes neuropsychological test scores o f 
individuals who simulate malingenng instead o f speciAc tests for malingering. Norms 
have been useful to neuropsychologists because consistent, or inconsistent, patterns o f 
responding can be idenGAed. For example, the magnitude o f error strategy, which 
focuses on exaggerated deAcits, has been an eAecGve tool in idenGfying malingered 
responses. Because naïve malingerers (NM ; mahngerers w ithout self-educaGon or
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coaching) have demonstrated a tendency to exaggerate symptoms beyond that expected 
o f M TB I patients (Franzen &  Martin, 1999; Youngjohn, Lees-Haley, &  Binder, 1999). 
W hile id e n tif^ g  exaggerated deAcits is an effecAve strategy, it is also the oldest and 
best-known method o f malingenng detecAon, which makes it  vulnerable to sophisAcated 
malingerers (SM; mahngerers who have prepared themselves for testing, or been 
coached). In fact, several studies have shown that SMs are viAuaUy impossible to detect 
when using this procedure (Lees-Haley, 1985; Lees-Haley, 1986, Ruff, W ylie, &  
Tennant, 1993; Ziehnski, 1994). Because many people are smart-enough to realize that 
playing-up symptoms may expose them, this technique may be compromised i f  used 
alone. Furthermore, this technique has not been shown to reliably demonstrate sensitivity 
or speciAcity on all neuropsychological tests. Therefore, actual TB I paüents may be at 
greater nsk for being misidenAAed as malingenng and many individuals feigning 
cognitive disturbances may go undetected.
The magnitude o f error strategy can examine quanütative or quaütaüve scores (e.g. 
total categones on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test) for excess errors inconsistent w ith 
norms for a given populaAon. A  more sophisAcated apphcation o f comparing norms has 
been to subject scores to a discriminant funcAon analysis (DFA). DFA uses mulAple 
quanütaüve or quahtative scores to essentially develop a regression equaAon that 
differenüates groups (mahngerers vs. non-mahngerers). This approach may be more 
difAcult for mahngerers to decode because it accounts for both neurocognitive deAcits 
and sparing, thus requiting the mahngerer to peAorm poorly on some tests, but not on 
others in a way that is consistent w ith TBI.
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The studies reviewed hereafter have applied methods that may be considered 
quanütative or qualitaüve. Because many studies incorporate several techniques, it  is 
d ifAcult to separate purely quanütaüve techniques from studies using purely qualitative 
techniques. Therefore, studies using norm comparison techniques w ith prim arily 
quanütaüve approaches wiU be discussed firs t and then studies w ith prim arily quahtative 
methods w ill be discussed second. However, these studies do have commonahties. For 
example, ah studies use neuropsychological tests to compare experimental groups, 
thereby attempüng to make the detection o f mahngering more efAcient. UnfoAunately, 
a ll o f these studies have at least one lim itaüon that compromises their abhity to detect 
mahngering. Nonetheless, they ah have contributed valuable informaüon on one or more 
techniques for mahngering detecüon. The fohowing review describes each study, the 
neuropsychological instrument used, the detecüon techniques used, and the hmitaüons 
that w ih be addressed for the current study.
fnTMan/y Gwonhtahye
In 1997, Davis, King, Bloodworth, Spring, and Klebe used a companson technique
on the computerized category test to signiAcantly discriminate simulated mahngerers 
Aom normal conAols and amnesic paüents. Parücipants studied a lis t o f distorted dots 
presented on a computer screen. I f  connected, the dots form  a picture o f some prototype. 
Parücipants were then shown new sets o f stimuh (dots), and asked whether new stim uli 
belonged to the original prototype's category. Mahngerers made signiAcantly more 
errors than normal conAols and amnesic paüents. This study demonstrates the 
eAecüveness o f the magnitude o f eAor approach. UnfoAunately, sophisAcated 
mahngerers (SMs) were not used, which may have accounted for the large differences 
between groups. It is like ly  the observed differences in eAors were increased due to the
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simulated malingenng participants' naivety o f effective malingering strategies. I f  
researchers had coached participants how to malinger effectively, the magnitude o f error 
strategy used to differentiate the participants would like ly  yield insigniAcant differences 
between expenmental groups. This point becomes particularly salient when considenng 
the discnminant funcAon analysis's classiAcaAon rates (normal=52.3%, SM=65.1%, 
amnesiacs=50%; overall classiAcaAon=58%). ClassiAcaAon rates wiU improve when 
combining normal and amnesic parücipants because they did not score signiAcanAy 
different on this test. It is common for normal controls and impaired paüents to score 
sim ilarly on many diverse tests. However, this also suggests this computerized category 
test would not make a choice in evaluating brain damage, making inefAcient. A  fo llow  
up study w ith coached malingering parücipants would be useful in demonstraüng the 
robustness o f this computerized category test. However, the test's sensiAvity fo r brain 
damage and cogniAve impairment need to be improved.
Sim ilarly, Ruffolo, Guilmette, and W illis  (2000) also used the magnitude o f error 
technique and task compleAon Ames to assess the clinical u tility  o f the Trail Making Test 
(TM T) for diagnosing TB I and dis Anguishing malingerers. Experimental and suspected 
malingers made more errors and took longer to complete the TM T than did normal 
control or TB I paüents. Therefore, the TM T appears to be useful for differenAating NM  
from TBI and normal conAol, but not fo r disAnguishing actual diagnoses o f M TB I from 
neurologically normal individuals. It is common for M TB I and neurologically normal 
individuals to test sim ilarly, which is why the magnitude o f error technique works so 
efAcaciously in discnminating malingerers who tend to test differenüy. This is a 
potenAal hmitation because the point o f neuropsychological tesAng is to pick up the
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M TBI that neuroimaging techniques cannot. I f  the test is not sensitive, it  is o f no better 
help than the neuroimaging, and clinicians must rely on clinical judgment to decipher 
whether brain damage has occurred. This study warns that normal conAols are like ly  to 
make a few mistakes and suggests that the TM T should be used w ith cauAon when 
diagnosing suspected M TBI. Because simulated malingerers were not given informaAon 
pertaining to effecAve malingenng sAategies, it  is like ly that the TM T might have even 
more difAculAes differentiating groups than this study suggests.
The magnitude o f error technique has also been applied to prim ing tests. Pnming is a 
cogniAve principle that suggests the presentaAon o f sAmulus w ill e lic it faster recall o f 
that stimulus, or related sAmulus, a shoA while later. For example, Davis, King, Klebe, 
B^szar, Jr., BloodwoAh, and W allic (1997) used a computenzed prim ing test to 
differentiate simulated malingerers from  normal controls. ParAcipants were firs t asked to 
rate a lis t o f words on how much they liked the words. This procedure pnmed the 
parAcipants to the words. ParAcipants were then shown three letter word stems and asked 
to complete the stem as quickly as possible. The stems had ten possible endings that 
would form a word. Some o f the word stems could be completed w ith the pnmed words 
wh ile others could not. It  is expected that the parAcipant w ithout brain damage would 
use the word that is s till fresh in then memory (the pnmed word). The computenzed 
pnming test contains norms that present the Aequency o f words typically used to 
complete the stems. These norms were compared to expenmental group responses. It 
was hypothesized that malingerers would not use the AequenAy used words as much as 
other groups. Researchers also hypothesized that response latencies would differenAate 
malingerers. Therefore, 30 minutes after the firs t computenzed prim ing test, another
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word stem prim ing test was administered. This time however, only one word could 
complete the word stem (or variant o f the same word i.e., JUI could be JUICE or 
JUICY). Again the response latencies were measured (how long it  took participants to 
Agure out the word stem). Researchers found that response latencies and prim ing errors 
signiAcantly differenAated malingerers from  normal controls. Simulated malingerers 
were given some instrucAon in this test. Before taking the test, they were told, "Your 
task is to simulate a memory problem without making it  obvious to the expenmenter that 
you are doing so intentionally" (p. 147). Whüe these instrucAons are hardly 
sophisAcated, they do hint to the parAcipant a way o f not being caught. Another nice 
aspect o f this study was that the researchers used incenAves to e lic it parAcipant's best 
effoA, which should increase external va lid ity by better approximating real world 
environments. The discnminant funcAon analysis showed 92% o f conAols and 73% o f 
malingerers were correcAy classiAed. I f  these results have high external valid ity, this 
suggests almost 30% o f fraudulent claims would be paid. These results m ight be even 
worse had researchers compared malingering scores to actual TB I scores because the TB I 
group's scores may have been sim ilar to the malingenng group and different Aom the 
normal controls. Therefore, whAe the instrument diAerenAated people who were Aying to 
look impaired Aom neurologicaUy normal parAcipants trying then best, evidence that the 
instrument is eAecAve in diAerenAaAng malingerers Aom actual T B I paAents has not 
been shown. Consequently, the clin ical uA lity o f this instrument remains quesAonable. 
The pnming studies should be invesAgated Anther using TB I paAents in  order to establish 
the posiAve iniAal Andings o f this study.
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The Cnal study reviewed in this section was conducted by Ray, Engum, Lambert, 
Nash, and Bracy (1997) and used the Cognitive Behavioral Driver's Inventory (CBDI). 
According to Ray and colleagues, the CBDI accurately identified 90% because simulated 
malingerers tended to make excessive quantitative errors, had excessive response 
latencies (and the response latencies were highly variable), unusual error rates, and 
excessive response variability. In other words, malingerers answered items inconsistently 
w ith regard to other profiles and w ith their own previous answers on sim ilar tasks. W hile 
researchers provided converging evidence that malingerers do indeed make these errors 
consistently, no SMs or coached malingerers were used. Therefore, once again the 
robustness o f the results cannot be verified. The 90% sensitivity statistic suggests 10% o f 
NM  could figure out how to avoid detection. I t  seems possible this number would inflate 
i f  they could receive some form o f coaching. Obviously further research needs to be 
conducted using the CBDI given its in itia l promise.
fnm nn/y gwa/imhve
A potentially more sophisticated approach for the comparison method would be to
examine qualitative scores rather than quantitative scores. Qualitative scores reflect the 
process by which subjects complete a test. For example, malingerers typically miss very 
easy items at the beginning o f a test and get a few harder items correct later. In contrast, 
actual TBI patients tend to correctly answer easy items in itia lly , but exhibit progressively 
worse performance as test items become more d ifficu lt. Despite the differences in 
patterns o f performance, these two groups may obtain essentially the same overall 
(quantitative) score because they answer a sim ilar number o f items correctly. Therefore, 
while the total, or overall, score between the two groups may not be sizable enough to 
differentiate groups, closer examination o f the pattern o f response may provide effective
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discrimination. Thus, in order fo r malingerers to successfully fake TB I symptoms on 
qualitative indexes, they would have to have considerable knowledge o f the performance 
patterns o f TB I patients and only perform more poorly on specific sets o f tests. It is 
generally accepted that mahngerers are not capable o f this type o f sophistication. As 
Lezak (1995) states, "...functional distortions o f test performance show up in 
inconsistencies, bizarre or unusual responses, and in performance levels below the usual 
range fo r persons who have complaints o f symptom or disorder o f an organic basis" 
(p.792). Furthermore, because there are known patterns o f memory, memory appears to 
be a profitable area for qualitative research regarding malingering (Trueblood, 1994).
Iverson (1995) examined qualitative approaches to malingering detection that 
appeared promising. Iverson interviewed undergraduates, community volunteers, 
psychiatric inpatients, and federal inmates who had participated in analogue malingering 
studies to investigate their self-reported strategies for faking memory deficits. The 
strategy reported w ith the greatest frequency was that o f pretending to have total amnesia. 
This strategy underscores why the magnitude o f error technique enjoys so much 
effectiveness. Other strategies such as poor cooperation, fmstration, slow response times, 
and general confusion were reported w ith slightly less frequency. Iverson reported 
simulated malingerers tended to ask clinicians to repeat questions, confuse directions, and 
pretend to forget directions at higher than would be expected rates. These strategies 
demonstrate that laypersons hold erroneous behefs about brain in jury making N M  easily 
detected by simple detection methods (e.g., magnitude o f error technique). However, this 
naivete can be overcome through the effects o f coaching, making more sophisticated 
approaches to detection a necessity.
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Meyers and Volbrecht (1999) developed a pattern o f performance for individuals 
malingering on the Rey Complex Figure Test (RCFT). The researchers used the 
qualitative patterns o f memory errors made by suspected malingerers and m ild brain 
injured patients and applied the magnitude o f error strategy to these qualitative patterns. 
The RFCT is a neuropsychological test that can reveal qualitative patterns o f performance 
fo r diagnostic purposes. Meyers and Volbrecht examined the Memory Error Patterns on 
the RCFT and found that suspected malingerers and simulated malingerers were 
significantly more like ly  to make storage and attention errors than were M TB I patients 
who had no motivation to malinger deficits. This pattern was consistent w ith previous 
literature that demonstrated non-htigating adequately motivated M TBI patients do not 
show storage and attention deficits at the level o f suspected malingerers or severely head 
injured patients do (Meyers et al., 1996; Meyers and Volbrecht, 1998; Mittenberg, Azrin, 
M illsaps, &  Heilbronner, 1993). Therefore, these patterns were found to be good 
predictors o f malingering behavior. The use o f suspected mahngerers and M TB I patients 
further strengthens the vahdity o f the findings.
Trueblood (1994) did not have as much success w ith qualitative methods however. 
Trueblood compared a brain damaged control group to questionable and suspected 
malingerers on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales- Revised (W AIS-R) and clin ical 
memory data. Questionable mahngerers and suspected mahngerers were identified 
through untypical neuropsychological results and forced choice tests respectively. 
Trueblood found quahtative approaches such as analyzing approximate answers, bizarre 
responses, scatter on subtest performance, inconsistent performances across sim ilar tasks, 
clustering, and intrusions were generaUy non-significant predictors. On the other hand.
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the magnitude o f error approach (excessive levels o f impairment and low performance) 
did appear to differentiate suspected malingerers and questionable valid ity patients from 
the control group o f brain injured patients. However, the control group that was used 
may not have been unmistakably distinct from the suspected malingers and questionable 
valid ity patients because no mention was made o f the control group's symptom severity 
or htigating status. These two factors could profound effect results o f 
neuropsychological testing and account for the non-significant findings observed by 
Trueblood. For example, i f  all participants were litigating, Trueblood would have 
essentially been comparing the same groups because aU were motivated to gain 
secondary compensation. Litigating status alone could explain why differences were not 
observed on qualitative malingering measures because a ll groups were behaving the same 
way to gain the same thing. The observed quantitative differences (excessive errors and 
lower performance levels) observed between suspected/questionable malingerers and the 
control group may be a reflection o f sophistication. The suspected/questionable 
malingering groups were identified by forced choice techniques and unusual test results, 
which are techniques that are effective at identifying naïve malingerers, but remain 
vulnerable to sophisticated malingerers. Because the htigating status remains imclear, 
Trueblood may have simply been comparing sophisticated malingerers not picked up by 
forced choice tests to naïve malingerers that were. Non-significance would be expected 
on quahtative measures o f malingering because o f the sophistication o f such an approach. 
Adding normal control and non-htigating control groups may have produced significant 
differences in the quahtative analysis o f test results.
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Discriminant Function Analysis
The primary purpose for using a discriminant function analysis is to predict group 
membership based on a set o f predictor variables. Discrim inant function analysis (DFA) 
is sim ilar to M ANO VA (multiple analysis o f variance). In fact, the two statistical 
techniques are identical; they are just applied in the opposite order. M ANO VA asks 
whether group membership produces reliable differences on some combination o f 
variables. There is another difference between M ANO VA and DFA however. In DFA, 
there is often an attempt to interpret the pattern o f differences between predictors as a 
whole in an attempt to understand the domains along which groups differ. This is not 
typically done in M ANO VA because the emphasis is on deciding which dependent 
variables are associated w ith group variables. Several studies have attempted to 
demonstrate the sensitivity and specificity o f their methods using a DFA. These studies, 
and the efficacy o f their discriminant function analyses, are discussed below.
Heaton, Smith, Lehman, and Vogt, (1978) were really the firs t to empirically 
investigate and publish research regarding malingering on neuropsychological tests.
They performed a discrim inant function analysis (DFA) using scores from the Halstead- 
Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery and accurately classified malingerers from non­
litigating head injured patients based on performance levels. Unfortunately, due to an 
unfavorable subject to variable ratio, the obtained DFA was not cross-validated. It 
wasn't until 1996 that researchers fina lly  replicated Heaton et al's landmark study. 
Mittenberg, Rotholc, Russell, and Heilbronner (1996) were able to use stricter control o f 
variables and greater sample size to provide a more stable algorithm in which to 
discriminate experimental groups. Groups o f malingerers and non-htigating head injured
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patients were matched on the Impairment Index, allowing for a rigorous test o f the DFA's 
sensitivity. Mittenberg and colleagues hoped to produce discriminations on the HRNB 
that were un-rehant on the overall quantitative Impairment Index score, which may be 
misleading when relied upon to make clinical decisions regarding malingering. The 
cross-validated step-wise discriminant function analysis correctly identified 88.75% o f 
the groups; w ith 83.8% true positives and 93.8% true negatives. The function was also 
applied to a number o f previously published data sets w ith good success (Mittenberg, et 
al., 1996).
The false-positive rates o f three DFAs created for the W AIS-R were evaluated by 
Axelrod and Rawlings (1999). The researchers examined algorithms developed by 
Mittenberg et al., (1995) and Trueblood, (1994) on brain injured patients who had either 
been tested w ith the W AIS-R every six months, or every three months, over one year. 
These patients had objective evidence o f impairment. Therefore, any DFA classifying 
them as malingering would be doing so inappropriately (a false positive error). This 
procedure allowed researchers to examine the role o f practice effects on the false positive 
error rates o f these DFAs. To accomplish this, a percentage o f true negatives 
(appropriately classified percentage rate) was divided by the total number o f patients 
used. Axelrod and Rawlings found that regardless o f whether patients were tested two or 
four times, the classification rates produced by the DFAs remained the same. This 
suggests that practice effects do not significantly alter the error rates o f DFAs. 
Furthermore, the authors contend the use o f DFA to identify malingering appears to 
minimize the rate o f actual TB I patients being mistakenly identiEed as malingering.
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Greiffenstein, Baker, and Gola (1996) further assessed the efficacy o f DFA using the 
results from  the Rey-15 Item Test (see the section describing cutoff scores). The 
researchers used a group o f severely head injured patients identified through objective 
measures and a litigating group o f post-concussive patients. The DFA demonstrated 
improved hit-rates over Rey's original scoring method (cutoff procedure), suggesting that 
DFA are more effective than simple cutoff scores as a means o f identifying malingerers.
The results o f these studies indicate that DFAs can be effectively used w ith 
quantitative and quahtative scoring procedures to identify mahngerers. Combining 
scores from  m ultiple tests using DFA proves to be a more effective detection method than 
examination o f scores in isolation. Obviously, malingering performance on one task is 
easier than malingering a pattern o f performance across multiple tests. Therefore, 
creative uses o f both quantitative and quahtative methods w ith DFA may eventuahy lead 
to the more accurate and sensitive decisions regarding the vahdity o f test results.
The Effects o f Coaching on M alinserins Detectabihtv
The effectiveness o f each approach for malingering detection varies based on a 
number o f mahngering characteristics. The most d ifficu lt o f which is whether a 
malingerer has been coached and/or educated on typical brain-damaged performance on 
neuropsychological tests. Coaching essentiahy creates two subgroups o f mahngerers, a 
naïve group and a sophisticated group. Naïve mahngerers (NM ) have not received any 
specific direction on how best to elude detection. Therefore, most exhibit exaggerated 
symptomology and poor performance on neuropsychological evaluations. Individuals 
that have knowledge on how best to feign symptoms are commonly referred to as
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sophisticated malingerers (SM). Studies have clearly demonstrated the dlHiculties 
neuropsychologists have in detecting sophisticated mahngerers (Franzen &  M artin, 1999; 
Youngjohn, Lees-Haley, &  Binder, 1999). Because many persons in litigation receive 
some form o f coaching, usuahy from  an astute and eager lawyer (Lees-Haley, 1986), the 
impact that coaching has on test performance and mahngering detection cannot be 
underestimated. Therefore, the fohowing section extensively reviews how coaching can 
occur and the Impact it  has on neuropsychological testing.
P la in tiff attorneys can account fo r much o f the coaching given to htigants. However, 
this is hkely a reflection o f the way our legal system has been constructed rather than a 
fault o f a particular profession. The role o f the p la in tiff attorney is to present chent(s) in 
a manner most conducive to maxim izing legal compensation. Because our legal system 
is also set up to compensate attorneys based on a contingency, attorneys benefit from 
representing their clients w ith vigor. In fact. Wetter and Corrigan (1995) have shown that 
the m ajority o f law students and practicing attorneys report they would engage in 
coaching their clients. Therefore, the legal system itse lf may facilitate the problem and 
prevalence o f coaching.
Price and Stevens (1997) have argued that three major problems w ith the American 
legal system have contributed to this quandary. First, certain ethics codes were relaxed 
several years ago that resulted in a proliferation o f commercials and advertisements for 
injury related legal services. Second, the seemingly endless potential fo r compensation 
awards can, and has, blinded ( if  not seriously biased) some attorneys from carefully 
examining whether or not their client may be mahngering. Third, coaching a p la in tiff can 
be defended by lawyers as "preparing" a client fo r evaluations by mental health
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professionals. The level o f coaching can range from describing the evaluation process to 
training on how to respond to specific tests during the evaluation. Based on these three 
factors, it  is like ly  that coaching w ill remain problematic fo r neuropsychologists 
assessing the va lid ity o f a patient's claim o f impairment.
Compounding this problem, many people who would malinger are motivated to 
educate themselves on the clinical nature o f cognitive impairment after head trauma to 
better present feigned impairments in a believable manner. Many sources o f valuable 
information are readily available. Malingering individuals may acquire their knowledge 
from  union colleagues, fam ily contacts, prior litigation, and medical descriptions o f 
syndromes discussed commonly in today's media (Lees-Haley, 1986; Lees-Haley, 1997). 
Malingerers involved in protracted litigation have often gone through numerous medical 
and psychological examinations, thereby learning what doctors are looking fo r through 
their experiences. Malingerers may also receive information through well-intentioned 
support groups (Lees-Haley, 1997). Persons can learn through the experiences o f support 
group members who are generally eager to share their experiences in detail. For 
example, imagine not being able to present yourself as an alcoholic after attending a few 
A A  meetings. It is hard to imagine, and the same logic applies here.
Because education and coaching are readily available, a number o f analogue and 
clin ical studies have been conducted using sophisticated malingerers (SM). Binks, 
Gouvier, and Waters (1997) tested the effectiveness o f SM on a test that is seemingly 
very d ifficu lt, the Dot Counting Test. Because it is deceivingly simple, and created only 
to reveal test motivation, the Dot Counting Test is sim ilar in  function to the cuto ff score 
technique described previously. This test has subjects count dots on a 3x5 index card.
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Two packets o f these cards are administered to the subject. The firs t packet shows dots 
that are ungrouped and the second packet has dots that are grouped in some order. It 
looks as i f  it  would be more d ifficu lt to count the ungrouped dots, however, this is 
actually not the case. Therefore, malingering is suspected i f  subjects take longer to count 
the ungrouped dot packet over the grouped dot packet. Binks et al. (1997) examined four 
groups: naïve malingerers, sophisticated malingerers, normal control, and litigating brain 
injured clin ical patients. Results indicated that while differences between grouped and 
ungrouped response times and deviations from  linearity (inconsistent responding based 
on d ifficu lty  level) are both indicators o f malingering on the Dot Counting Test, the best 
discriminator between malingerers and litigating patients from non-malingering control 
participants was the total sum o f incorrect counts. This is surprising because one would 
expect that coached malingerers would not make the same mistakes as NMs. However, 
an explanation fo r this finding might reside in the malingerers not having ample 
opportunity to malinger effectively. I f  only given one opportunity to show impairment, 
malingerers m ight have been forced into bad decision-making. It m ight be that, given a 
longer neuropsychological battery, these malingerers would have elected to perform 
differently on this test and display deficits on a more appropriate test in a more believable 
fashion. Therefore, lim iting  opportunities in  which to malinger may actually be an 
effective strategy worth further investigation. In addition, exposure to only one test may 
produce inaccurate judgments about the objective d ifficu lty  level o f the test. W hile SMs 
and NMs were discriminated from  controls, litigating patients were often misclassified as 
normal controls. This would be expected i f  the litigating patients were not malingering 
on the test. This lack o f specificity is like ly  a result o f the test's intended use as a
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malingering detector, as it  was not developed to reveal neurocognitive impairment. 
Nonetheless, the test's sensitivity to malingering and imperviousness to SM appear to 
have useful clin ical potential when working w ith litigants who may have been coached. 
As w ith other tests designed specifically for test motivation, the Dot Counting Test must 
be added to a battery o f tests, adding time and expense to the evaluation process.
DiCarlo, GfeUer, and O liveri (2000) performed a study that was an extension o f work 
done by Tenhula and Sweet (1996). In the original study, a Category Test Malingering 
Indicator was developed and tested. The extension DiCarlo and colleagues added was a 
SM group. The researchers wanted to examine the sensitivity o f the Category Test 
Malingering Indicator (CTM I; based on infrequently missed items) believing that it  
would not hold up as well to SM. DiCarlo et al hypothesized that coached malingerers 
would commit fewer errors on the CTM I compared to uncoached malingerers. During 
manipulation checks performed after the experiment, 97% o f the coached mahngerers 
acknowledged using the strategies given to them by researchers to effectively fake 
cognitive impairments i.e., missing only d ifficu lt items and getting at least 50% correct. 
Coached mahngerers did make fewer mistakes than their naïve counterparts and 
demonstrate the impact coaching has on the detectability o f mahngering. Surprisingly 
though, a substantial proportion o f the mahngerers were s till detectible despite the 
coaching. Again, however, this may have been due to hmited opportunities to malinger 
effectively. Other possible explanations might include instructions not being detailed 
enough or sophisticated mahngerers not being able to resist exaggerating symptoms. 
Therefore, it  is not known whether the mistakes made by SM were due to their level o f 
sophisticahon, or the instrument.
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To address this issue, Franzen and M artin (1996) looked at the ability o f graduate 
students and faculty members in psychology to feign memory impairment on 
neuropsychological instruments o f greater length, and malingering instruments that are 
typically short. The participants would be expected to be very sophisticated at feigning 
brain damage because o f their higher education in the fie ld  o f psychology. Franzen and 
M artin found that neuropsychological instruments had better sensitivity than did the 
malingering instruments in  regard to these participants. O f note, the WMS-R subtest 
Logical Memory identihed 32 out o f 37 malingering participants. The researchers 
concluded that relatively simple malingering instruments were easier to fake than the 
more complicated neuropsychological instruments. Thus, the ab ility o f sophisticated 
malingerers to escape detection appears to be moderated by the instruments d ifficu lty  
level. The study provides evidence supporting the use o f neuropsychological tests for 
detecting malingering, and in particular, use o f the Wechsler Memory Scales. 
Unfortunately, there was not a control group or actual M TB I group fo r comparison, 
which is a major lim itation to this study. Also graduate students and faculty may not 
know much more about neuropsychological test performance and M TB I than laypersons 
i f  neuropsychology is not their area o f specialty. Nonetheless, this study provides 
support to the argument that more sophisticated malingering detection methods are 
needed, and provides a positive foundation Aom which to build on.
To assess how detailed instructions must be fo r malingerers to avoid detection, 
Johnson, Bellah, Dodge, Kelley, and Livingston (1998) looked at the affects o f simply 
warning malingerers that psychologists could easily catch them. Using the magnitude o f 
error approach to compare differences on the FuU, Performance, and Verbal IQ  index
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scores from the W AIS-R, the authors hypothesized that simulated malingerers who were 
simply warned that their malingering would be detected would perform better than 
simulated malingerers w ith no warning. Significant differences were observed between 
the control group and the malingering groups, but not between simulated malingerers 
who were warned and simulated malingerers who were not. This suggests that simply 
warning mahngerers they w ill be detected, without providing effective strategies, does 
not aid malingerers escape detection by reducing symptom exaggeration. The authors 
suggest that the W AIS-R may not have had as many opportunities as other instruments to 
mahnger subtly. The lim ited opportunities force people who malingerer into one pattern 
o f performance, so they couldn't change the way they went about feigning impairments 
despite the warning. However, this seems improbable as the W AIS-R has several subtest, 
so this may be an experimental issue, in that those who have more exposure to tests are 
better able to judge the d ifhculty level and adjust their malingering performance 
accordingly.
The studies described above are aU analogue studies, which are often criticized 
because it is unknown how results from these studies w ill generalize to the real world. 
However, real world malingerers w ill not admit to malingering, so researchers are unable 
to test them. This problem has been longstanding in  malingering research. Therefore, 
Rogers (1993) described guidelines fo r analogue studies to better simulate real world 
malingerers. These guidelines include: 1) clear instructions o f what is expected o f the 
experimental group to inspire sufficient effort, 2) the use o f sufficient incentives to create 
sim ilar motivation, the clin ical environment, and better generalizability o f results, 3) 
giving the mahngerers adequate time to prepare an adequate strategy o f deception.
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sim ilar to what true malingerers would have, and 4) debhehng after the study to gauge 
comphance and comprehension and to identify differing strategies o f deception used by 
the malingerers.
Khmczac, Donovick, and Burright (1997) attempted to use the guidelines set by 
Rogers (1993) to better simulate real world malingering in their study. W hile researchers 
did not offer incentives to their sample, they were able to adequately fu lfill the other 
guidelines. The researchers randomly assigned participants into five groups: informed 
multiple sclerosis malingerers, informed brain damaged malingerers, uninformed 
multiple sclerosis malingerers, uninformed brain damaged malingerers, and normal 
control. A fter administration o f standard neuropsychological tests, no significant 
differences were observed between malingering groups, but malingering groups did 
perform significantly worse than normal controls. Because comparisons were not being 
made to actual brain damaged patients or multiple sclerosis patients, no statement can be 
made about the vulnerability o f this test to SM when classifying malingerers from actual 
neurological patients. However, these results suggest that malingerers w ill use sim ilar 
strategies to feign impairment regardless o f the disease being feigned. This information 
is useful because it provides insight into malingering strategies in general. Yet, the fact 
that information on the disease given to the SM did not produce differences from  naïve 
malingerers is puzzling.
Unlike the previous study, Martin, Bolter, Todd, Gouvier, and NiccoUs (1993) were 
able to use clin ical patients and incentives. In fact, they setup the study to be broad in 
scope and to address the lim itations o f many other studies. The researchers used a 
computerized format o f the M u lti-D ig it Memory Test (M DM T) to look at the effects o f
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instructional sets and differential motivation on malingering behavior. The in itia l design 
o f the study was to randomly assign non-patient participants to six experimental groups 
and assess two levels monetary incentive (differential motivation) w ith three levels o f 
instructions. The experimental groups consisted o f normal control, naïve malingerers 
(no instruction on how to best feign impairment without detection), and sophisticated 
malingerers (instruction on how to best feign impairment w ithout detection). These three 
groups were divided into six by offering two dollars to half the people in each group i f  
they performed well. In  addition to the six groups o f non-patients, two TB I groups were 
formed based on litigating and non-litigating status. However, no differences were 
observed between the motivated and non-motivated groups (probably due to the low 
monetary incentive), so they were combined into three groups (NC, NM, SM), which also 
allowed between group differences to be assessed w ith greater power. Also, because 
differences between litigating and non-litigating patients were in the wrong direction 
(litigating patients performed better than non-htigating patients), these groups were also 
combined. Therefore, the four groups that were compared included: sophisticated 
malingerers, naïve malingerers, control, and TBI. Significant differences were observed 
between groups, w ith normal controls performing significantly better than a ll other 
groups on the M DM T. Furthermore, TB I patients performed significantly better than the 
SM, who performed significantly better than NM. Adding more blocks o f delayed 
recognition trials appeared to increase the efficacy o f the M DM T to detect SM. This 
technique may help detect more SM and should be investigated further. In general, this 
study suggests that sophisticated mahngerers do perform differently than naïve 
mahngerers in that they are harder to detect because o f the, coaching they received. This
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has very real implications and necessitates further research on more sophisticated tests of 
malingering.
Each o f these studies researching the effects o f coaching on malingering performance 
has significant lim itations. For example, several have not used clin ical groups o f actual 
TB I patients. Malingering is probably easier to identify when comparing scores from 
mahngerers to scores from normal control groups because mahngerers are not trying to 
look normal, they are trying to look impaired. Therefore, the sensitivity and specificity 
o f instruments researched without clinical groups must be questioned. Other tests may 
have forced malingerers into performing in a manner consistent w ith getting caught 
because there were hmited opportunities in  which to demonstrate impairment. 
Mahngerers may perform more effectively i f  they can select which opportunities to 
mahnger. W hile this may prove to be an effective strategy to identify sophisticated 
mahngerers, it  would be d ifficu lt to implement. First, a situation would have to be set up 
where the person being tested beheves only one test w ill be given (which may have 
ethical imphcations). Second, because the test would have to be implemented before 
other testing (testing that would give appropriate and sufficient neuropsychological 
information), it  would add time and cost to the evaluation. Therefore, this method may be 
impractical. A  study utihzing a battery o f tests (such as the W M S-III), w ith chnical 
information from  actual TB I patients is, therefore, vita l fo r developing efhcient and 
sophisticated methods o f mahngering detection impervious to coaching.
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The A b ility  o f the WMS-R and WMS-TTT to Detect Malingerine
In 1991, Larrabee suggested that lack o f consistent impairment across AVMS-R 
indexes, and lack o f consistency between index patterns and the nenrobehavioral proHle 
(symptom complaints) should alert the neuropsychologist to potential malingering 
because the profile fails to make "neurological sense." Based on this reasoning, 
Mittenberg and colleagues (1993) examined differences observed between the five 
indexes that summarize the 12 subtests o f the WMS-R (Visual Memory, Verbal Memory, 
General Memory, Attention/Concentration, and 30-minute Delayed Memory) for patterns 
inconsistent w ith what is typically observed in M TBI.
Mittenberg and colleagues administered the WMS-R to two groups: 39 non-litigating 
adults w ith head in jury and a simulated malingering group consisting o f 39 matched 
subjects. The malingering group was composed o f relatives o f the head injured patients 
who volunteered fo r the study. Malingering subjects were given written instructions 
prior to the examination explaining a scenario for which they had sustained a head injury 
w ith loss o f consciousness in a car accident. The malingerer group was further instructed 
to fake symptoms as best as possible in  order to gain the most compensation fo r their 
injury, but was also cautioned against obvious attempts at faking that might be detected. 
Results showed that malingering subjects obtained a higher General Memory index score 
than Attention/Concentration index. The reverse was true for the brain-damaged group. 
This finding was consistent w ith previous research that showed T B I patients tend to score 
relatively higher on the Attention/Concentration index than the General Memory index 
(Boyer, 1991; Crossen &  Wiens, 1988; Reid &  K e lly, 1991;Weschler, 1987), because 
attention generally stays relatively intact in  global amnesia and because attention is a pre­
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requisite fo r effortfu l encoding o f new information. A  discriminant function analysis 
accurately classified 83.3% o f cases w ith 10.3% false positives and 23.1% false 
negatives. A  cut-off o f 1.87 yielded maximum discriminate efficiency. Six WMS-R 
subtests were subsequently entered into a discriminant function analysis (Mental Control, 
Figurai Memory, D ig it Span, Visual Memory Span, Visual Paired Associates, and Verbal 
Paired Associates) because malingerers performed worse on these specific subtests. The 
new discriminate function produced accurate classification o f 91% o f the subjects w ith 
7.7% false positives and 10.3% false negatives. These Endings suggest that the WMS-R 
can be used effectively and efficiently w ith even relatively simple methods o f 
malingering detection, and that DFAs can be apphed appropriately. This should 
generalize well to the W ^S -H I, although no studies to date have em pirically shown this 
to be true.
Around the same time, Bernard, McGrath, and Houston (1993) also conducted a 
m alingering study using the WMS-R. The researchers tested whether or not mahngering 
could be distinguished by a lower performance on recognition tasks verses recall tasks. 
Bernard and colleagues used a discriminant function analysis on results obtained by a 
group o f closed head injured participants (N=44) and a group o f non-head injured 
neurologically normal participants (N=89) instructed to feign deficits (these participants 
were warned not to be obvious). An overall trend o f lower scores on the WMS-R 
subtests and indexes for the malingering group was present. Furthermore, 6-subtests and 
3-indexes signiEcantly differentiated simulated malingerers from  the T B I group based on 
group mean differences alone. The subtests were Visual Reproduction I, D ig it Span, 
Visual Memory Span, Visual Paired Associates H, Verbal Paired Associates H, and
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Visual Reproduction IL The signiEcant indexes included Visual Memory, 
Attenüon/Concentraüon, and delayed recall. Bernard and colleagues (1993) also used 
classiEcation EmcEon coeEicients from a sim ilar study (discussed next) to classify their 
groups. Using these coefEcients, 22 (50%) o f TB I subjects were falsely idenEEed as 
malingenng, a speciEcation rate much too low for chnical practice. Therefore, a new 
step-wise discnminant funcEon analysis (DFA) was used in order to maxinhze the 
separaEon between the mahngerers and actual TB I group. This new DFA was performed 
on 67 randomly selected subjects, w ith the remaining subjects being leA out for cross- 
vahdaEon o f results. Bernard and colleagues were able to accurately classify 79% o f 
subjects (overall and cross-vahdaEon) w ith 79% speciEcity and 80% sensiEvity. The 
newer stepwise DFA improved the speciEcity and sensiEvity o f the WMS-R 21% over 
that o f the previous DFA. The discriminant funcEon that differenEated mahngerers from 
TB I involved a complex pattern o f poorer performance on Visual ReproducEon I  and 
Visual Memory Span, better performance on Visual Paired Associates I  and D ig it Span, 
poorer performance on Logical Memory I I  and Visual Paired Associates II, and better 
performance on Visual ReproducEon H. W hile this pattern did not support their 
recogniEon verses recah hypothesis (Bernard, et al., 1993), it  may reEect a trend for 
mahngerers to suppress performance on easy tasks compared to performance on 
relaEvely harder ones.
In a third, and related, study using the WMS-R, Bernard, Houston, and Natoli (1993) 
were able to correcEy identify 88% o f mahngerers in their study w ithout misidenEfying 
any controls as malingering (a true negaEve rate o f 100%). The authors used a DFA 
utihzing the Figurai Memory and Visual ReproducEon I  subtests. Again, this
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discnminant function was more accurate than any other classiEcaEon procedure fo r any 
other test in the study (Rey Memory Test, Hebb's Recurnng Digits, Complex Figure 
Test, and the Auditory Verbal Learning Test). The Endings in this study support the use 
o f the Wechsler Memory Scales to over other tests o f malingenng and appear to show 
low mis-classiEcation rates.
A  fourth study, conducted by MarEn, Franzen, and Orey (1998), uEHzed a magnitude 
o f error method as a strategy for malingering detecEon on the )iVMS-R. In their study, 30 
neurologically normal college students were divided into two groups: a group instructed 
to perform as i f  they had memory deEcit problems, and a group instructed to perform to 
the best o f their abihties. Furthermore, a group o f 30 (moderately to severe) TB I subjects 
(not involved in any EEgation) and a group o f seven suspected malingerers were also 
used in the present study. M artin and colleagues attempted to make magnitude o f error 
comparisons on the four groups using recogniEon tests tailored fo r the Logical Memory 
and Visual ReproducEon subtests o f the WMS-R. M artin and colleagues were interested 
in examining the speciEcity and sensiEvity o f these subtests to see how well they 
idenEEed and classiEed simulated malingerers, moderate to severe TB I paEents, and 
questionable malingerers. The researchers calculated selecEon raEos for mulEple-choice 
quesEons on the subtests and then computed the probabihEes fo r each selecEon based on 
group membership. This method resulted m a speciEcity o f 93% fo r TB I group, 67% for 
the simulated malingerers, and 57% fo r the quesEonable malingerers. However, when 
using a less sensitive selecEon probabihty value cutoE score (< 16 instead o f < 14), 
speciEcity rates increased to 86% for simulated malingerers, 1(X)% suspected 
malingerers, and 80% for TB I paEents. By lowering the sensiEvity o f the measure, the
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authors were able to increase its speciEcity, which, in this case, appears to be a better 
trade oE. The authors also report that response patterns for each recogniEon quesEon 
revealed several multiple-choice items that differentiated the TB I and control paEents 
Eom simulated malingerers and suspected malingerers. W hile the speciEc items that 
diEerentiated simulated and suspected malingerers Eom TB I subjects were not listed in 
the article, the researchers did report that these Endings suggest both simulated and 
clinical mahngerers were sigtEEcanEy more hkely to endorse low  probabihty items 
(items not typically missed or endorsed) on mulEple-choice recogniEon tests, and select 
more obviously incorrect items Eom the recogniEon items. It is impoEant to note that 
M artin and colleagues did not train the simulated mahngerers, and that only seven 
suspected mahngerers were used, who were probably selected because they made 
egregious errors on previous neuropsychological tesEng, and were therefore not hkely 
sophisEcated. However, this hmitaEon provides converging evidence that naive 
mahngerers are idenEEable using these methods. S till, generalizing these results to 
sophisEcated mahngerers may prove more difEcult, and more sophisEcated methods w ih 
hkely be needed.
The sum result o f studies uEhzing the W MS-R as a mahngenng detecEon device 
provides sufEcient evidence that it  can be used eEecEvely, especiahy for naïve 
mahngerers. W hile these results should generalize to the WMS m , no studies to date 
have evaluated the generahzabihty o f results to the WMS m . In fact, very httle research 
has been published on the efEcacy o f the W M S-HI to detect malingering at ah. The only 
study using the W M S -III is a study using a forced choice technique to detect mahngenng 
(Kihgore &  DehaPietra, 2CKX)). This study is important because it  is one o f the firs t
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published research articles on the W M S-III. The result was the creation o f the Rarely 
Missed Index (RM I) on the Logical Memory Delayed Recognition (LMDR) component 
o f the W MS-in. The LMDR is administered after LM  I, and LM  II, which test 
immediate and delayed recall respectively. During LM  I, two stories are read aloud to 
the subject and the subject is asked to recite the stories w ith as much detail as possible. 
Approximately th irty  minutes later, the subjects are asked to recall the stories again 
(delayed free recall). The LM DR is subsequent to the two LM  subtests and has th irty 
questions about the two stories. Subjects answer true or false to the questions.
According to binomial probability, base-rates for correct responses to these questions 
should be 50% by chance alone. This is the same principle used in forced choice testing 
(described previously). Therefore, KiUgoie and DeUaPietra (2CKX)) essentially used the 
forced choice method w ith this component o f the WMS m , but they added a tw ist. They 
hypothesized that the content o f some previous questions could give clues toward the 
correct answer o f later quesEons. Therefore, the base-rate o f correct answers should 
actually be higher than 50% on certain items. To see i f  this was true, the researchers 
administered the LM DR to 50 subjects who had not previously heard the stories ahead o f 
Eme, and then calculated the percentage o f correct responses these subjects made. Rarely 
Missed Items (RM I) on the LM DR were idenEEed by a sigiEEcant percentage (70% or 
more) o f correct responses made by naïve subjects. These rarely missed items were 12, 
16, 18, 22, 24, and 29. Kdlgore and DellaPietra then compared these percentages to the 
number o f correct responses Eom a simulated malingering group and an actual brain 
damaged group. Malingerers scored sigrEEcantly worse on these items than either the 
naïve group or brain injured group. WTEle the malingerers scored worse in general on all
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items o f the LMDR, using all 30 LMDR items could not discriminate malingerers better 
than the 6 R M I items alone. W ith the same efficacy, the efEciency o f the R M I makes it 
much more desirable. The R M I achieved a sensitivity o f 97%, suggesting that it was 
eEective at detecEng most cases o f mahngenng, while the speciEcity o f 100% indicated 
that no clin ical paEent was ever misidenEEed as a malingerer. These results also held up 
over cross-vahdaEon. Therefore, the R M I appears eEecEve in identifying malingering, 
and has the added beneEt o f saving Eme and adding convenience. However, the R M I 
efEcacy has yet to be proven w ith sophisEcated mahngerers.
False PosiEve Rates o f Mahngenng Using the WMS-R
Identifying mahngenng paEents is o f great importance. However, it is inEnitely more 
important to ensure that actual brain injured paEents are not mistakenly idenEEed as 
mahngering, and denied appropnate compensaEon fo r their irijunes. In 2000, 
Gontkovsky and Southeaver conducted a study assessing false posiEve rates on the 
WTMS-R. SpeciEcally, false posiEve rates fo r mahngenng were examined using the 
Logical Memory Forced Choice Recogrhtion subtests from the WMS-R and found that 
the subtest performed very weh. In fact, not one brain damaged paEent was falsely 
idenEEed as a mahngerer using the Forced Choice Test-Logical Memory (Denney,
1999). The authors used brain damaged paEents classiEed by neurological or 
neuroradiological examinaEon, which may mean that only the more sever cases o f head 
injury w ih not be misclassiEed as mahngenng. M ild  brain iiiju ry  may be more 
suscepEble to false positive classiEcaEon as mahngenng. Therefore, the results must be 
interpreted w ith cauEon and further study is certainly warranted. Nonetheless, the results 
demonstrating strong speciEcity o f the W ^S -R  subtest appears promising.
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In a sim ilar study, Iverson, Slick, and Franzen (2000) examined the false posiEve rate 
for the Mahngering Index (MiEenberg et al., 1993) o f the WMS-R, which is simply a 
difference score between the General Memory and AttenEon/ConcentraEon indexes. As 
described previously, mahngerers typically suppress their AEention/ConcenEaEon index 
relaEve to their General Memory index, and patients w ith actual brain damage tend to 
show the opposite pattern. Therefore, mahngerers are idenEEable through their paEem o f 
response quanEtaEvely descnbed in these indexes. Using a non-hEgating brain injured 
sample, Iverson and coheagues were able to provide suppoE that this index is not hkely 
to misclassify brain-injured paEents, as only a smah percentage showed large differences 
in scores on these indexes.
These two studies generahy suppoE the noEon that the W ^S -R  is an effecEve test for 
mahngering detecEon w ith low false posiEve rates. Obviously more research needs to be 
conducted in this important area o f mahngenng detecEon. Moreover, research on this 
topic is vita l fo r assessing the uEhty o f the W M S-III. CurrenEy, no studies have been 
pubhshed assessing the false posiEve rates o f mahngenng detecEon methods 
incorporated into the WMS-HI. More informaEon regarding the false posiEve rate o f 
mahngering using the W M S-in should become available as a funcEon o f further research 
demonstrating the sensiEvity and speciEcity o f this instrument.
Sophisticated Malinsering on the WMS-R
A  senes o f studies has also examined the effect coaching or warning mahngerers has 
on mahngenng performance using the WMS-R. Johnson and Lesniak-Karpiak (1997) 
used the WMS-R in their study to examine whether warning subjects about 
psychologists' abihty to detect mahngenng would reduce subjects' tendencies to simulate
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memory and motor deEcits. The authors hypothesized malingerers would not malinger 
as much i f  they thought they would be caught. To test his hypothesis, Johnson and 
Lesniak-Karpiak divided participants into three groups: a warned malingenng group, an 
unwarned malingering group, and a control group. ParEcipants were administered the 
WMS-R and Grooved Pegboard test to assess cogniEve and motor abihties respecEvely. 
Result fo r the WMS-R revealed group differences fo r the Verbal Memory, Visual 
Memory, General Memory, AttenEon/concenEaEon, and Delayed Recall indexes. The 
control group performed signiEcanEy better than the unwarned group on all Eve indexes, 
which is further support fo r the magnitude o f error method when mahngerers are naïve. 
W hile the warned group also performed better than the unwarned group on some WMS-R 
subtests related to these indexes, the warned group remained signiEcanEy different from 
the conEol group on many others. This suggests warning parEcipants that they would be 
caught was not an effective deterrent to mahngenng behavior. Researchers explained the 
mixed results as being a funcEon o f hmited opportuniEes on certain subtests to 
selecEvely mahnger, thereby forcing parEcipants to either perform weh, or not perform 
weh based on the parEcular subtest that helps determine the index score. Whether 
warning has taken place or not, the mahngerer must now use the only strategy available, 
so warning no longer has any effect and is irrelevant. Therefore, the authors suggest that 
warning mahngerers serves to reduce mahngering behavior on certain indexes, but not 
others. Nonetheless, since there were some observed differences between the warned and 
unwarned groups o f mahngerers, the question is did warning mahngerers reduce 
mahngenng behavior on certain subtest/indexes, or did the warning serve to help 
dissimulators actually mahnger better so as to escape detecEon?
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Arguing the latter point, Youngjohn, Lees-Haley, and Binder (1999) suggested that 
the results o f Johnson and Lesniak-Karpiak's (1997) study actually support results from 
other studies on warning that show warning simply serves to give the malingerer more 
information on how to escape detection, not reduce the behavior. Therefore, warning 
would actually serve to make the neuropsychologist's job harder, and possibly jeopardize 
the standardization o f test procedures. Yotmgjohn and colleagues also argue that while 
the manipulation o f warning created significant differences between warned and 
unwarned malingerers in the intended direction, the warned malingerers did not perform 
at the levels o f controls. Rather, warned malingerers scored significantly lower than 
controls on many subtests and indexes, and therefore, were scoring closer to true brain 
damaged individuals. I f  warning actually served to stop the behavior, mahngerers should 
have showed no differences w ith normal controls. As discussed previously, many other 
studies have demonstrated that warning and coaching serve to better prepare malingerers 
to do a better job at feigning deficits and appear more like actual brain damaged 
individuals. W hile commending Johnson and Lesniak-Karpiak on their efforts to reduce 
malingering performance, Youngjohn et al., caution that malingerers should in no way, 
shape, or form, be warned that malingering could be detected. Contrary to Johnson and 
Lesniak-Karpiak's suggestion, clients should instead be encouraged to do their best on 
the test, thereby adhering to test protocol instructions, and even possibly avoiding 
American Psychological Association (APA) ethical violations (APA, 1992).
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Summary
There have been several studies reviewed above, and aU have their particular 
strengths and weaknesses when it  comes to the detection o f malingering. There are also 
several common findings among these studies. It seems apparent forced choice, cutoff, 
and magnitude o f error procedures are effective at classifying untrained (naive) 
malingerers. However, these approaches have several lim itations that make them less 
than ideal fo r a ll situations. Many o f these tests were not derived to produce 
neuropsychologically relevant information, so they are inefficient due to the added time 
and cost they require to be administered. Furthermore, these techniques tend to loose 
efficacy when attempting to detect more sophisticated malingerers. The quantitative 
nature o f most procedures can produce several problems as well because malingerers and 
actual M TB I patients may miss a sim ilar amount o f items, thereby appearing very 
similar. Therefore, sophisticated qualitative procedures must be added to w idely used 
neuropsychological batteries to address the lim itations o f previous methods. The WMS- 
m , Mke its ancestors, is one o f the most popular memory assessments used by 
psychologists and lends itse lf nicely to the development o f such procedures on its 
subscales and indexes. W hile only a lim ited amount o f malingering research has utilized 
the WMS-R and WMS m , the results o f the studies appear promising. Therefore, The 
W M S-m  holds promise for being a very economical, reliable, and valid measure o f 
malingering w ith excellent specificity and sensitivity. False positive rates on the WMS-R 
have generally been shown to be very low, indicating that the WMS-R, and like ly  the 
WMS-m, is safer to use than many other tests o f malingering.
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Hypotheses
Based on ±e  literature review, the follow ing hypotheses were made:
1) Sophisticated malingerers w ill not perform significantly different from naive 
malingerers on qualitative scores o f the W M S-III, and both malingering 
groups w ill exhibit worse performance on qualitative measures compared to 
TB I participants and Normal Controls.
2) Using quantitative methods, Naïve Malingerers w ill display overall worse 
performance than Sophisticated Malingerers, while sophisticated malingerers 
w ill perform worse than or equal to TB I participants on a ll subtests, and TB I 
participants w ill perform worse than Normal Control participants.
3) Discriminate function analyses derived from Quantitative and Qualitative 
scores on the W MS-HI w ill be more accurate in  classifying the malingering, 
TB I Patients, and neurologicaUy normal groups than discriminate function 
analyses based on quantitative scores alone, the Malingering Index 
(Mittenberg et al., 1993), the Rarely Missed Index (K illgore &  DellaPietra,
2000), and the non-WMS-m based malingering detection method (the VIP; 
Fredrick, 1997).
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METHODS
Participants
The study included 80 subjects w ith roughly equal numbers o f male and female 
participants. A ll subjects were between 18 and 60 years o f age. Sixty o f the subjects 
were recruited from the Psychology Department subject-pool. E lig ib ility  requirements 
for subjects recruited from  the subject pool include no history o f head mjury, 
neurological disorder, severe mental disorder, significant visual impairment, or other 
eonditions that would negatively affect performance on neuropsychological tests.
In addition to subjects recruited from the Psychology Department subject-pool, 
archival data from 20 subjects who have sustained m ild  to moderate traumatic brain 
injury was also included for cornparison purposes. These subjects were also males and 
females between the ages o f 18 and 60. Neuropsychologists and neurologists who w oik 
coUaboratively w ith the Psychology Department provided the archival data. To protect 
confidentiality, identifying information was removed from the neuropsychological test 
results prior to the results being turned over to the investigator. Inclusion criteria fo r this 
group required that subjects w ith traumatic brain in ju ry must not be involved in litigation 
and must have a documented medical history o f traumatic brain in jury w ithin two years 
o f neuropsychological evaluation. Roughly equal numbers o f males (n=30) and females 
(n=30) were obtained for the current study.
72
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Measures
Wechsler Memory Scale- Third Edition:
The W M S-III is an individually administered clinical instrument used to assess 
m ultiple domains o f memory and learning in late adolescent and adult populations. The 
battery is comprised o f 11 subtests that measure attention, learning, memory, and 
working memory, which allow clinicians to estimate levels and patterns o f memory 
functioning. Scores from the W MS-Hl subtests are organized into eight primary index 
scores. The Fhimary Indexes represent W M S -III scores that should be given the main 
interpretive focus. Sim ilar to IQ  scores. Primary Index scores are scaled using a mean o f 
100 and a standard deviation o f 15.
Standardization o f the W MS-HI was conducted on a sample o f 1,250 individuals, 
w ith ages ranging from  16 to 89. The average re liab ility  coefficients across age groups 
for the WMS-m range from  .74 to .93, w ith a median re liab ility  o f .81. The average 
re liab ility  coefficients for the Primary Indexes range from .74 to .93, w ith a median 
re liab ility  coefficient o f .87. Test-retest re liab ility  coefficients are typically in  the .80s 
for most subtests. Due to the simple and objective scoring criteria, inter-rater re liab ility 
coefficients for the W MS-m subtests are very high (all average in the high .90s). 
Construct and criterion related va lid ity for the WMS have been demonstrated through 
correlations w ith several external neuropsychological instruments to include: the W AIS- 
R (Wechsler, 1987), the MicroCog (Powell et al., 1993), the DRS (Mattis, 1988), the 
HRNB Trail-M aking Test (Reitan &  W olf son, 1993), the CVLT (CVLT; Delis, Kramer, 
Kaplan, &  Ober, 1987), the Rey-O (Rey, 1941, 1959), and other w ell known 
neuropsychological and cognitive tests.
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Inform ation and Orientation
This subtest is an optional subtest and does not contribute to index scores. The 
subtest asks questions about the patient being assessed. Its usefulness comes from its 
ability to help examiners assess the appropriateness o f a memory test, or the examinee's 
ab ility to be va lid ly tested. Patients rarely obtain a raw score below 10 (W MS-Hl 
Technical Manual, 1997).
The Logical Menmry
This subtest is made up o f two stories (story A  and story B). The total score for the 
firs t administration is computed by summing the recall units fo r story A, and the recall 
units for both trials o f Story B. Two tria ls are used to insure maximal learning has taken 
place so that better measures o f retention abilities can be obtained. In addition, two trials 
allow a learning curve to be calculated, which can be compared to normed learning curve 
data. Low recaU scores on the first and second administration may suggest deficits in the 
learning of, or memory for, conceptual material in  an auditory format. The second 
adm inistration contains a retention score, which can be used to measure an examinee's 
retention o f material from the firs t administration (immediate condition) to the second 
(delayed condition).
Faces
The Faces subtest o f the WMS-m contains several pictures o f faces. Each picture o f 
a face is shown to the participant or patient fo r a fixed period. A fter having been exposed 
to all the faces, the patient is shown a new lis t o f faces. Again, each face is presented 
individually and consecutively. During this administration, the participant is asked i f  the 
face being shown was also shown during the previous administration. Participants then
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simply respond "Yes" to indicate he or she recognize the face or "N o" to indicate that it 
was not shown before. The faces subtest is sensitive to right hemisphere deficits, right 
temporal lobe lesions, and hippocampal lesions (W M S-III Technical Manual, 1997). 
Memory for faces has been correlated w ith increased right temporal lobe cerebral blood 
flow  and is sensitive to right verses le ft temporal lobe epilepsy (W M S-III Technical 
Manual, 1997). Low scores may indicate visual perceptual deficits as weh.
Verbal Paired Associates
This is a subtest w ith four learning trials o f a word-pair list. Novel and unrelated 
word pairings, such as make up the word pair list. For each tria l, the
examiner reads aloud the lis t o f word pairings. Then, the examiner reads a lis t o f words 
from  the word pairs. As each word is read, the examinee is asked to state the associated 
word. Taking the total score from the fourth tria l and subtracting the firs t tria l score from  
it  can generate a learning curve. For the delayed condition, the examiner reads only the 
hrst word o f a word pair and the examinee provides the second word. A  percent 
retention score can be calculated by taking the total recalled score from the delayed 
condition and dividing by the total recall o f the fourth tria l o f the firs t administration and 
then m ultiplying that score by 100. There is also a recognition component in  the delayed 
condition where word pairs are read to the examinee and asked i f  they were a word-pair 
previously mentioned in the immediate condition. Low scores on Verbal Paired 
Associates 1 and I I  measures learning and memory deficits fo r auditory material. Also, 
because the word pairs o f the Verbal Paired Associates are semantically umelated, 
examinees must actively organize material, which demonstrates executive functioning.
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Finally, the percent o f retention scores gives insight into a participant's ability to retain 
information over a timed period.
Fam ily Pictures
This subtest involves showing the participant a picture o f a fam ily engaged in a 
particular activity. The picture is divided into four quadrants, and the participant is later 
asked which fam ily member was in each quadrant, and what they were doing. This 
subtest was created to assess recall fo r scene characters, character activity, and character 
location. Interpretation fo r scoring should be based on the weight given to the scoring 
procedures placed on these three scoring elements. Scores are character based, which 
means credit fo r activity and location can only be given i f  it  is in  conjunction w ith the 
correct character. Family Pictures is sim ilar to Faces in that it  measures memory ability, 
but its material is presumably encoded in verbal representations instead o f visual.
W ord Lists
This subtest assesses learning and memory abilities. The subtest is comprised o f two 
lists (lis t A and lis t B), which are made up o f words that have no semantic relation. L ist 
A contains four trials. W ith each tria l, the lis t is read to the participant, who then recites 
as many words as s/he can remember. The four trials o f lis t A  are measures o f immediate 
recall fo r unstructured material. L ist B contains only one tria l and is included to contrast 
the firs t tria l o f the A  list. Then, L ist A  is presented on more time to get a short delay 
measurement. Three contrasts can be made from the Word L ist subtest that can be scored 
and clin ica lly interpreted. The Brst was already mentioned (lis t A  tria l one subtracted by 
lis t B). This provides a measure o f consistency for immediate recall o f novel material. 
Second, tria l one can be subtracted from  tria l four to generate a learning slope. Finally,
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the short delay can be subtracted from tria l four. Recall and recognition are also tested 
25 minutes after the in itia l administration.
Visual Reproduction
This subtest asks participants to draw different stimuli presented to them. The subtest 
includes an immediate and delayed recall task, as well as a delayed recognition task that 
is followed by a direct copy task and discrimination task. These conditions allow 
comparisons to be made between immediate recall and recognition, and direct copy and 
recall (which assesses for motor-control effect on drawing ability). The discrimination 
condition may reveal visual or perceptual distortions affecting learning and memory. A  
retention score can be generated fo r the examinees ability to retain the information over a 
period o f approximately 25 minutes. The VR can be correlated w ith leA hippocampal 
volume in individuals w ith TB I and right versus leA hippocampal atrophy in  female 
patients w ith right hemisphere temporal lobe epilepsy (WMS-m Technical Manual, 
1997).
Letter-Num ber Sequencing
This subtest is a measure o f auditory working memory. This subtest is sensitive to 
many neurological conditions. The Letter Number Sequencing subtest requires 
examinees to sequentially order a series o f numbers and letters orally presented to them 
in a random order. Not only must the participants remember the numbers and letters, 
they must also order the numbers in  ascending order and sort the letters into alphabetical 
order.
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Spatial Span
The Spatial Span subtest uses a three dimensional board to assess an examinee's 
ability to hold a visual-spatial sequence o f events in working memory. The examiner 
firs t taps a sequence o f different squares on the board and the examinee must copy what 
the examiner has done. The sequences become longer until the examinee makes mistakes 
on two trials o f a certain length. Then, the examinee is asked to tap the blocks in reverse 
order o f the examiner. Again, trails become longer and more d ifficu lt until the examinee 
makes mistakes on two sim ilar trials. This subtest measures visual motor abilities as well 
as working memory.
M ental Control
This subtest does not contribute to any o f the indexes, but does measure an 
examinee's ab ility to retrieve over-learned information and to mentally process 
information. Subtest scores reflect both accuracy and speed, and bonus points are 
awarded for quick, accmate performance.
D igit Span
The D ig it Span subtest is the auditory analogue o f spatial span. D ig it Span, hke 
Mental Control, also does not contribute to any indexes. This subtest requires subjects to 
repeat a sequence o f numbers. The length o f the sequence gets longer i f  the subject gets 
at least one tria l correct. There is a digits forward section, which is administered first, 
and then a digits backward is administered in which participants are asked to repeat the 
sequence in reverse order. D igits forward tends to measure an examinee's ab ility to focus 
attention. The digits backward section requires more working memory ability from  the 
participant.
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The W M S-ni contains eight primary indexes and four auditory composites. The 
eight indexes are the principle scores used to evaluate patient performance and the 
auditory composites are supplementary. This is a significant change from the previous 
version (the WMS-R), which only contained five indexes for interpretation. This change 
reflects change in subtest nomenclature, changes to existing subtests, and new subtests. 
Some examples o f the changes include: 1) the Attention/concentration index being 
renamed the W orking Memory index; 2) the addition o f Faces, Fam ily Pictures, and 
Letter-Number Sequencing subtests; and 3) the Visual Reproduction, Mental Control, and 
D ig it Span subtests being made optional. The eight primary subtests, and the cognitive 
domains they assess, are described below.
Auditory Immediate and Auditory Delayed
The subtests used to create these two indexes are similar. Summing the subtests 
Logical Memory I  and Verbal Paired Associates I, creates the Auditory Immediate 
subtests, while the Auditory Delayed Index is produced through summing Logical 
Memory I I  and Verbal Paired Associates II. Both Indexes are simply measures o f 
memory when stim uli are presented in auditory modality. The value o f delayed recall 
information is dependent on the amount o f information in itia lly  recalled. Therefore, the 
evaluation o f delayed recall must always be made in  the context o f the participant's 
immediate recall.
Visual Immediate and Visual Delayed
These two indexes are the visual analogue o f the Auditory Indexes described above. 
These indexes describe the overall memory functioning when stim uli are presented in a 
visual format. The Faces I  recognition and Fam ily Pictures recall scaled scores make up
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the Visual Immediate Index score. Sim ilarly, Faces I I  recognition and Family Pictures II 
recall make up the Visual Delayed Index.
Im mediate Memory Index
This subtest is given the most weight as a general and global indicator o f immediate 
memory function. It is composed o f Logical Memory 1 Recall, Verbal Paired Associated 
I  Recall, Faces Recognition I, and Family Pictures I recall subtests. In other words, it  
uses the subtests that make up immediate recall fo r the Auditory and Visual Indexes 
described above.
Auditory Recognition Delayed Index
This Index is simply the recognition counterpart to the Auditory Delayed Index, 
which incorporates recall procedures. The Auditory Recognition Delayed Index uses 
recognition scores from the Logical Memory I I  and Verbal Paired Associates I I  subtests. 
Low scores on the Auditory Delayed Index compared to the Auditory Delayed 
Recognition Index indicates retrieval impairment.
General Memory Index
The General Memory Index is a measure o f both immediate and delayed memory. 
Summing the scaled scores from Logical Memory I I  Recall, Verbal Paired Associates II  
Recall, Faces I I  Recognition, Family Pictures I I  Recall, and Auditory Recognition 
Delayed produces the General Memory Index score. The General Memory Index is 
considered the most ecologically valid index as it estimates participant's ab ility to retain 
information after delays, during which intervening cognitive activity occurs, which is 
what typically happens in  the real world.
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Working Memory Index
This index is composed o f scaled scores from the auditory presentation o f LeAer- 
Number Sequencing and visually presented Spatial Span subtests. Correlations between 
the W orking Memory Index and its predecessor, the Attention/Concentration Index, are 
very highly correlated (W M S-III Technical Manual, 1997). Low scores on this Index 
may reflect specific or general d ifficulties in abending to information, holding/processing 
information in memory, and formulating responses to information.
The V a lid itv Indicator ProAle (VIP):
The VIP (Frederick, 1997) is a two-altemative forced choice technique used to 
identify malingering or other problem response styles when results o f cognitive or 
neuropsychological testing are in question. The instrument embodies 100 items that 
evaluate nonverbal abstraction abilities and 78 verbal items (word deAnitions). Items are 
scored and then reordered by d ifficu lty  (derived from  normative samples. Correct items 
are scored as "1 " and incorrect items are scored as "0 ." Once scoring has been 
completed, performance curves and indices o f consistency can be computed. From these 
derivations, valid and invalid responses can be determined. V alid response results are 
classiAed as "com pliant" and suggest the test taker is putAng effort into responding 
correctly. Invahd responses are classiAed in one o f three subcategones: careless, 
irrelevant, and malingenng. "Careless," refers to the test taker using low effort to 
respond correctly. "Irrelevant," refers to the test taker employing low effort that results 
in  incorrect responses. Finally, "M alingenng" refers to the test taker using high effort to 
respond incorrectly.
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The VIP was developed using 944 non-chnical participants and 104 adult 
neuropsychological patients. Cross validation consisted o f a sample o f 152 non-clinical 
participants, 61 brain injured patients, and 49 potenAal malingering paAents. The VIP 's 
non-verbal subtest has an overall classiAcation rate o f 79.8%, with 73.5% sensitivity and 
85.7% speciAcity. The VIP 's verbal subtest has an overall classiAcation rate o f 75.5%, 
w ith 67.3% sensiAvity and 83.1% speciAcity. It takes approximately 40 minutes to 
administer the VIP.
The VIP is included as a non-WMS-m based method for malingenng detecAon. It is 
representaAve o f addiAonal tests neuropsychologists must include in a test battery to 
objecAvely assess whether a client is maAngering. Given the extensive validaAon work 
that has gone into the VIP, it  w ill also be used as a standard to which the WMS-m 
indexes wiA be compared.
Procedures
UNLV student parAcipants learned o f the study from  instructors o f undergraduate 
psychology courses, and by searching the psychology subject-pool postings on-line. 
DescnpAons o f the study given in  undergraduate psychology classes took approximately 
Ave minutes and described the types o f procedures and methods used in  the study. 
ParAcipants then visited the Psychology Department's Subject-Pool web site to sign up 
for the study. Individuals that indicated wiAingness to parAcipate in the study were 
scheduled for an appointment. Prior to the iniAaAon o f any study procedures, informed 
consent was obtained (see appendix E).
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Following the informed consent procedure, participants were interviewed brieAy to 
rule out pnor head trauma or other neurological condiAons that may confound data 
obtained by tesAng. Participants were then randomly assigned to one o f three groups and 
provided w ith a set o f instrucAons for how they should malinger. The Arst set o f 
instructions was for the sophisAcated malingering (SM) group (see appendix B). The 
instructions provided parAcipants w ith a scenario for why they were being tested for head 
injury, why and how they should mahnger, and educate them on strategies 
neuropsychologists use to detect malingenng. The information conveyed in the 
instrucAons was already available to the pubAc and so did not compromise test secunty. 
The second set o f instrucAons was fo r the naïve maAngering (NM ) group (see appendix
C). Their instruction set was idenAcal to the SM group, but did not include in formation 
on ways neuropsychologists typicaAy detect maAngering. The third expenmental group 
consisted o f normal conAol (NC) parAcipants instructed to try then best (see appendix
D). A fter presentaAon o f the instrucAons, each parAcipant responded to a bnef 
questionnaire that evaluated then understanding o f the instrucAons. Two maAngenng 
groups were included to represent individuals who are coached (sophisAcated 
mahngerers) and those who are not coached (naïve mahngerers). Both groups are 
commonly encountered in cAnical pracAce and are differenAaüy identiAed by currenAy 
available maAngenng detection techniques.
Individual subjects were not paid fo r their parAcipaAon in this study. However, two 
$50.00 awards were presented to two o f the 60 parAcipants recruited from the Psychology 
Department subject pool. The firs t award was given to one o f 40 parAcipants in the 
maAngenng groups (see instrucAons, appendices I I  &  m ).. The monetary award was
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given to the participant who "best" simulated traumatic brain injury on the 
neuropsychological test. The monetary incentive was offered to increase motivaAon and 
obtain opAmal performance from those participating in the study. Payment to the best 
malingerer is common in investigations o f malingenng because it inereases moAvation, 
ensures optimal malingered performance, and simulates real world condiAons (i.e., 
monetary incentive to perform poorly in  head-injuiy htigaAon). In order to establish 
comparability m levels o f moAvaAon across groups, the normal control group was also 
provided w ith a $50.(X) incenAve (see appendix D) for the one individual who achieved 
the best performance on the neuropsychological test. The award was not used to solicit 
parAcipants into the study, as there was no menAon o f the award during the recruiting 
phase. ParAcipants w ill be informed o f the award after eonsenAng to parAcipate, so the 
award was an unexpected incenAve. An independent rater was used to determine the best 
test performances fo r the award. There was no idenAfying informaAon on test matenals. 
Instead, test matenals were given a four-digit code. This, procedure insured test materials 
could not be identiAed and anonymity was insured. The master Ast o f contact 
informaAon for each code is kept in  a locked cabinet by the primary invesAgator. Subject 
pool parAcipants received three hours o f research credit to compensate the expected three 
hours o f parAcipaAon. No compensaAon could be provided to the actual TB I patients as 
their data was archival, and aA idenA^dng informaAon had been removed to ensure 
conAdenAaAty.
FoAowing the presentaAon o f instrucAons, participants were administered the V a lid ity 
Indicator ProAle (VIP) and ten the WMS-m. The average administraAon time for the 
WMS-m was 90 minutes. The V IP  took approximately 40 minutes to administer. Time
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was allotted fo r a break during the tesAng and for quesAons after the examinaAon. A ll 
parAcipants were given contact informaAon incase future quesAons or concerns arose.
Calculation o f Quantitative Scores
Quantitative methods used in this study were based on procedures found in the 
malingering literature, which include magnitude o f error and forced-choice procedures. 
The magnitude o f error method was employed on the InformaAon and Orientation, 
Logical Memory, Faces, Verbal Paired Associates, Family Pictures, Word Lists, Visual 
ReproducAon, Letter-Number Sequencing, SpaAal Span, Mental Control, and D ig it Span 
subtests, and Auditory Immediate, Visual Immediate, Immediate Memory, Auditory 
Delayed, Visual Delayed, Auditory RecogniAon Delayed, General Memory, and Working 
Memory indexes o f the WMS-m. The verbal and non-verbal subtests o f the VIP (see test 
descripAons above) were also evaluated w ith the magnitude o f error procedure.
The Forced Choice procedure was used in  this study by calculating a percent correct 
score on the recogniAon tests from the WMS m. These scores were then subject to 
binomial probability procedure to determine i f  the parAcipant's score could have 
occurred by chance, or was due to feigning. The scores were also compared using the 
magnitude o f error technique. In this way, malingerers did not have to score signiAcanAy 
below 50% to be classiAed. The forced choice method was appAed to Logical Memory 
Delayed RecogniAon, Faces and Faces H, Verbal Paired Associates Delayed RecogniAon, 
Word Lists Delayed RecogniAon, and Visual ReproducAon Delayed RecogniAon 
subtests. A ll o f these subtests lend themselves nicely to the forced choice method.
Based on previous literature that demonstrates malingerers exaggerate symptoms 
(Davis, King, Bloodworth, Spnng, &  Klebe, 1997; MarAn, Franzen, &  Orey, 1998;
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Meyers, Galinsky, &  Volbecht, 1999; Ruffolo, Guilmette, &  W ilAs, 2000) Normal 
Control participants were expected to perform beber on these variables than the TB I and 
Sophisticated Malingerer groups, who in turn were expected to score signiAcantly higher 
than the Naïve Malingerer group.
Calculation o f Qualitabve Scores
The qualitative measures that were used to differentiate groups are serial position 
effects, semantic and phonetic errors, time differences to complete tasks, and errors on 
over-learned information. Serial position effects refer to peoples' ab ility to remember the 
inibal items and latter items o f a lis t better than items presented in the middle o f a hst. 
Comparing groups based on whether certain subtest performances conform to this 
cognitive phenomenon was expected to discriminate malingerers from  non-malingerers. 
Malingerers should be unable to conform to serial position effects due to their lacking 
knowledge o f this cognitive principle.
Comparing semanbc and phonetic errors was the second qualitabve sbategy that was 
employed to discriminate malingerers from non-malingerers. In particular, this 
qualitative method was expected to help differentiate sophisticated malingerers (SM) 
from m ild traumatic brain injury (M TBI) paAents. Because the literature has 
demonstrated that M TB I patients often score sim ilarly to normal controls, it  was expected 
that M TBI would produce a sim ilar proporAon o f these approximate errors. It was not 
expected that SM would be sophisAcated enough to produce a sim ilar proporAon o f these 
errors, and would like ly  either miss the item completely or get it  correct. Therefore, SM 
and N M  should produce less o f this type o f error than normal conbols or M TB I paAents.
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Time to complete tasks was also expected to differentiate malingerers from non­
malingerers. Many individuals who malinger use attentional deAcits to demonstrate 
M TB I symptoms (Mittenberg, et al., 1993). Using attenüonal deAcits to malinger M TB I 
should slow compleAon times. Unfortunately, only one Amed subtest exists on the 
WMS-m (Mental Control).
The last quahtaAve measure, errors on over-learned information, also eould only be 
used on one subtest o f the WMS-m. Over-leamed informaAon refers to knowledge 
(pnm arily verbal) and other sim ilar skills dependent on previous learning. While deAcits 
fo r over-leamed memones may be observed in more senous cases o f head trauma and 
amnesia, these deAcits are not typically observed in  cases o f M TBI. For example, 
persons w ith M TB I are s till expected to remember their birth date or their mother's name. 
The In formaAon subtest on the WMS-m contains several quesAons based on over- 
leamed matenal such as mother's maiden name and place o f birth.
The quahtaAve measures presented above were paired w ith appropnate subtests that 
were amenable to the quahtaAve sconng procedure. Fhimacy and recency effects were 
examined on WMS m  subtests Logical Memory (Arst Ave and last Ave items). Verbal 
Paired Associates (hst A  only; firs t and last two items), and Word Lists (hst A  tnal 1 and 
lis t B; firs t and last three items). The Arst 25% o f items on each subtest consAtuted the 
pnmacy items and the last 25% o f items on each subtest consAtuted the recency items. 
The average Senal posiAon effect score for each group was used to make comparisons. 
PhoneAc and semantic errors were assessed on the WMS-m subtest Word Lists. The total 
number o f these responses was averaged by group and compared for differences. Timed 
compleAon methods were evaluated on the WMS-m subtest Mental Control. The bonus
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points total was used as the dependent measure. A  simple between groups analysis o f 
variance w ith subsequent orthogonal testing was conducted to determine signiAcant 
diAerences among groups in  regard to Amed response. Finally, memory deAcits for over- 
leamed informaAon was assessed on the InformaAon and Onentation subtest o f the 
W MS-m . Again, analysis o f variance was used to determine signiAcant differences 
present among groups. Table 2 summanzes which subtests were used with each 
dependent measure.
Other CalculaAons
The Rarely Missed Index (RM I), created and vahdated by Killgore and DellaPietra 
(2000), uses established item response biases on the Logical Memory Delayed 
RecogniAon Subtest (LMDR). According to K illgore and DeAaPietra (2000), quesAons 
12, 16, 18, 22, 24, and 29 accurately classiAed 98% o f subjects w ith 97% sensiAvity and 
100% speciAcity. This study also attempted to validate the results o f K illgore and 
DeUaPietra's 2000 study by examining the efAcacy o f this procedure in classifying 
malingerers.
The famous index companson procedure put fourth by Mittenberg, et al., (1993) 
study, which contrasts the General Memory Index and the Attention/ConcentraAon Index, 
was Wso examined. For this study, the W orking Memory Index was subsAtuted for the 
AttenAon/ConcentraAon reAecting the change Aom WMS-R to WMS-m (see index 
descnpAon). Based on the Mittenberg study, it  was expected that naïve malingerers 
would show lower scores on the W orking Memory Index than the General Memory 
Index. This observed malingenng inconsistency w ith  M TB I scores, known as the 
Malingering Index, has been validated (Johnson &  Lesniak-Karpiak, 1997); however.
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others (Iverson, Slick, &  Franzen, 2CXX)) argue the Malingering Index makes signiAcant 
false-posiAve errors. W ith equivocal evidence on the WMS-R, and no examinaAon o f the 
Malingenng Index on the WMS-HI, the need for further research on this procedure was 
certainly warranted. Therefore, this study included the Malingenng Index and assessed 
its power on the most recent version o f the WMS. For a summary o f all the methods 
examined, please refer to Table 2.
Analvses
Data Entry and Screening
Qualitative and quantitaAve indexes were denved using the aforementioned 
procedures. Two examiners scored a ll test protocols. Any diAerences between scorers 
was resolved by an expeA (D.N.A.). Raw data was double entered into SPSS (v 10) to 
ensure accuracy o f data entry. FoAowing data entry, descnpAve staAsAcs were calculated 
fo r each variable, including Aequency counts and skewness and kurtosis staAsAcs. 
DescnpAve staAsAcs for each o f the variables were examined in order to detect out-of­
range values, evaluate the presence o f ouAiers and inspect the distribuAon o f each o f the 
major variables. In cases where out-of-range values are present, raw data was re­
examined and the out-of-range value was corrected. When outhers (+2.5 SDs) were 
present, the raw data was examined to ensure that the ouAier was not a result o f data entry 
error. A  the ouAier did not represent a data entry error, subject charactensAcs were 
evaluated in order to determine i f  the subject was a member o f the respecAve 
expenmental group. A  it  was determined that the subjects was a member o f the 
expenmental group, the data point was retained but the inAuence o f the ouAier was
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minimized by reducing it to the next highest (or lowest) value in  the distribuAon o f scores 
(Tabachnick and Fidell, 1989). After correction for outliers, skewness and kurtosis 
statisAcs were consulted to determine i f  vanables were normally distributed. When 
vanables were not normally distnbuted, appropnate transformations were used to 
normalize the distributions o f scores.
Preliminarv Analvses
Pnor to tesAng the main hypotheses o f the study, groups were compared on important 
demographic variables that could be related to performance on the malingering indexes. 
Analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was used to compare groups on age, educaAon, and race. 
I f  signiAcant diAerences were present between the groups on these vanables, they were 
controUed in  the main analyses.
EvaluaAon o f Main Hypotheses
Several staAsAcal procedures were used to evaluate the hypotheses. First, 
mulAvariate analysis o f variance (M AN O VA) was used to detect mean diAerences 
among groups based on malingenng variables. Second, analysis o f variance (ANO VA) 
was used subsequent to M AN O VA to evaluate individual groups differences. Then, 
discnminate funcAon analyses (DFA) were denved Aom malingenng variables on which 
signiAcant differences between groups were observed. ClassiAcaAon rates denved Aom 
the quahtaAve and quanAtaAve DFA, the MaAngenng Index, the RM I, and VIP were 
compared to one another to And the most speciAc and sensitive DFA. Chi-square was 
used to determine signiAcant diAerences among DFAs.
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RESULTS
Preliminarv Analvses
Following examinaAon o f Are data for out o f range values, outliers, and non-normal 
distnbuAons, descripAve staAsAcs were calculated for demographic variables. Groups 
were not o f equal sizes. There were 15 TB I paAents who At the catena for inclusion in 
the study. Not a ll TB I parAcipants completed the entire W M S-III. When vanables were 
missing, the largest number o f T B I parAcipants who completed the subtest were included 
in the analysis. Also, during the post vahdation interview, it  became apparent that the 
two parAcipants in the naïve malingering group attempted to malinger on the VIP, but did 
not realize they were supposed to conAnue maAngering on the W MS-m. The W MS-m 
data Aom these two parAcipants was used as normal conAol data, whde the VIP scores 
were included in the naïve maAngering group.
ANOVA w ith subsequent post hoc comparisons was used to examine group 
diAerences for age and educaAon. Table 3 depicts descnpAve staAsAcs for age and 
educaAon by group. As can be seen Aom this table, only age signiAcantly diAerenAated 
groups (p< .05). Subsequent post hoc analysis (Scheffe) indicated that the signiAcant 
mean diAerence among groups occurred between the actual TB I group and the other 
three groups. No diAerences were observed among the remaining three groups (SM,
NM, and NC).
91
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Chi square analyses were used to examine differences between groups for the 
variables sex and race. Frequency data is presented in Tables 4 and 5 by group for sex 
and race, respecüvely. For sex, the chi square statistic was not signiAcant (chi square = 
.56, d f = 3, p = .91). The chi square fo r race was also not signiAcant (chi square = 19.27, 
d f = 12, p = .08), however, because there were some cells w ith no values, a second chi 
square was conducted in  which Caucasians were compared w ith aU other racial groups. 
The results fo r this second chi square also indicated no signiAcant differences between 
groups based on race (chi square = 5.18, d f = 3, p = .16).
Piimarv Analvses
After the iniüal analyses, the data were reexamined for potenAaUy invalid data, and a 
total o f 14 individuals were removed from  the data set. Seven individuals were removed 
from the normal conAol group because they obtained scores in the impaired range on at 
least one o f the W MS-m memory indexes. These low  scores suggest abnormal brain 
funcAon, poor moAvaAon, or a combinaAon o f both, and so these individuals could not be 
considered as valid members o f the normal control group. One addiAonal parAcipant was 
removed from the normal conAol group because no instrucAon set was present in the 
parAcipant's data folder after the evaluaAon was completed. As a result, it  was not 
possible to unequivocally determine i f  the parAcipant received the appropnate 
instrucAons pnor to compleAng WMS-m. Two individuals Aom the sophisAcated 
malingenng group, and four individuals Aom the naïve malingering group were removed 
Aom the data set because instrucAons sets were not available in then data folder
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fo llow ing evaluation. AAer removal o f data Aom these subjects, the data set was re­
analyzed. The analyses using the A ll data set are presented in appendix V I.
Hvtx)thesis One
Hypothesis one was evaluated using MANCOVA, w ith group membership as the 
between subjects variable and qualitative malingering indexes as the dependent variables. 
The demographic variable o f age remained signiAcanAy different among groups in  the 
reduced data set, F(3, 57) = 16.52, g < .001. Therefore, it was controlled for in  the 
M ANCOVA. Univariate F tests and simple contrasts were used subsequent to the 
M ANCO VA to determine group diAerences for each o f the dependent vanables.
This time the P illa i's Trace was sigiAAcant, F(24, 135) =1.96, g = .009 when 
qualitaAve variables from the Arst analysis were re-entered into the MANCOVA. In the 
previous data set the PiUai's Trace was not staAsAcaUy signiAcant, F(24, 174) = 1.32, g = 
.16). Therefore, excluding the quesAonable data sets appeared to posiAvely eAect the 
analyses despite losing staAsAcal power. Subsequent univanate tests were conducted to 
determine where signiAcant differences among groups occurred on the variables. Table 6 
displays estimated marginal means that have been corrected fo r age fo r each o f the 
malingering indexes by group. Results o f the univariate analyses are also contained in 
Table 6. Consistent w ith the mulAvariate analysis, there were four qualitaAve variables 
w ith observed diAerences among the groups (see Figure 3), including Logical Memory 
Recency Score, W ord-list M iddle Score, Logical Memory M iddle Score, and Verbal 
Paired Associates SemanAc and Phonemic Errors Score, w ith Logical Memory Primacy 
Score approaching signiAcance (p=.061). In contrast, w ith the fu ll data set, only one o f 
the qualitaAve indexes signiAcanAy dAferenAated the groups (Verbal Paired Associates
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Semantic and Phonemic Errors Score). Simple contrasts were used follow ing univariate 
analyses on the reduced data set. Consistent w ith the hypothesis, results from the simple 
contrasts (Table 7) revealed W ord-list M iddle scores signiEcantly differed between SM 
and NM  and Verbal Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors score significantly 
differed between SM and TBI. This result was an improvement over the preceding 
results (before reducing the data set). However, SM mean scores were higher than NM 
mean scores and lower than TB I mean scores despite not being significantly different 
from one another. This pattern was consistent w ith the predictions made by hypothesis 
one. W ith the exception o f W ord-list recency scores, SM scored significantly different 
from NC w ith qualitative variables, which provides some empirical support for 
hypothesis one. Therefore, reducing the data set appears to have subsequently reduced 
the error variab ility w ithin groups. More support fo r hypothesis one was achieved after 
taking this measure.
Hvpothesis Two
Hypothesis two also enjoyed more empirical support as a result o f excluding 
questionable data from  the analyses. When the 22 quantitative variables were entered 
into the M ANO VA, the P illa i's Trace was significant, F (66, 102) = 1.458, p=.043. This 
is a change from the multivariate analysis that included the questionable data, F(66, 144) 
=1.29, g= .1. Subsequent univariate tests demonstrated that almost a ll o f the 22 
quantitative variables differed significantly at the .05 level across experimental groups. 
The one variable (Fam ily Pictures Total Score) that did not significantly d iffer was close 
to being significant at the .05 alpha le ve l,, F(3, 53) =2.59, g= .085. These variables, 
along w ith descriptive data, are presented in Table 8.
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Figure 3. Plotted Means From Significant Qualitative Variables
Further evaluation o f differences among groups was conducted by examining simple 
contrasts. As shown in Table 9, not only did group means move more toward the 
hypothesized direction, the group means provided support fo r hypothesis two. The firs t 
contrast compared SM and NM  quantitative mean scores. These groups did not d iffer 
from each other on any o f the quantitative variables. On the other hand, the second 
contrast demonstrated that SM and NC significantly differed from  each other on every 
quantitative variable.
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Figure 4. Plotted Means o f Significant Variables From Contrast Three
The th ird contrast (see Figure 4) resulted in a m ix o f significant and non-significant 
differences between SM and TB I participants. Therefore, the latter two contrasts fu lly  
support hypothesis two, the firs t contrast did not. However, Mean differences for 
contrast one were generally in the predicted direction.
Hvpothesis Three
As w ith the firs t two hypotheses, hypothesis three was better supported after 
removing the questionable data. The classification rates o f quantitative variables,
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qualitative variables, and mixed quantitative and qualitative discriminant functions were 
analyzed and evaluated to determine which possessed the best correct classification rate. 
The same procedures were used as w ith the fu ll data analysis. However, w ith this 
analysis, only the lu ll group (SM, NM, NC, and TBI) and the reduced group (malingerers 
vs. TBI) DFA were conducted for efGciency purposes. The ability o f the RMI, 
Malingering Index, and VIP to discriminate the malingering groups from  non 
malingering groups were also evaluated using the reduced data set.
The firs t DFA used only quantitative variables and classified over 80% o f the 
participants. This analysis significantly discriminated the four groups, (4, N=61) 
=93.3909 2=.002, A  = .128, canonical correlation = .805. Therefore, excluding the 
questionable data increased the correct classification rate o f the discriminant function 
analyses (DFA) over that when using the fu ll data set despite lowering the actual number 
o f participants. Table 10 shows the classification results o f this DFA. A  stepwise DFA 
was then used to determine the most significant variables in  the analysis (Table 11). This 
procedure reduced the classification to 60%. This was a significant drop in classification 
accuracy, but s till an improvement over the previous DFA that did not exclude the 
questionable participants. The classification coefficients for these variables are presented 
in Table 12.
The classiOcation accuracy o f quantitative variables when reducing groups to 
malingerers and TB I was 91.5% (see Table 13). This analysis significantly discriminated 
both groups, (2, N=47) =37.83 g<.001, A  = .384, canonical correlation = .785. Again, 
a step-wise DFA was used to determine which quantitative variables contributed most to
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the classification equation. These variables and their standardized coefGcients are 
presented in Table 14.
The next set o f DFAs reexamined qualitative variables. Again, the same variables 
entered into the in itia l DFA were entered into the reduced set DFA. These eight 
qualitative variables correctly classified 60.7% o f the groups, ^  (4, N=61) = 42.569, 
g<.011, A  = .412, canonical correlation = .671. The classiGcation result is displayed in 
Table 15.
The next analysis used a stepwise DFA to determine which qualitative variables were 
contributing most to the classiGcation percentage. This DFA used six o f the eight 
qualitative variables (listed in  Table 16) and correctly classlGed 59% o f the groups, (4, 
N=61) = 41.704, g=  .001, A  = .427, canonical correlaGon = .669. Because only two 
variables were dropped from  the analyses, very litde reducGon in classiGcaGon rate was 
observed. Standard classiGcaGon coefGcients from  these six quahtaGve variables are 
presented in  Table 17.
Combining malingenng groups and removing NC increased the correct classiGcaGon 
rate to 68.1%. Four qualitaGve variables were entered into the equaGon. However, these 
four vanables could not signiGcantly discriminate the two expenmental groups, (2, 
N=47) = 4.403, g<.354, A  = .888, canonical correlaGon = .335. As can be seen in  Table 
18, this DFA experienced the same limitaGons as the previous as the DFA w ith the fuG 
data set. In both DFAs a ll TB I participants were classiGed as malingerers. Nonetheless, 
standardized classiGcaGon coefGcients are displayed in Table 19.
The next analysis examined whether adding qualitaGve variables to the most effecGve 
quanGtaGve variables would increase the classiGcaGon rate. Entering a ll 24 variables
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resulted in an 83.6% classiGcaGon rate, (4, N=61) = 87.343,g=. 105, A  = .100, 
canonical correlaGon = .810. These 24 vanables were then entered into the DFA in a 
step-wise process to determine which variables were contnbuGng most to the 
classiGcaGon. Twelve variable entered into the DFA, and classiGed 77% o f the onginal 
group, (4, N=61) = 96.916, g< .001, A  = .111, canonical correlaGon = .772. Five o f 
the 12 variables entered into this equation were quahtaGve variables. This suggests 
quahtaGve variables may have equally, yet uniquely, contnbuted to explaining variance 
in the analyses. Table 20 shows the correct classiGcaGon rate o f this DFA. Standard 
classiGcaGon coefGcients for these variables are presented in Table 21.
Combining mahngering groups and removing NC to better approximate real world 
condiGons increased the classiGcaGon rate to 91.5% (see Table 22), (2, N=47) =
35.505, g=.001, A  = .352, canonical coirelaGon = .805. Six variables were entered into 
this DFA. O f these, one was quahtaGve and Gve were quanGtaGve. W hile the 
classiGcaGon rate was the same as the classiGcaGon rate from the DFA w ith only 
quanGtaGve variables, a closer examinaGon o f this DFA reveals that the qualitaGve 
variable increased the chi square, lowered the W ilks ' Lambda, and increased the 
canonical correlaGon. This suggests the addiGon o f the qualitaGve variable improved the 
equaGon despite the lack o f increase in classiGcaGon rate. It is possible that the sample 
size constrained the classiGcaGon rate such that no improvement was observed. Table 23 
shows the standardized classiGcaGon coefGcients from  the six variables.
Finally, the VIP was examined to determine i f  differences would be observed 
between experimental groups after excluding the quesGonable data sets. Because the TB I 
parGcipants were not administered the VIP, only NC and malingerers were compared in
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the uoivariate analysis. The VIP is made up o f a verbal subtest and non-verbal subtest.
For each subtest the percent o f correct answers was calculated and used to differentiate 
experimental groups. This is sim ilar to procedures used by many forensic tests. Both the 
non-verbal and verbal subtests were signiGcant fo r differences among groups, F(3, 37)= 
4.575,g= .008; F(3,37)=4.113,g= .013 respecGvely. Subsequent pairwise analyses 
suggest that SM and NM  did not d iffer Gom each other on either subtest, but both 
malingering groups differed from  NC on the non-verbal subtest while only NM  differed 
from NC on the verbal subtest. These results are presented in Table 24. These results 
provide support for the hypotheses, and would like ly  provide stronger support w ith larger 
samples.
AddiGonal Analyses
The R M I and Malingering Index were subject to univariate analysis after excluding 
the questionable data to determine i f  this data had negatively inGuenced these variable's 
ab ility to demonstrate differences among groups. The RM I was analyzed first. Age was 
controGed for in the univariate analyses o f groups means. The results were signiGcant for 
differences among groups, F (4, 55)= 2.774, g  = .036. Subsequent pairwise comparisons 
are shown in Table 25. As can be seen in  this table SM and NM  did not signiGcantly 
d iffer from one another, but both malingering groups did differ signiGcantly from  NC and 
TB I groups. Furthermore, NC and T B I parGcipants did not signiGcanGy diGer Gom one 
another on scores Gom the RM I. T B I parGcipants scored highest on this index, foUowed 
by NC, NM , and SM respecGvely. This may in itiaüy appear surpnsing that TB I 
parGcipants obtained higher scores on this index than NC, but this would be expected 
given sconng procedures fo r the RM I. One item is actually given a negaGve score i f
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answered correctly. Therefore, i f  a ll items are answered correctly, the total score w ill be 
slightly less than i f  the one item was missed and a ll other answers were correct. Because 
TB I participants were more like ly to miss this item, their mean score was actually slightly 
higher than the NC, but not signiGcantly. Thus, results from the R M I conformed more to 
expectaGons after removing the questionable data.
The next univariate analysis examined the Malingenng Index. Again, age was 
accounted for in the analysis. The univariate F test was insigniGcant fo r the Malingenng 
Index, F (4, 50) = 2.095, g  = .095. Consistent w ith the univariate analysis, no diGerences 
were observed among groups on individual pair-wise comparisons. This suggests that the 
malingenng index was ineffecGve at discrim inating groups despite excluding the 
quesGonable data. However, small sample size may have eGected the results. Wh ile the 
original Mahngering Index discnminated groups by observing the direction, or pattern, o f 
mean diGerences between the General Memory Index and AttenGon/ConcentraGon Index, 
the pattern o f mean diGerences observed in this analyses were ah in the same direcGon. 
As can be seen in Table 26, the mean diGerence scores were ah negaGve, indicaGng that 
the General Memory Index was generahy larger than the W orking Memory Index 
regardless o f experimental group. These results may be due to different subtests 
contribuGons to these indexes. The onginal Malingenng Index was developed on the 
WMS-R and has not previously been vahdated on the WMS m .
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DISCUSSION
The research question in this study asked i f  examining qualitaGve variables, in 
addiGon to the Gaditional quanGtaGve variables, would increase professionals' abihty to 
identify persons faking memory deGcits. In general, there was some support for each 
hypothesis made in this study. A fter excluding data o f quesGonable validity, suppoG for 
the hypotheses was strengthened. For example, in  hypothesis one, when the fu ll data set 
was used, only one quahtaGve index was signiGcanGy different among groups, but when 
the data set was reduced by excluding quesGonable data, four o f eight indexes were 
signiGcant. In hypothesis two, signiGcant diGerences were present among the groups on 
13 o f the onginal 22 quanGtaGve indexes. However, fo r the reduced data set, 21 o f the 22 
indexes were signiGcantly diGerent. For hypothesis three, which examined diGerences in 
classiGcaGon rates for the quanGtaGve and qualitaGve indexes, the pattern o f results were 
sim ilar for the fu ll data set and the reduced data set, although classiGcaGon rates 
generahy improved when the reduced data set was used. Thus, changes in the results 
using the reduced data set provided stronger support fo r a pnon predicGons made in  the 
hypotheses, despite a signiGcant reducGon in the sample size (Gom N = 75 to N  = 61), 
and the accompanying decrease in staGsGcal power.
Participants were excluded Gom the reduced data set fo r two reasons. First, for 
the normal control group, parGcipants w ith WMS-IG index scores less than 80 were
102
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excluded because these scores are in the impaired range from a clinical standpoint, and so 
they could not be considered as valid cases in a group that ostensibly has "normal" brain 
function. Second, participants were excluded when protocol adherence could not be 
established. These participants were identiGed by a lack o f cntical protocol informaGon 
in their subject folders, suggesGng they may not have received the appropnate 
experimental manipulaGon that instructed them how to behave in the tesGng situaGon. 
Based on these consideraGons, the results Gom the reduced data set wiU be the primary 
focus o f the current discussion, as it  appears that this data set is the more valid one to test 
the study hypotheses.
Hvpothesis One
The firs t hypothesis predicted that the SophisGcated Mahngerers (SM) would not 
perform signiGcanGy different Gom the Naïve Mahngerers (NM ) on qualitaGve scores 
from the W M S-III, and both mahngering groups would exhibit poorer performance on 
quahtaGve measures compared to TraumaGc Brain Injured (TB I) patients and Normal 
ConGols (NC). IrnGaUy, several quahtaGve variables apphed to the W MS-HI were 
intended to be fuhy evaluated. These quahtaGve measures were based on semanGc and 
phonemic errors, senal posiGon effects, timed responses, and mistakes on over-leamed 
responses. Because o f missing data from  the TB I group and low  sample size, not ah 
vanables could be fu lly  evaluated. Nonetheless, several quahtaGve variables based on 
senal posiGon eGects and semanGc/phonemic errors apphed to the W MS-HI and 
examined. Support fo r this hypothesis would suggest that people faking memory 
impairments may be generahy unaware o f the normal scoring patterns typically observed
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w ith TB I cases. This lack o f knowledge would make malingerers vulnerable to detecGon 
by examiners employing the method o f examining response patterns (qualitative 
methods).
The results obtained Gom this study provide mixed support. This suggests 
qualitaGve methods may be useful for detecting persons who fake memory impairment, 
but stronger empincal support was lacking for such an assertion. In itia lly , the results 
appeared promising. The mulGvariate analysis preformed on qualitaGve variables was 
signiGcant fo r differences among groups, which provides support fo r hypothesis one. 
Subsequent univanate analysis revealed the Logical Memory Recency Score, Word-Ust 
M iddle Score, Logical Memory M iddle Score, and Verbal Paired Associates SemanGc 
and Phonemic Errors Score were dependent variables upon which groups signiGcanGy 
vaned. These results show that experimental groups do perform differenGy on speciGc 
qualitaGve variables. To find where qualitaGve variables differenGated speciGc groups, 
simple contrasts were performed.
It was not expected that SM would be knowledgeable enough to effecGvely 
differenGate themselves Gom NM  when quahtaGve variables were apphed. Analyzing 
simple contrasts showed that, in general, this predicGon was supported. From this point, 
empirical evidence fo r hypothesis one began less strong. Through simple contrasts it  was 
observed that W ord-list middle scores signiGcantly diGered among SM and NM , which 
runs contrary to hypothesis one. There are several explanaGons for this result. Finding a 
quahtaGve variable that diGers between the groups may be 1) a consequence o f reducing 
sample size in  the data set, 2) due to actual ineGecGveness o f middle scores to 
diGerenGate groups, or 3) due to some unique quahty o f the W ord-list subtest. Because
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the results occurred on the W ord-list subtest, and middle scores were insigniGcant 
between SM and NM  when using other subtests, it  is like ly that the observed results may 
be due to some unknown third variable that is moderating the results when using this 
subtest, such as the format o f the subtest or its placement order in the battery o f tests. 
Results o f other contrasts (to be discussed shortly) provide converging support that the 
third explanation (something unique to the Word-lists subtest) like ly inGuenced the 
results in a manner inconsistent w ith hypothesis one. Nonetheless, it  appears that SM and 
NM do not signiGcantly d iffer when being scored on the quahtaGve variables o f 
primacy/recency eGects and semanGc/phonemic errors. Unfortunately timed responses 
and over-leamed informaGon could not be analyzed due to sample size hmitaGons.
Through simple contrasts it  was also discovered that SM did not typically diGer from 
TB I as hypothesis one predicted. Verbal Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic 
Errors signiGcanGy diGerenGated SM and TBI, but the remaining seven variables did not. 
Examining the mean diGerences for the qualitaGve variables based on groups suggests 
that SM tended not to peGorm as well as TB I parGcipants, which was hypothesized. This 
shows a general pattern despite diGerences not meeting the .05 alpha level cntena. 
Therefore, it  is hkely that increased sample size would increase staGsGcal power 
adequately enough to reveal these differences. I f  this is the case, then semanGc and 
phonemic errors should be a considerably strong instrument fo r diGerenGating SM and 
TBI. However, the lack o f empirical support suggests several possibihGes as well. First, 
qualitaGve variables may not eGecGvely differenGate mahngerers from TBI. PotenGahy, 
the quahtaGve variables may lack the abhity to detect diGerences, or the two groups 
actually peGorm in sim ilar scoring paGems. The small sample size may have hmited the
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stadstical power o f these measures. W ith more participants, the mean differences that 
were in the predicted direction may become larger.
By and large, the largest diGerences were between malingerers and NC. It is like ly 
that these diGerences produced the signiGcant M ANCO VA and univariate analyses.
Only two o f the eight qualitative variables, Word-Gst Recency scores and Word-Gst 
Semantic and Phonemic scores, were not signiGcant fo r diGerences between Malingerers 
and NC. Because recency scores and semanGc/phonemic error scores were signiGcant 
when appGed to other subtests, this result suggest the Word-Gst subtest may not be the 
most powerful detecGon instrument when using quaGtaGve variables.
QuahtaGve variables have enjoyed promising results in previous research (Iverson, 
1995; Meyers et al., 1996; Meyers and Volbrecht, 1998; Meyers and Volbrecht, 1999; 
Mittenberg, Azrin, MiGsaps, &  HeGbronner, 1993). OveraG however, the results 
obtained in this study, were simGar to that o f Trueblood's 1994 study involving 
quahtaGve variables. Trueblood evaluated quahtaGve approaches to malingering 
detecGon such as approximate answers (essentiaUy semanGc and phonemic errors), 
bizarre responses, scatter on subtest peGormance (akin to senal posiGon eGects), 
inconsistent peGormances across sim ilar tasks, clustering, and intrusions, and reported 
these variables were generally not good discriminators o f malingered peGormance.
UnGke Trueblood's 1994 study, there were diGerent explanaGons fo r the lim ited 
efGcacy o f quahtaGve variables. I f  TB I paGents were GGgating in Trueblood's study, he 
may have potenGaGy been evaluaGng idenGcal groups when comparing them to his 
mahngering groups. W hile some TB I parGcipants in  this study were GGgaGng, all had 
definiGve neurological evidence o f brain damage. Therefore, it  was unhkely that this
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study possessed the same lim itations as Trueblood (1999). The current study's results 
were more like ly  due to lim ited data. Many o f the unanalyzed variables may have 
provided support for qualitative indexes i f  included and evaluated in  the analyses.
Because they were unused, it is unknown how useful these variables could have been for 
detecting malingered memory deficits. This point is especially salient when discussing 
timed responses and over-leamed variables. Larger data samples would also like ly 
increase the power o f the multivariate and univariate tests to reveal more significant 
diGerences among groups.
There are less plausible explanations for why qualitative variable did not receive fu ll 
empirical supiport that are worth discussing brieGy. First, participants may not have 
adequately followed the directions provided to them at the beginning o f the assessment. 
For example, two participants reported that they attempted to fake memory peGormance 
impairments on the V a lid ity Indicator ProGle (VIP), which was administered first, but did 
not realize they were to continue malingering on the W M S-IIL These participants were 
idenGGed on the post-validaGon interview. Their nGsunderstanding o f the direcGons 
suggest that the instrucGons may not have been exp lic it enough in  emphasizing that 
parGcipants were to conGnue malingenng on tests administered. However, the post- 
validaGon interview was successful in  idenGfying individuals who did not foGow 
instrucGons, and so it  was not like ly  that any lack o f difference can be fu lly  accounted for 
by parGcipants not follow ing direcGons.
A  second less like ly  factor that potenGally contnbuted to the lack o f power evidenced 
by quahtaGve vanables in  diGerenGating groups may be moGvaGon. Despite incenGves to 
increase moGvaGon, such that parGcipants would put forth theG best effoG, many subjects
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may simply have been motivated to earn then three hours o f mandatory research credit as 
quickly as possible, and were not concerned about providing good data. This is a concern 
o f most research conducted in academic settings however, so it is unlikely this factor 
unduly influenced this study more than any other, and therefore, is not a strong 
explanaüon.
In sum, there was mixed suppoG fo r uGhzing qualitaGve variables to detect 
malingered memory deGcits. In general, SM appeared to score sim ilarly to NM  on 
pnmacy and recency eGects, which suggest this method may posses the sensiGvity 
necessary for detecGng SM. Malingerers in  general may not posses general knowledge 
regarding serial posiGon eGects that potenGally make them vulnerable to this method.
The most powerfid qualitaGve variable fo r diGerenGating SM and TB I appeared to be the 
Verbal Paired Associates SemanGc and Phonemic Errors. SM made signiGcanGy less o f 
these errors than TB I parGcipants. However, theG subtest scaled scores were typically 
less than TB I parGcipants scaled score. This suggests that SM were unaware that normal 
recall o f mformation from long-term informaGon predisposes us to conunit these errors.
In other words, we are more like ly to make an approximate answer than a blatenGy wrong 
answer, which was the strategy employed by a ll malingerer regardless o f sophisGcaGon 
level. Therefore, simple contrasts conGrmed that that SM did not signiGcanGy diGer 
from NM , but did signiGcanGy differenGate SM Gom NC and TB I as hypothesis one 
predicted. The results suggest that semantic and phonemic errors may be the best 
quahtaGve variable that can help detect mahngered brain injury, at least when it  is 
apphed to the Verbal Paired Associates Subtest. I t  appears as i f  the word-list subtest may 
not be as good vehicle for the apphcaGon o f quahtaGve variables.
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Hvpothesis Two
HypK)thesis two predicted that SM would perform better than NM  on subtests and 
indexes o f the W M S-in. Furthermore, SM were expected to perform sim ilarly to TBI, 
which means they would score below NC without looking like they are malingering. I f  
hypothesis two was fuUy supported, it  would suggest that quandtative variables were not 
powerful enough to detect sophisticated malingerers, and better measures would be 
necessary to eGectively detect this type o f malingerer (i.e., one w ith knowledge o f how to 
best fake bad on neuropsychological testing). In fact, several studies have found that 
Malingerers who have more knowledge concerning malingering detection measures are 
better at avoiding detecGon (Lees-Haley, 1985; Lees-Haley, 1986, RuG, W ylie, &  
Tennant, 1993; Zielinski, 1994).
Despite erqoying more empirical suppoG than hypothesis one, hypothesis two also 
had mixed support. Again, the mulGvariate analysis o f covariance peGormed on the 
variables was signiGcant, suggesGng diGerences among groups were present. Subsequent 
univariate analyses were used to idenGfy variables w ith signiGcant diGerences. O f the 22 
quanGtaGve variables entered into the mulGvariate analysis, 21 were signiGcant for 
differences. Therefore, almost aü o f the quanGtaGve variables displayed signiGcant 
diGerences between at least two groups. To examine where the diGerences were 
occurring, simple contrasts were appGed to esGmated group means. Here, it  was 
discovered that porGons o f hypothesis two were strongly supported while other porGons 
were not.
The first part o f the hypothesis predicted that N M  would display worse peGormance 
than SM using quanGtaGve vanables, and this predicGon was not supported. No evidence
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fo r this prediction was observed from the results o f the simple contrast. However, the 
pattern o f the differences between group means were generally in  the predicted direcGon 
despite not being large enough to meet cnteria for signiGcance. As w ith hypothesis one, 
these Endings may be a result o f small sample size, unequal groups due to nnssing or 
lim ited data, and excluded variables.
There was sGonger suppoG for the second part o f this hypothesis that predicted SM 
would peGorm worse than, or equal to, TB I parGcipants on a ll subtests and worse than 
NC parGcipants. Thus, SM were expected to effectively avoid detecGon and look 
impaired on measures o f memory and attenGon. Every quanGtaGve variable that was 
entered into the mulGvanate analysis o f covariance was signiGcant fo r differences at the 
.05 alpha when SM mean scores were contrasted w ith NC mean scores. This suggests 
that SM were adequately malingering cogniGve impairments based on quanGtaGve 
indexes. This was GiUy expected and predicted by hypothesis two, and is consistent w ith 
prior research (Eranzen &  MarGn, 1999; Youngjohn, Lees-Haley, &  Binder, 1999).
To evaluate whether SM were feigning impairments behevably, a third contrast was 
peGormed, which examined mean diGerences between SM and TBI. These contrast 
revealed that seven o f the 22 quantitaGve variables (Faces, Faces G, Visual Immediate 
Index, Visual Delayed Index, Faces Percent Correct Score, Faces I I  Percent Correct 
Score, and Verbal Paired Associates Percent Correct Score) displayed signiGcant 
diGerences, suggesGng that the majonty o f quanGtaGve vanables were ineffective at 
discriminaGng SM from TB I parGcipants. This was also expected and predicted by 
hypothesis two, and is consistent w ith pnor research (Lees-Haley, 1985; Lees-Haley, 
1986, Ruff, W ylie, &  Tennant, 1993; Z ielinski, 1994). Furthermore, examining the
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vanables that were signiGcant fo r diGerences reveals that m nlti-colinearity may be 
affecGng the number o f signiGcant vanables. Six o f the seven signiGcant variables are 
either Gom the Faces subtest or from Indexes that the Faces subtests load upon.
However, while this suggests quandtative variables may actually posses less efGcacy at 
discrim inating SM from TB I than seven variables would indicate, it  provides support that 
indicates the Faces subtest and Visual indexes may be useGil in such discriminaGons. 
Therefore, these measures potentially encompass certain charactensGcs that aUow for 
effective discriminative power when classifying mahngerers, even sophisticated 
malingerers, Gom TBI. One possibihty is that malingerers tend to feign more impairment 
on visual based tests than auditory. W hile not speciGcahy looking for differences 
between visual and auditory indexes, several studies invesGgating malingering have 
discovered differences among expenmental groups using visual based measures 
(GreGfenstein, Baker, &  Gola, 1999; Johnson &  Lesniak-Karpiak, 1997; Martin, Franzen, 
&  Orey, 1998; Meyers &  Volbrecht, 1999; Mittenberg et al., 1993). Further invesGgaGon 
is warranted, as there is great potenGal fo r clin ical informaGon and efGciency when 
calculating and analyzing vanables based on visual processing. Discovering mediators 
and moderators associated w ith these variables could potenGahy advance the pracGce o f 
malingering detecGon signiGcanGy.
The results Gom the reduced data set was diGerent Gom the iniGal data set results. In 
the onginal analysis, ha lf o f the SM peGormed differently from  TB I on the quanGtaGve 
measures, which was expected, but would suggest SM were not as proGcient at avoiding 
detecGon w ith quanGtaGve variables as the subsequent analysis would suggest. SM 
scored signiGcanGy different from NC on most o f the indexes, which was hypothesized.
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However, the support for this prediction was strengthened after excluding the scores Gom 
questionable data Gles. Because the reduced set analysis results more appropriately Gt 
the a prion hypotheses, it  is like ly  that the in itia l data set was negatively affecGng the 
in itia l results. As w ith several o f the quahtative vanables, hmited data prevented certain 
quanGtaGve variables from being entered into the analysis. Some o f these vanables could 
have potenGal signiGcance i f  analyzed, or provided more support fo r hypothesis two. In 
general, the Faces and Verbal Paired Associates appear to be the variables who enjoy the 
greatest efGcacy for differentiaGng groups in mulGvariate analyses.
Hvpothesis Three
Hypothesis three predicted that DFA based on the W M S-III's best quahtaGve and 
quanGtaGve scores would yield the more accurate classiGcation rates than quanGtaGve 
scores or the Vahdity Indicator ProGle (Fredrick, 1997). This hypothesis was supported. 
The Grst DFA used only quanGtaGve vanables and signiGcanGy discriminated the four 
groups (classifying 80.3% o f the parGcipants). N M  had the highest rate o f 
misclassiGcaGon when using quanGtaGve variables (28.5%), foUowed by NC (21.3%), 
SM (16.7), and TB I (13.3) respecGvely. No mahngerers were misclassiGed as TBI, but 
two TB I parGcipants were misclassiGed as NM . The greatest amount o f misclassiGcaGon 
occurred between NM  and NC.
QuanGtaGve variables were then entered into a stepwise DFA to determine which 
variables were contribuGng most to the analysis. This procedure resulted in four 
variables. Logical Memory I, Faces I, Immediate Memory Index, and Logical Memory I I  
RecogniGon Delayed percent correct, classifying 60.7% o f parGcipants into their
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respective groups. W hile 20% appears to be a signiGcant decline in classiGcaGon, these 
results suggest that the remaining 18 quanGtative variables were only accounting for 25% 
o f the total variance accounted for by quantitative variables, while the other four 
accounted fo r the other 75%. Therefore the 18 variables d idn 't sigiGGcantly contribute 
enough to the classiGcation (individually) to be entered into the analysis.
When reducing the groups to Malingerers and TB I parGcipants, the classiGcaGon rate 
improved to 91.5%. Much o f the improvement can be attnbuted to removing the NC, 
which had high misclassiGcaGon rates. Combining mahngering groups into one group 
also posiGvely aHected this classiGcaGon rate. Because these are groups cliiGcians are 
asked to discnminate, it  appears as i f  quanGtaGve variables can be an effective and 
efGcient method for discriminating malingerers, sophisGcated or not, from actual TB I 
paGents. Malingerers were rarely misclassiGed as T B I (3.1%), which suggest that 
quanGtaGve variables are very sensiGve to mahngered behavior. However, 20% o f the 
TB I sample was misclassiGed as mahngering, which suggests that there were 
speciGcaGon limitaGons associated w ith  quanGtaGve vanables. QuanGtaGve variables 
should not be solely used to disGnguish groups based on these results. A  safer method 
would be to use the magnitude o f error approach in combinaGon w ith several different 
assessment approaches, to include a comprehensive interview, noGng variables that may 
indicate mahngenng such as GGgaGng status, history o f prior liGgaGon, anGsocial 
personahty, and other nsk factors. Methods o f converging vahdity w ill hkely be the 
safest way o f accurately classilying a paGent as mahngering or actuahy brain injured. 
Therefore, a diverse range o f cogniGve and memory assessment measures should be 
apphed.
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When qualitaGve vanables were entered simultaneously into the DFA, 60.7% o f the 
parGcipants were correctly classiGed into their onginal groups. AGer entering the same 
vanables into a stepwise DFA, six o f the eight onginal vanables were retained in  the 
analysis, suggesting that the variables were contributing uniquely to the classiGcation. 
These six variables were W ord-List M iddle Score, W ord-List Primacy Score, W ord-List 
Recency Score, Logical Memory M iddle Score, W ord-List SemanGc Phonemic Errors 
Score, and Verbal Paired Associates SemanGc Phonemic Errors Score, and these scores 
accurately classiGed 59% o f the parGcipants. Therefore, the remaining two quahtaGve 
variables (Logical Memory Recency, Logical Memory Primacy) did not considerably 
contribute to classiGcaGon rate when discriminaGng among four groups. Despite the 
DFA sigrGGcanGy discnminating parGcipants, there were large misclassiGcaGon rates 
among the four groups, which suggest quahtaGve variables may not be ideal fo r 
discriminating among several groups.
When NC was excluded, and mahngenng groups were combined, the DFA 
classiGcaGon rate improved to almost 70%. Four variables were entered into the step­
wise DFA (Logical Memory Recency, Word-hst M iddle, Word-hst Primacy, and Verbal 
Paired Associates SemanGc and Phonemic Errors). Therefore, variables uGhzing 
pnmacy/recency effects and semantic/phonemic errors were both important to the 
analysis, and suggest these procedures are equahy effective quahtaGve strategies. 
Unfortunately, a ll o f the TB I parGcipants were classiGed as malingering when using the 
quahtaGve variables. This lack o f speciGcity suggests that these quahtaGve variables 
should not be used without corroboraGng evidence o f mahngering. It is not clear why the 
quahtaGve variables had such difGculty discriminaGng between mahngerers and TB I
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participants. However, one reason may be that combining the malingering groups 
increased intergroup variaGon, such that TB I patients could not be reliably distinguished. 
The small sample size and disparity in groups sizes may have also contributed to the lack 
o f speciGcity.
When both qualitaGve and quanGtaGve variables were entered into DFA, a 
classiGcation rate o f 83.6% was achieved among the four groups. A fter being subject to a 
step-wise entry procedure, 12 variables correctly classiGed 77% o f the parGcipants. Six 
o f the variables were quanGtaGve and six were quaUtaGve, suggesting the two sets o f 
variables had unique contribuGon in accounGng group vanance. In other words, combing 
quanGtaGve and quahtaGve variables was an improvement over simply using either one 
alone. This point was also evidenced by the classiGcaGon rate, which was signiGcanGy 
higher than the classiGcaGon rate achieved by either quanGtaGve or quahtaGve variables 
alone (60% and 59% respecGvely).
However, clinicians rarely need to differentiate four expenmental groups. Therefore, 
it  was important to evaluate how weh the combinaGon o f quahtaGve and quanGtaGve 
variables discriminated mahngerers from  TB I paGents. When NC parGcipants were 
removed and Mahngering groups combined, the classiGcation rate increased to 91.5%. 
This classiGcaGon rate was not different Gom that achieved by quanGtaGve variables 
alone. In fact, the misclassiGcaGon rates were the same as for quanGtaGve variable DFA 
(3.1% o f mahngerers and 20% o f TB I). Therefore, it  does not appear that the addiGon o f 
quahtaGve variables to quanGtaGve variables adds to the chnician's abihty to accurately 
disGnguish these two groups. Because less quanGtaGve variables were reqiGred to reach
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the same classiGcation rate (Gve compared to six), it  is actuaUy more efGcient to simply 
use the variables Gom the "quanGtaGve only" DFA.
It was not clear why the addiGon o f qualitaGve variables was eGecGve when 
comparing four groups, but not when simply comparing mahngerers to TBI paGents. 
However, many o f the concerns addressed when discussing the previous two sets o f 
DFAs hkely contributed to this effect. For example, combining the mahngering groups 
may have increased intergroup variaGon, such that TB I paGents could not be rehably 
disGnguished. The small sample size and disparity in groups sizes may have again 
contributed to the lack o f speciGcity.
Support fo r the thud hypothesis was mixed. It was generally supported however. 
Hypothesis three predicted that the combinaGon o f quahtaGve and quantitaGve variables 
would be signiGcantly better at classilying a ll expenmental groups than DFAs based 
solely on quanGtaGve or qualitaGve variables alone. This was observed in the results. 
Unfortunately, quahtaGve variables had signiGcant speciGcity problems that preclude 
them Gom being used alone at this time. The DFA results were not signiGcanGy diGerent 
Gom the iniGal analyses w ith the fu ll data set. Any observed changes were shght 
improvements in classiGcaGon, but these improvements were not signiGcant.
The VIP was examined to evaluate whether it  was more eGecGve than using the 
W M S-m  by itseG to detect mahngering. Unfortunately, data from  TB I parGcipants could 
not be obtained for this instrument. Therefore DFAs and comparisons to WMS-IG 
classiGcaGon rates could not be conducted. This hmitaGon adversely effects abihty to 
resolve the efGciency issue addressed in the study. CurrenGy, many chnicians must rely 
on addiGonal tests to detect mahngering beyond that implemented to assess fo r chnical
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and cognitive domains. Reducing the labor, time, and cost to clinicians and patients is 
desirable on many levels. One way to achieve this would be to develop malingering 
detection techniques on the clinical assessment itself, which was done in this study.
Despite lack o f data from TB I participants, some analyses were conducted using the 
VIP to determine it's  efGcacy for discriminaGng other experimental groups. The 
instrument was subjected to a mulGvariate analysis to determine i f  SM, NM, and NC 
means were signiGcanGy different Gom one another. For each VIP subtest, the percent 
o f correct answers was calculated and used as the D V to evaluate possible differences 
among groups. The percent correct procedure utilized by many forensic tests was appGed 
to the VIP. This method vaned Gom the typical VIP scoring procedures, which were not 
available from the test publisher. Both the non-verbal and verbal subtests were 
signiGcant fo r differences among groups. Subsequent paG-wise analyses showed that SM 
and NM  did not diGer Gom each other on either subtest. This suggest that the VIP may 
be eGecGve at discriminating mahngerers regardless o f theG level o f sophisGcaGon. Both 
mahngering groups differed Gom NC on the non-verbal subtest. However, only NM  
dlGered from NC on the verbal subtest. This suggests the verbal test may have more 
difGculty discnminaGng sophisGcated mahngerers Gom other groups. This was 
consistent w ith the W M S -III results when utiliz ing the quanGtaGve variables. However, 
because there were no data available fo r TB I paGents, it  is unknown how effecGve the 
VIP would be in classifying these groups. Also, it  remains unclear whether the standard 
scoring procedures would improve the V IP 's abihty to differenGate between SM and NM  
groups.
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AddiGonal Analyses
Two addiGonal analyses were conducted in  the study. The Grst evaluated the RM I 
(Rarely Missed Index) in order to cross-validate Gndings published by K illgore and 
DellaPietra (2000). This study was important because it was one o f the Grst published 
manuscnpts focused on mahngering detecGon apphed on the W M S-III. Kihgore and 
DellaPietra provide evidence that the content o f certain "preceding" questions on the 
Logical Memory Delayed RecogniGon could provide clues toward the correct answer o f 
later quesGons, which explains why the base-rate o f correct answers can be higher than 
50% on certain items. Rarely Missed Items (RM I) on the LM DR were idenGGed by a 
signiGcant percentage (70% or more) o f correct responses made by naive subjects. These 
rarely missed items were 12, 16, 18, 22, 24, and 29. Khlgore and DehaPietra then 
compared these percentages to the number o f correct responses from a simulated 
malingering group and an actual brain damaged group. In theG study, mahngerers scored 
signiGcanGy worse on these items than either the naive group or brain injured group.
Note that their naive group was not a mahngering group, as in this study; but rather, these 
individuals were the group that had not been exposed to the Logical Memory stories 
before being administered the recogniGon quesGons. The R M I achieved a sensiGvity o f 
97%, suggesGng that it  was eGecGve at detecGng most cases o f mahngering, while the 
speciGcity o f 100% indicated that no chnical paGent was ever misidenGGed as a 
mahngerer. However, these results had never been independenGy cross-vahdated. In 
addiGon, the robustness o f this instrument had not been tested w ith sophisGcated 
malingerers.
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The R M I was subjected to a univariate analysis o f covariance (age was controlled ) 
after excluding the questionable data. The results were significant fo r differences among 
groups and subsequent pairwise comparisons suggest that SM and NM  did not 
significantly d iffer from one another, but both malingering groups did differ significantly 
from NC and TB I groups. This finding replicates the finding presented by Killgore and 
Dellapietra (2000). Thus, results from the R M I appeared to conform to the pattern 
presented by K illgore and DellaPietra. A  discriminate function analysis suffered the 
same results as the qualitative variables, such that a ll participants were classiAed as 
malingering when comparing TB I and a ll malingerers. Examining the data revealed that 
most o f the malingering sample was able to achieve a score above the cutoff score used 
for classifying malingering. This may be a reflection o f combining malingerers. The 
number o f SM in the analyses hkely skewed the malingering data, and suggest that the 
RM I may be more effective at detecting Naïve malingering. This result would not be 
unexpected. Other research has shown, sophisticated malingerers add a challenging 
element for clinicians to overcome. However, it is equally possible that one or all o f the 
lim itations brought up in the discussion o f qualitative data (i.e., unequal groups) 
negatively affected the power o f the R M I to detect malingered behavior.
The second additional analysis evaluated whether the malingering index (Mittenberg 
et al.,1993) could be applied to the W M Sm  w ith the same efficacy it  possesses on the 
WMS-R. The Malingering Index was developed on the WMS-R after Mittenberg and 
colleagues administered the WMS-R to two groups: non-htigating head injured adults 
and a simulated malingering group consisting o f matched subjects. Results demonstrated 
that the simulated malingers obtained a higher General Memory index score than
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Attention/Concentration index. However, the reverse was true for the head injured 
group. This finding was consistent w ith previous research that showed TBI patients tend 
to score relatively higher on the Attention/Concentration index than the General Memory 
index (Boyer, 1991; Crossen &  Wiens, 1988; Reid &  Kelly, 1991;Weschler, 1987).
In Mittenberg et al's study, the DFA accurately classified 83.3% o f cases with 10.3% 
false positives and 23.1% false negatives. No studies to date have empirically shown this 
to be true on the W MS-IH however. To evaluate the malingering Index, a univariate 
analysis o f covariance was used. Again, age was controlled in  the analysis. The 
univariate F test was insignificant fo r the Malingering Index, suggesting that this measure 
may not be effective when apphed to the W M Sm . Further support fo r this assertion was 
provided by individual pair-wise comparisons. Interestingly, while the original 
Malingering Index discriminated groups by observing the direction o f mean differences 
between the General Memory Index and Attention/Concentration Index, the direction o f 
mean differences observed in this analyses were a ll in the same direction. In other words, 
regardless o f group, participants tended perform better on measures o f attention (working 
memory in this case) than memory. These results may reflect the different subtests 
contributions to these indexes when the WMS-R was updated to the WMS-IH. Small 
sample size may have effected these results as well, which was further confounded by 
several TBI data sets missing subtests that contribute to the W orking Memory Index. It 
is like ly that there was simply not enough data to provide enough statistical power fo r 
detecting differences.
Several lim itations have been described previously. However, a review o f these 
lim itations should help in the discourse o f present findings and future research. One
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major lim itation in  this study was sample size. The number o f available TBI participants 
available for the comparisons was low. Because many persons obtain head injuries 
through accidents and in which others are liable, most patients are in  litigation. This 
lim its the available pool o f non-litigating TB I patients necessary for this type o f research. 
L itigating status potentially confounds the purity o f the TB I data sample because the 
influence o f secondary gain can not be controlled for. Compounding the issues caused by 
lim ited numbers o f TB I participants was that much o f the data (specific subtests o f the 
WMS m ) necessary for fuU analyses were not available because they had not been 
administered to certain TB I patients. Data from TB I participants were obtained from a 
local neuropsychological practice, which doesn't necessarily give the fuH battery in all 
cases. Excluded subtests were idiosyncratic, and associated w ith individual patient 
referral questions. Therefore, certain subtests from  the W MS-HI data would be 
interm ittently missing Aom subject to subject. The missing data restricted some variables 
from being entered into the analysis and many could not be evaluated. The power o f 
many statistical procedures employed in this study was like ly  negatively affected, and so 
it  is quite possible that the measures may be more sensitive to malingering than the 
results from this study would suggest. Because the pattern o f means were generally in 
the predicted direction, it  seems like ly  that improving sample size and increasing the data 
pool would have revealed significant differences actually present among groups.
It is relatively easy to correct this lim itation in  future research, i f  there are available 
data pools from which to draw. D iversifying data gathering resources, and longer data 
collection periods should significantly increase future efforts fo r collecting data.
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Obviously, future research w ill need to address this problem before any definitive 
statements can be made about any o f the prelim inary results discovered Irom  this study.
A  second lim itation in  this study may have been due to motivation. A ll participants, 
excluding TB I participants, were undergraduate students who participated to gain 
research credits that are required for their undergraduate course in psychology. It is 
possible that despite the monetary incentive to give their best performance, many were 
motivated to simply get their research credit as quickly as possible, and did not perform 
as carefully as required fo r proper measurements.
To address these lim itations, future research may want to impose restrictions on class 
credit given. For example, making students accountable for a ll three hours o f testing in 
order to get three research credits may reduce the motivation to fin ish early. Also, adding 
an incentive that appears more attainable to the participant may also ehcit better 
performances. When an incentive seems unlikely, it  loses it's  motivational power. In 
this research, that is not only detrimental to accurate data coDection, but external validity. 
People malinger because they believe i f  they do, they w ill get something for it. I f  they 
thought the chances were slim  for attaining some secondary gain, malingering would not 
be rewarding, and would like ly  become extinct. This, in fact, is the entire basis fo r doing 
mahngering research. Therefore, better incentives may be beneBcial in future research.
A  third potential hmitation may be that some subjects were confused by the 
instructions. Two malingerers were discovered to have not understood the directions 
fuUy when interviewed after the testing. In the two cases, both thought they were only 
supposed to malinger on the VIP test, and did not realize they were supposed to continue 
mahngering on the W MS-IH. More may have also made this mistake, but fe lt
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embarrassed to disclose the error (i.e., afraid o f looking bad to the examiner). I f  this 
occurred, it  would explain much o f insignificance found among SM, NM , and NC. To 
address any possible confusion regarding instructions, future research may want to add 
reminders to the participants to continue w ith malingering instructions at specific 
intervals throughout testing. In addition to this measure, a more discrete, and less 
threatening, post-validation procedure may be warranted. Participants may feel more 
comfortable disclosing mistakes made during testing i f  they have a less personal forum in 
which to disclose such information. A  written form  instead o f an interview may help 
eliciting truthful responses at the end o f testing.
Based on the results from this study, future research should continue to examine 
qualitative variables on other neuropsychological tests commonly employed in practice.
It may be that qualitative variables are more effective on certain types o f 
neuropsychological tests than others. For example, maybe executive function 
assessments are better discriminators using qualitative approaches than long-term 
auditory recall tests. Deeper examinations o f indexes may reveal significant moderators 
that w ill advance the ability to effectively discriminate malingerers from  actual brain 
damaged groups.
Future research may also want to look at the specific qualitative measure's 
effectiveness on different tests. It may be that tests involving sim ilar tasks have differing 
efficacy at discrim ination using the same quahtative process. For example, it  could be 
possible that the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT; Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, &  
Ober, 1987) is more effective using primacy and recency effects on its word-hsts than 
was observed on the word-list subtest from  the WMS-IH.
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In particular, the faces subtest revealed that measures involving visual processing 
may be particularly sensitive to detecting mahngering. Further examinations o f visual 
processing moderators should yield significant insight into the process o f mahngering. 
Future research may also want to investigate whether visual and verbal contrasts can be 
uthized to detected feigned memory impairment.
Future research w ill also want to examine new quahtative methods, as the 
possibihties are lim itless. For this study, patterns o f responses based on estabhshed 
cognitive phenomena, such as primacy and recency effects, were used to compare groups. 
The only hm it to new patterns to be examined and compare groups on are that o f the 
researcher's imagination. It is hkely that eventually, w ith some refinement o f indexes, 
instruments, and research methods, a new set o f indexes for identifying mahngering 
behavior wiU be discovered and employed in professional practice. For now, it appears 
that professionals may want to continue with current methods.
It is important to note that the W M S m  has not been evaluated previously to this 
degree o f detail. K ilgore and DehaPietra (2000) examined the RM I, which uthizes six 
items from one subtest. However, no study to date has examined a ll subtests both 
quantitatively and qualitatively. Therefore, the findings from  this study are new and 
unique. W hile only prelim inary, the results provide a foundation fo r future research 
using the W MS-IH to build upon. Researchers can and should explore further the 
efficacy o f quahtative variables, visual tests, and quantitative indexes to detect persons 
who malinger head trauma.
Clinicians should not rely solely on the results from  this study to make determinations 
o f Feigned impairment. Instead, the results from  this study should be apphed as
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corroborating evidence, when other sources also indicate mahngering. The clinician 
should pay particular attention to the referral question for the patient they are assessing. 
What is the purpose o f the assessment? Is a lawyer for the patient planning on using the 
results to support litigation claims? Is there anything about the patient that may be 
clinicahy relevant in regard to the valid ity o f test results? A fter interviewing the client, 
taking a thorough history, does any information stand out as suspect? These 
considerations, other test results, and more should be incorporated to help increase 
accuracy o f chnician determinations. The new and unique clin ical imphcations that were 
discovered from  this study (e.g., efficacy o f quantitative variables from  visual subtests) 
should be used as adjunct evidence.
In conclusion, it  appears that the qualitative variables investigated in this study were 
not good specifiers o f experimental groups when used alone. However, as predicted, 
when used in  conjunction w ith quantitative variables, they do provide additional 
explained variance that was previously unaccounted for. This explained variance 
between groups should allow for more sensitive and specific discriminations. Accuracy 
o f discriminations is the ultimate goal and responsibility o f clinicians performing 
assessments o f brain damage when participants are involved in litigation. Therefore, it 
appears further investigation o f qualitative variables is warranted.
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SUBJECT POOL RESEARCH DESCRIPTION 
Josh Caron from the Department o f Psychology is seeking participants fo r a study 
that examines new techniques for identifying individuals faking brain damage symptoms 
due to an accident. I f  you volunteer to participate in this study, you wiU be administered 
two neuropsychological examinations. Neither examination is invasive, and nhvsical 
assessments w ill not be conducted. W ritten instructions concerning how to behave 
during the examination wiU be provided. Part o f the research time w ill involve 
answering questions and being administered tests that evaluate mental abihties. The 
other part o f the experiment w ill involve completing a paper and pencil test o f mental 
abihties. Participation time in this study is expected to be approximately two and a ha lf 
hours. By participating in this study, you w ill gain two and a ha lf research participation 
credits. You w ill also receive increased understanding o f neuropsychological procedures 
typically used for assessing brain damage. I f  you experience mental fatigue during the 
testing, the researcher w ill allow breaks as necessary for your comfort. Although it  is not 
expected to occur, should you feel uncomfortable answering any questions or performing 
any o f the tasks, you may withdraw from  the study at any time without penalty or 
consequence. You are encouraged to discuss concerns w ith  the researcher who wiU be 
happy to discuss them w ith  you in more detail.
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INSTRUCTION SET FOR SOPHISTICATED MALINGERER GROUP 
The Scenario: Imagine that you have been involved in a car accident in  which you were 
not at fault. W hile you did h it your head on the windshield during the accident, you ^  
not experience any 111 effects from the Injury. During a discussion w ith your lawyer, 
she or he makes it clear that you wiU receive more compensation (money) i f  problematic 
symptoms have occurred because o f the accident. The lawyer explains that many persons 
receiving head injuries often experience insomnia, chronic pain, agitation, and 
depression, but most o f all, memory and attention disturbances that affect their 
everyday lives. The lawyer also explains that psychologists are sometimes able to catch 
people who fake memory and attention complaints. To beat them, you must 1) be sure 
to not over-exaggerate symptoms, 2) answer at least 50% (half) of items correctly on 
tests that require you to choose one correct response from two choices, and 3) 
respond to easy questions correctly and then do progressively worse on tests that 
become increasing more difQculL Don't answer in a random manner.
You decide that you want as much compensation from  the accident as possible. 
Therefore, you claim  to experience memory and attention deficits from  the time o f the 
accident. You know that i f  you are caught faking brain in jury symptoms, you w ill like ly 
be denied any compensation, and you may face fraud charges. However, you feel your
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lawyer has prepared you enough to successfully fool the psychologist who wiU be 
evaluating you.
Your Task: As part o f this research study, you are about to undergo a series o f tests that 
measure psychological and memory functioning. The experimenter wiU administer a 
memory test to you and then ask you to complete a short paper and pencil examination. 
These w ill be used to assess the level and extent o f your simulated impairment. Keep in 
mind the advice o f the lawyer gave you on ways most people are caught when faking 
symptoms. The advice w ill help you. The participant who can best fake memory 
impairment due to brain damage w ill receive $50 at the end of the study. Several 
other participants are also attempting to fake these symptoms. So, try your best to fool 
the experimenter and present your symptoms as i f  they were real and believable. You 
w in be contacted at the end o f the study i f  your results are determined to be the most 
undistinguishable from actual traumatic brain injured patients. An independent rater w ill 
be used to determine the best performance. There w ill be no identifying information on 
test materials. Instead, test materials wiU be given a four-digit code. This, procedure wiU 
insure test materials cannot be identified as yours and your anonymity w ih be insured. 
The master lis t o f contact information for each code w ill be kept in  a locked cabinet by 
one person on the research team who is not administering the tests, and w ih be destroyed 
as soon as the winner o f the award has been contacted.
During testing, the examiner is not ahowed to know what instructions you have 
received. DO NOT ask questions o f the examiner or in  any way reveal the nature o f the 
instructions you have been given. I f  you are uncertain o f them, read them over again and
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fo llow  them as best as you can. You w ill have an opportunity to ask questions at the end 
o f the session.
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INSTRUCTION SET FOR N AÏVE MALINGERER GROUP 
The Scenario: Imagine that you have been involved in a car accident in  which you were 
not at fault. W h ile you did h it your head on the windshield during the accident, you ^  
not experience any ill effects from the ipjury. W hile discussing your case w ith a 
lawyer, she or he makes it clear that you w ih receive more compensation (money) i f  
symptoms o f brain damage occurred because o f the accident. You decide that you want 
as much compensation for the accident as possible and choose to say you have suffered 
memory and attention problems due to the accident. You know that i f  you are caught 
faking brain in jury symptoms, you w ih like ly  be denied any compensation, and you may 
face fraud charges. You are sent to an independent neuropsychologist to assess the level 
and extent o f your impairments due to the accident.
Your Task: As part o f this research study, you are about to undergo a series o f tests that 
measure psychological and memory functioning. The experimenter w ih administer a 
memory test to you and then ask you to complete a short paper and pencil examination. 
These w ih be used to assess the level and extent o f your simulated impairment. The 
participant who can best fake memory impairment due to brain damage w ill receive 
$50 at the end of the study. Several other participants are also attempting to fake these 
symptoms. So, try  your best to fool the experimenter and present your symptoms as i f  
they were real and behevable. You w ih be contacted at the end o f the study i f  your
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results are determined to be the most undistinguishable from actual traumatic brain 
injured patients. An independent rater w ill be used to determine the best performance. 
There w ill be no identifying information on test materials. Instead, test materials w ill be 
given a four-digit code. This, procedure w ill insure test materials cannot be identified as 
yours and your anonymity w ill be insured. The master lis t o f contact information for 
each code wiU be kept in a locked cabinet by one person on the research team who is not 
administering the tests, and wiU be destroyed as soon as the winner o f the award has been 
contacted.
During testing, the examiner is not allowed to know what instructions you have 
received. DO NOT ask questions o f the examiner or in any way reveal the nature o f the 
instructions you have been given. I f  you are uncertain o f them, read them over again and 
fo llow  them as best as you can. You wiU have an opportunity to ask questions at the end 
o f the session.
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APPENDIX IV
INSTRUCTION SET FOR NORM AL CONTROL GROUP 
The Scenario: Imagine that you have been involved in a car accident in which you were 
not at fault. W hile you did h it your head on the windshield during the accident, you ^  
not experience any ill effects from the injury. You are sent to a neuropsychologist to 
assess any mental impairment that may have resulted from the accident. W hile your 
lawyer has explained more compensation (money) w ill be provided to you i f  you exhibit 
symptoms o f brain injury (i.e., memory and attention impairment), you do not want to 
fake such symptoms. You realize that i f  you are caught faking brain in jury symptoms to 
receive more compensation, you w dl like ly  be denied any compensation, and you may 
face fraud charges and ja il time. Therefore, you decide to perform at the best o f your 
abilities on a ll evaluations given to you.
Your Task: As part o f this research study, you are about to undergo a series o f tests that 
measure psychological and memory functioning. The experimenter w ill administer a 
memory test to you and then ask you to complete a short paper and pencil examination. 
Try your best on a ll assessments administered to you. During testing, the examiner is not 
allowed to know what instructions you have received. DO NOT ask questions o f the 
examiner or in any way reveal the nature o f the instructions you have been given. I f  you 
are uncertain o f them, read them over again and fo llow  them as best as you can. You w ill 
have an opportunity to ask questions at the end o f the session. A $50 award w ill be given
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to the participant who performs the best on the following tests. Several other 
participants are also attempting to do their best on these tests, so try your besL An
independent rater w ill be used to determine the best performance. There w ill be no 
identifying information on test materials. Instead, test materials wiU be given a four-digit 
code. This, procedure w ih insure test materials cannot be identified as yours and your 
anonymity w ill be instned. The master lis t o f contact information fo r each code wiU be 
kept in a locked cabinet by one person on the research team who is not administering the 
tests, and wiH be destroyed as soon as the wirmer o f the award has been contacted.
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INFORMED CONSENT
Study Title: Detection o f Malingering Using the W MS-IH
General Information: Joshua Caron and Daniel A llen, Ph.D., from  the Department o f 
Psychology at UNLV, are seeking participants for a study that examines new techniques 
for identifying individuals faking brain damage symptoms due to an accident. You are 
invited to participate in this research study.
Procedure: I f  you volunteer to participate in this study, you w ill be interviewed and then 
be administered two examinations designed to test thinking abihties. For these 
examinations, you w ill be asked to complete a number o f different tasks such as 
remembering hsts o f words, numbers, and shapes, and solving problems. During the 
interview, the examiner w ih ask you general questions such as your age and years o f 
education, along w ith questions regarding your medical history. A t the beginning o f the 
study, you w ih  be provided w ith instructions that w ill teU you how to complete the tests. 
Depending on what condition you have been randomly assigned to, you wiU be asked to 
give your best performance or asked to perform like someone who has brain damage.
The total time needed to complete this research project is approximately 2.5 hours, 
although it may take you less time fo r you to complete the study.
Benefits of Participation: By participating in this study, you w ih  gain a research 
participation credit fo r every hour o f research participation. Participation time in this 
study is expected to be approximately 2.5 hours.
Risks of Participation: There is a chance you may experience some mental fatigue 
during the assessments. To decrease the chance o f fatigue, one break is scheduled during
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the assessments. However, the researcher w ill also allow breaks as necessary for your 
comfort. Although it  is not expected to occur, should you feel uncomfortable answering 
any o f the questions or performing any o f the tasks, you are encouraged to discuss 
concerns w ith  the researcher. Your participation is voluntary and you may refuse to 
answer questions or withdraw from  the study at any time.
Contact Information: I f  you have questions about the study, or i f  you experience any 
harmhil effects because o f participation in this study, you are encouraged to contact 
Joshua Caron or Daniel A llen at 895-3305. For questions regarding the rights o f research 
subjects, you may contact the U NLV Office for the Protection of Research Subjects at 
895-2794.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse 
to participate in  this study or in any part o f this study. You may withdraw at any time 
without prejudice to your relations w ith the university. You are encouraged to ask 
questions about this study at the beginning or any time during the research study. 
Confidentiality: A ll information gathered in this study w ill be kept completely 
confidential. No reference w ill be made in written or oral materials that could lin k  you to 
this study. A ll records w ill be stored in a locked fa c ility  at U NLV fo r at least 3 years 
after completion o f the study. A fter this three-year period, all test materials wiU be 
destroyed.
Participant Consent:
I  have read or have had read to me a ll o f the above information. I  have had a ll o f 
my questions answered and understand the purpose, procedures, risks and benefits o f the
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study. I  agree to participate in this study. 1 certify that I  am at least 18 years o f age. A 
copy o f this form has been given to me.
Name Date
Signature Witness
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APPENDIX V I 
RESULTS OF FULL D ATA SET
Hypothesis One
Hypothesis one was evaluated using M ANOVA. For this hypothesis, it  was predicted 
that sophisticated malingerers (SM) would not perform significantly different from naïve 
mahngerers (NM ) on WMS-IU qualitative scores, and both mahngering groups would 
exhibit worse performance than traumatic brain injured (TB I) participants and Normal 
Controls (NC). For the M ANOVA, dependent variables included group serial position 
scores, timed scores, number o f semantic/phonemic errors, and number o f errors on over- 
learned material. Group membership served as the independent variable. Because the 
demographic variable o f age was significantly different among groups, it  was controlled 
for in the analysis. Univariate F tests and simple contrasts were used to examine group 
differences fo r each o f the dependent variables.
Eight qualitative variables were entered into M ANCO VA. There were 16 original 
quahtative indexes, but eight had to be removed from  the analysis due to missing data for 
the TB I group. PiUai's Trace was used for the multivariate analysis, but was not 
significant, F(24, 177) = 1.32, p = .16. The results from the multivariate analysis did not 
change when controlling for age, F(24, 174) = 1.32, p = .16. Subsequent univariate tests 
were conducted to determine i f  there were any signiBcant differences among the groups 
on any o f the quahtative indexes. Consistent w ith the mulBvariate analysis, there were no
138
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differences among the groups on the qualitative indexes except fo r one variable. The 
qualitative index that was significant at the .05 alpha level was the Verbal Paired 
Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors (F(3, 63) = 3.59, p = .018). For the Verbal 
Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors, simple contrasts indicated that SM did 
not significantly d iffe r from NM, but did significantly d iffer from NC and TB I as 
hypothesis one predicted.
Hypothesis Two
Hypothesis two, which focused on the quantitative indexes, was also evaluated using 
M ANCOVA. In contrast to qualitative indexes, it  was hypothesized that significant 
differences would be present between the NM  and SM groups, w ith NM  displaying worse 
performance than SM. Also, it  was predicted that SM would not perform better than TB I 
participants on subtests, and TB I participants would perform worse than NC participants. 
In the M ANCOVA, dependent variables included the total scores o f subtests, indexes, or 
percentage correct (the statistic used m forced choice procedures). As w ith hypothesis 
one, the independent variable was group membership and age was controlled for in the 
analysis. Results from the multivariate analysis were followed by univariate F tests and 
simple contrasts, which were used to examine group differences for dependent variables.
O f the 31 quantitative variables, 22 were entered into the M ANO VA. Variables 
were excluded from  the M ANO VA due to missing data from  the TB I group. The PiUai's 
Trace for the M AN O VA was significant, F (66, 147) = 1.57, p=.013. The M AN O VA 
became non-signiBcant after controlling for age, F(66, 144) =1.29, p= .1. Subsequent 
univariate tests demonstrated 13 o f the 22 quantitative variables differed signiBcantly at 
the .05 level across experimental groups. The estimated marginal means and univariate
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results are presented in Table 27, and include the Faces Scaled Score, Faces I I  Scaled 
Score, Verbal Paired Associates I I  Scaled Score, W ord-List Scaled Score, Word-hst I I  
Scaled Score, Visual Immediate Index Score, Auditory Delayed Index Score, Visual 
Delayed Index Score, General Memory Index Score, Faces Percent Correct Score, Faces 
n  Percent Correct Score, Verbal Paired Associates Percent Correct Score, and Word-hsts 
Percent Correct Score.
Further examination o f the significant differences among groups was conducted by 
evaluating simple contrasts. As shown in Table 28, there was mixed support for 
hypothesis two. SM and NM  were not significantly different from  each other except for 
on one variable (Faces Total Scale Score), which generally does not support this 
hypothesis. However, SM did score differently from  NC on most o f the indexes, which 
was hypothesized. Finally, approximately ha lf o f the SM were observed to perform 
differently from  TBI. O f the indexes that were significant fo r differences between SM 
and TBI, the TB I groups consistently demonstrated higher means. This supported 
hypothesis two, which states that these SM would score equal to or less than TBI.
Hypothesis Three
Hypothesis three predicts that a discriminate function analyses (DFA) based on the 
WMS m  qualitative and quantitative scores w ill be more accurate in classifying the 
malingering, TB I Patients, and neurologically normal groups than DFA based on 
quantitative scores alone, or using the V a lid ity  Indicator Profile (Fredrick, 1997).
To test this hypothesis, a ll quantitative variables that would not violate any 
assumptions for the statistical analysis (i.e., assumptions o f homogeneity) were entered
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into the DFA to determine which variables were significant in  the analysis. Next, 
significant variables were entered into a stepwise DFA to determine which variables 
contributed the most when classifying groups. The next analysis examined whether 
collapsing malingering groups into one group (leaving three groups: malingerers, normal 
controls, and traumatic brain injured patients) would effect the classiBcation rate.
Finally, NC participants were removed from the analysis and signiBcant quantitative 
variables were entered into a new stepwise DFA w ith only TB I and malingerers, the real 
world situation that face clinicians. This procedure was then applied to qualitative 
variables, and then a mixed set o f quantitative and qualitative variables.
The DFA correct classiBcation rates for quantitative variables, qualitative variables, 
and the mixed quantitative and qualitative variables were evaluated to determine which 
displayed the best classiBcation rate. Finally, the VIP 's ab ility to discriminate the 
malingering groups from non malingering groups were compared to the DFA o f mixed 
quantitative and qualitative variables. Again, groups were systematically coUapsed and 
the Bnal DFAs were evaluated fo r differences in efBcacy.
SigniBcant Quantitative variables identiBed from the M ANCO VA used to evaluate 
hypothesis two, were entered simultaneously into the firs t DFA. This analysis 
signiBcantly discriminated the four groups, (4, N=75) =79.93, ^ <.001, A  = .284, 
canonical correlaBon = .705. Table 29 shows the classiBcation results o f this DFA.
Using these quanütative variables in the DFA resulted in Bve SM, 11 NM , eight NC, and 
one TB I patient being misclassiBed. Table 30 contains the standardized classiBcation 
function coefBcients.
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When the top Bve discriminating variables were entered into a stepwise DFA, the 
classiBcaBon rate was reduced slightly (60% vs. 65.8%). This suggests that the eight 
variables cut Bom the analysis only contributed 5% to the classiBcation rate. The slightly 
reduced classiBcation rate had httle effect on signiBcance, however. This analysis 
signiBcantly discriminated the four groups, (4, N=75) =62.159,2<.001, A  = .404, 
canonical correlation = .655. Tables 31 and 32 show the classiBcation matrix and 
standardized classiBcation function coefBcients respectively. O f the Bve quantitative 
variables, the faces total score contributed most to the classiBcation. Table 33 shows the 
contributions o f each variable to the stepwise DFA.
When malingering groups were combined, the stepwise DFA only entered three 
quantitative variables into the analysis. These variables were Faces I I  total score, word 
lists total score, and Faces I I  percent correct score. The variables contribution to the 
DFA are illustrated in Table 34. Combining groups increased the classiBcation rate to 
64%. This analysis signiBcantly discriminated the three groups, (3, N=75) = 44.219, 
g<.001, A  = .532, canonical correlation = .595. The classiBcation results and 
standardized classiBcation coefBcients are displayed in tables 35 and 36 respectively.
When NC were removed Bom the analysis, to approximated real world conditions 
(deciding i f  someone is brain injured or malingering), the classiBcation rate improved to 
88.9%. Again, three variables were used in the analysis. However, this time the 
wordlists total score was replaced by the Verbal Paired Associates I I  total score, and the 
variables were entered into the analysis at different steps. This information is displayed 
in  Table 37. This analysis signiBcantly discriminated the three groups, (2, N=54) =
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44.198,2< 001, A  = .494, canonical correlation = .711. The classification results and 
standardized classification coefficients are displayed in Tables 38 and 39 respectively.
The next set o f DFAs used quahtative variables. The firs t o f these assessed the 
classification rate o f aU qualitative variables that would not violate assumptions of 
homogeneity. Eight qualitative variables were entered into the DFA, which correctly 
classified 52% o f the groups, (8, N=75) = 30.68, ^ >.05, A  = .605, canonical 
correlation = .496. The classiBcation results and standardized classiBcation coefBcients 
are displayed in Tables 40 and 41 respectively.
A  stepwise DFA was then used to determine which qualitative variables were 
contributing most to the classiBcation percentage. This DFA used four o f the eight 
quahtative variables (listed in Table 42) and correctly classiBed 44% o f the groups, (8, 
N=75) = 25.982, .05, A  = .622, canonical correlation = .451. Table 43 shows the h it
and miss rates o f this DFA. Standard classiBcation coefBcients are presented in Table 
44.
When malingering groups were combined, the stepwise DFA only entered two 
quahtative variables into the analysis. These variables were Wordhst M iddle Score, and 
Verbal Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors Score. The variables 
contribution to the DFA are illustrated in  Table 45. Combining groups increased the 
classiBcation rate to 50.7%. This analysis signiBcantly discriminated the three groups, 
(3, N=75) = 11.862, g<.05, A  = .832, canonical correlation = .325. The classiBcation 
results and standardized classiBcation coefBcients are displayed in Tables 46 and 47 
respectively.
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When NC were removed from the analysis the classification rate improved to 72.2%. 
Again, the same two variables were used as in the previous analysis. This information is 
displayed in Table 48. However, this analysis did not significantly discriminate the two 
groups, (2, N=54) = 4.381,g>.05, A = . 905, canonical correlation = . 308. The 
classification results and standardized classification coefficients are displayed in tables 49 
and 50 respectively.
The best discriminating variables from  both the qualitative and quantitative indexes 
were then entered into a new stepwise DFA to determine whether combing these indexes 
could improve classification o f groups. Five variables were entered into the DFA (listed 
in  Table 51) and correctly classified 60% o f the groups, (4, N=54) = 65.021, g<  .001,
A  = .353, canonical correlation = .673. Interestingly, not one qualitative variable was 
entered into the analysis. As evident from  Table 51, quantitative variables decreased the 
W ilks' Lambda statistic more than the qualitative variables. This suggests that 
quantitative variables accounted fo r more o f variability among groups, and this 
accountability contributed the most in  classification rates derived from the DFA. Table 
52 shows the h it rate o f this DFA. Standard classification coefficients are presented in 
Table 53.
The best discriminating variables from  both the qualitative and quantitative indexes 
were then entered into another stepwise DFA to determine whether combing these 
indexes could improve classification o f groups. Five variables were entered into the DFA 
(listed in Table 54) and correctly classified 90.7% o f the groups, (2, N=54) = 35.843, 
g< .001, A  = .430, canonical correlation = .755. Table 55 shows the h it and miss rates o f 
this DFA. Standard classification coefficients are presented in Table 56.
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The last set o f DFAs were performed on the VIP. As no data was available on the 
VIP from TB I patients, the firs t DFA was done using SM, NM, and NC. The second 
DFA compared malingerers to NC. Using the percent correct score from the subtests o f 
the VIP resulted in  a 66.7% classification rate, (3, N=60) = 17.699, g= .001, A  = .700, 
canonical correlation = .525. When experimental groups were reduced to malingerers 
and NC, the classification rate improved to 75%, (2, N=60) = 16.156, .001, A  =
.724, canonical correlation = .525. Both DFAs were significant at the .05 alpha level. 
Tables 57 and 58 show the classification rates o f aU groups and reduced groups 
respectively. Tables 59 and 60 show the standard classification coefGcients o f the aU 
groups DFA and the reduced groups DFA respectively.
Additional Analvses
The next set o f DFAs were used to determine the eHectiveness o f the R M I and the 
Malingering Index. Each o f these malingering procedures was subjected to two DFAs. 
The firs t DFA looked at the variable's ab ility to discriminate among all four experimental 
groups while the second DFA assessed the variable's ab ility to discriminate between 
mahngerers and TBI. DFAs were then compared to the best DFA derived from 
quantitative and qualitative variables from  the W M S-III.
The R M I resulted in a 34.7% correct classification rate when using aU experimental 
groups, ^  (4, N=75) = 5.878, .05, A  = .920, canonical correlation = .283. When
experimental groups were reduced to malingerers and TBI, the classification rate 
improved to 72.2%, (2, N=54) = 2.210, .05, A  = .956, canonical correlation = .755.
Both DFAs were non-significant at the .05 alpha level. Interestingly, both DFAs resulted
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in  a ll T B I patients being misclassified. This finding is sim ilar to the qualitative variables 
results. Tables 61 and 62 show the classification rates o f all groups and reduced groups 
respectively. Tables 63 and 64 show the standard classification coefficients o f the all 
groups DFA and the reduced groups DFA respectively.
Using the malingering index, 32% o f all experimental groups were correctly 
classified, (4, N=75) = 4.874, .05, A  = .928, canonical correlation = .268. When
experimental groups were reduced to malingerers and TBI, the classification rate 
improved to 72.2%, (2, N=54) = 1.919, g> .05, A  = .205, canonical correlation = .755.
Both DFAs were non-significant at the .05 alpha level. Again, no TB I patients were 
correctly classiGed in either DFA. Tables 65 and 66 show the classiGcation rates o f all 
groups and reduced groups respecGvely. Tables 67 and 68 show the standard 
classiGcaGon coefGcients o f the aU groups DFA and the reduced groups DFA 
respecGvely.
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Table 1
CharacterisGcs o f the Structural Model
Storage
Structure
Processes Cause o f 
Recall FailureCode Capacity DuraGon Retneval
Sensory Sensory 12-20 items 250 msec. - Complete Masking or
Register features to huge 4 sec. given proper decay
cueing
Short-term Acoustic, 7 ±  2 items Approx. 12 Complete, Displacement,
Memory visual. sec.; longer each item inference.
semandc w ith retrieved decay
rehearsal every
35msec
Long-term Semantic, V irtua lly IndeGnite SpeciGc and Interference,
Memory visual unlim ited general organic
knowledge; informaGon dysfuncGon,
abstracGons; available, inappropnate
meaningful given proper cues
images cueing
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Table 2
Malineerins Detection Methods Used on Individual Subtests/Indexes
Method Procedure W M B -in  Subtest/Index
Quantitative Magnitude o f Error
Forced Choice/CutoGT
A ll Subtests, Indexes, and 
percent correct scores 
obtained from: Logical 
Memory Delayed 
Recognition, Faces I and H, 
Verbal Paired Associates II  
Recognition, Word Lists II  
Recognition, Visual 
Reproduction II  
RecogniGon. The verbal and 
non-verbal subtests o f the 
VTP w ill also be used. 
Logical Memory Delayed 
RecogniGon (RM I), Faces I 
and n . Verbal Paired 
Associates II  RecogniGon, 
Word Lists I I  RecogniGon, 
Visual ReproducGon II 
RecogniGon
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Table 2- Continued
Malingering Detection Methods Used on Individual Subtests/Indexes
QualitaGve Serial Position Effects Logical Memory, Word 
Lists
SemanGc and Phonemic 
Errors
Verbal Paired Associates, 
Word Lists
Over-learned Information Information
Timed Response Mental Control
Other Comparisons R M I Logical Memory Delayed 
RecogniGon
Malingering Index General Memory, W orking 
Memory
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Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for Age and Education by Group
Variable N Mean SD F d f P
Age SM 20 20.70 3.69 20.34 3,70 <.001
NM 18 21.50 5.97
NC 22 20.32 1.96
TB I 14 38.29 15.32
EducaGon SM 20 12.00 .00 1.82 3,71 .15
NM 19 12.00 .00
NC 22 12.00 .00
TB I 14 12.75 2.53
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Table 4
Chi square analvses fo r sex by group.
Group Sex
Male (n=42) Female (n=32)
Sophisticated 10 10
Naïve 7 11
Normal 9 13
TB I 6 8
Table 5
Chi Square Analvses for Race bv Groun
Group RACE
A A Latino A/P I Cau. ME
Sophisücated 1 2 2 14 1
Naïve 1 4 5 8
Normal 1 10 11
TB I 2 11
Note: AA  = African American, A /P I = Asian/PaciGc Islander, Cau. = Caucasian, ME 
M iddle Eastern
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Table 6
Univariate Tests W ith Qualitative Variables
SM NM NC TBI
Sig.M SD M SD M SD M SD F
LMPR 7.00 4.41 7.94 3.09 8.67 2.54 7.42 3.73 2.613 .061
LMRC 7.00 3.16 6.88 2.78 7.10 2.70 6.75 2.70 2.911 .043
W LM 2.72 1.93 3.65 1.46 4.10 2.32 2.50 1.38 3.325 .027
WLPR 2.78 1.22 3.18 1.55 3.48 1.08 2.50 0.90 2.091 .113
WLRC 3.56 0.98 3.24 1.48 3.67 1.32 3.42 1.56 0.901 .447
LM M 15.4 5.56 17.29 5.18 18.38 7.11 16.08 5.21 7.175 .000
WLSP 1.00 1.68 2.65 5.30 0.43 .81 1.33 2.15 1.844 .151
VPSP 1.00 1.61 .88 1.58 0.14 .48 .25 .45 2.977 .040
Note. A ll 6^= 3, 50. LMPR= Logical Memory Primacy Score, LMRC= Logical Memory 
Recency Score, W LM = W ord-list M iddle Score, WLPR= W ord-list Primacy Score, 
WLRC= W ord-list Recency Score, LM M = Logical Memory M iddle Score, WLSP= 
W ord-list Semantic and Phonemic Errors Score, VPSP= Verbal Paired Associates 
SemanGc and Phonemic Errors Score.
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Table 7
Contrast Results of OualitaGve Variables
LMPR] LMREC W LM ID  LM M ID  VPASM 
SM vs. Contrast 1.113 0.186 1.407 2.843 -0.387
N M  Estimate
Std. Error 1.247 0.907 0.695 1.844 0.463
Sig. 0.376 0.839 0.048 0.129 0.407
SM vs. Contrast 3.297 2.349 2.087 7.865 -0.948
NC Estimate
Std. Error 1.222 0.889 0.681 1.807 0.454
Sig. 0.009 0.011 0.004 0.000 0.042
SM vs. Contrast 0.284 -0.095 0.805 -0.362 -1.599
TB I EsGmate
Std. Error 1.662 1.209 0.927 2.458 0.618
Sig. 0.865 0.938 0.389 0.883 0.013
LMPRI= Logical Memory Fhimacy Score, LMREC= Logical Memory Recency Score, 
W LM ID= W ord-list M iddle Score, LM M ID = Logical Memory M iddle Score, VPASM= 
Verbal Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors Score.
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Table 8
Univariate Tests W ith Ouanütaüve Variables
SM NM NC TBI
VAR IABLE Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F Sig.
LMTS 6.55 3.44 6.77 2.79 7.63 3.10 7.63 3.10 6.705 .001
LM2TS 6.85 3.80 6.94 2.68 8.50 2.13 7.41 2.77 4.869 .005
FTS 6.50 2.43 8.27 3.52 10.2 3.02 9.00 1.70 7.817 .000
F2TS 7.15 2.13 7.66 2.95 9.68 2.16 10.0 2.06 7.768 .000
VPTS 9.30 2.57 7.94 2.46 10.0 3.04 7.16 3.92 3.830 .015
VP2TS 8.90 2.46 7.83 3.98 10.5 2.65 7.91 3.77 4.987 .004
FPTS 7.65 3.32 8.00 3.75 9.31 3.31 6.75 2.49 2.359 .082
FP2TS 7.20 3.62 7.88 3.96 9.36 3.15 6.83 2.69 2.998 .039
WLTS 8.30 3.29 8.72 4.01 11.3 2.67 7.50 2.90 4.333 .008
WL2TS 8.90 2.93 9.77 3.33 11.5 2.36 8.83 2.48 4.501 .007
A I 86.40 12.8 84.6 12.3 93.0 15.1 83.0 14.9 7.277 .000
V I 81.30 16.6 87.8 21.2 98.3 14.9 86.5 11.7 5.986 .001
IM 81.40 16.9 83.2 18.7 93.9 15.2 81.5 14.2 7.467 .000
AD 87.50 16.4 84.3 17.9 96.5 12.0 86.5 15.5 6.003 .001
VD 82.15 17.1 85.6 19.5 96.9 13.0 92.9 14.3 5.205 .003
ARD 89.75 23.0 84.7 19.4 97.6 18.6 81.2 10.9 5.441 .002
GM 83.30 20.2 82.7 20.2 96.2 13.0 83.8 12.8 6.479 .001
LMPR 80.79 13.6 74.6 16.0 82.3 14.6 70.2 12.9 3.812 .015
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Table 8- Conünued
Univariate Tests W ith OuanGtaGve Variables- Conünued
FPR 68.02 10.4 72.6 16.3 81.1 9.85 75.5 7.27 7.624 .000
F2PR 70.52 10.0 71.7 16.4 80.6 7.61 78.2 9.50 6.653 .001
VPPR 90.62 13.5 89.3 21.1 99.6 1.23 96.5 5.57 2.909 .043
WLPR 84.16 17.1 85.6 20.8 98.4 3.29 88.5 10.6 3.249 .029
Note. AU = 3, 50. LMTS=Logical Memory Total Score; FTS=Faces Total Score; 
VPTS=Verbal Paired Associates Total Score; FPTS=Family Pictures Total Score; 
W LTS=W ord-List Total Score; A I=Auditory Immediate Index Score; VI=Visual 
Immediate Index Score; IM=Immediate Memory Index Score; AD=Auditory Delayed 
Index Score; VD=Visual Delayed Index Score; ARD= Auditory RecogniGon Delayed 
Index Score; GM=General Memory; LMPR=Logical Memory RecogniGon Percent 
Correct; FPR=Faces Percent Correct; VPPR=Verbal Paired Associates RecogniGon 
Percent Correct; WLPR=W ord-List RecogniGon Percent Correct;
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Table 9
Contrast Results of Groups Based on Quantitative Variables
SM vs. NM SM vs. NC SM vs. TB I
D V  Contrast Std. Sig. Contrast Std. Sig. Contrast Std. Sig.
Error Error Error
LMTS 0.484 0.883 .586 3.661 .882 .000 0.114 1.144 .921
LM2TS 0.520 0.986 .600 3.536 .985 .001 0.361 1.278 .779
ETS 1.292 0.968 .188 4.450 .967 .000 3.110 1.255 .016
F2TS 1.013 0.848 .238 3.280 .847 .000 4.043 1.099 .001
VPAT -0.840 1.023 .415 2.241 1.021 .033 -1.757 1.325 .191
VPA2T -0.264 1.029 .798 3.047 1.027 .005 -1.501 1.333 .265
FPTS 1.111 1.123 .327 2.970 1.121 .011 0.940 1.455 .521
FP2TS 1.333 1.192 .269 3.562 1.190 .004 1.355 1.545 .384
WLTS 1.317 1.168 .265 4.045 1.167 .001 0.284 1.514 .852
W L2T 1.826 0.983 .069 3.432 .981 .001 0.311 1.274 .808
A I -1.022 4.376 .816 16.744 4.371 .000 -4.623 5.671 .419
V I 7.362 5.676 .200 23.531 5.668 .000 12.981 7.355 .083
IM 3.511 5.446 .522 24.378 5.439 .000 4.538 7.058 .523
AD 0.472 5.064 .926 18.566 5.057 .001 -3.010 6.563 .648
VD 6.631 5.752 .254 21.687 5.745 .000 14.991 7.455 049
ARD -2.991 6.257 .635 20.115 6.248 .002 -5.375 8.108 .510
GM 2.523 5.811 .666 23.918 5.803 .000 4.132 7.531 .585
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Table 9- Continued
Contrast Results o f Groups Based on Quantitative Variables- Continued
LM2R -3.758 4.362 .393 9.970 4.356 .026 -6.049 5.653 .289
FACE 3.015 3.932 .447 16.141 3.927 .000 15.279 5.096 .004
FACE2 2.190 3.939 .581 12.703 3.933 .002 17.717 5.104 .001
VPAR 0.137 4.770 .977 10.212 4.764 .037 12.609 6.182 .046
WLRE 4.624 5.411 .397 15.902 5.404 .005 11.690 7.012 .101
LM = Logical Memory Total Score; FTS= Faces Total Score; VPATS= Verbal Paired 
Associates Total Score; FPTS= Family Pictures Total Score; W LTS= W ord-List Total 
Score; A I=  Auditory Immediate Index Score; V I=  Visual Immediate Index Score; IM  
Immediate Memory Index Score; AD= Auditory Delayed Index Score; VD= Visual 
Delayed Index Score; ARD= Auditory Recognition Delayed Index Score; GM= General 
Memory; LM2RECPR= Logical Memory RecogniGon Percent Correct; FACEPR= Faces 
Percent Correct; VPARECPR= Verbal Paired Associates RecogniGon Percent Correct; 
WLRECPR= W ord-List RecogniGon Percent Correct;
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Table 10
ClassiGcation Results of Quantitative Variables From Reduced Data Set
Count
%
Predicted Group Membership 
SM NM  NC TBI Total
SM 15 1 2 0 18
NM 1 10 3 0 14
NC 1 1 11 1 14
TB I 0 2 0 13 15
SM 83.3 5.6 11.1 .0 100.0
NM 7.1 71.4 21.4 .0 100.0
NC 7.1 7.1 78.6 7.1 100.0
TB I .0 13.3 .0 86.7 100.0
80.3% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 11
Step-wise ClassiGcation Results o f Quantitative Variables From Reduced Data Set
Predicted Group Membership 
SM NM  NC TBI Total
Count SM 12 1 5 0 18
NM 4 4 5 1 14
NC 0 0 12 2 14
TB I 2 I 3 9 15
% SM 66.7 5.6 27.8 .0 100.0
NM 28.6 28.6 35.7 7.1 100.0
NC .0 .0 85.7 14.3 100.0
TBI 13.3 6.7 20.0 60.0 100.0
60.7% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 12
ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients o f Ouanütative Variables From Reduced Data Set
SM NM NC TBI
LMTS -2.673 -2.362 -2.185 -1.665
F2TS -1.761 -1.411 -1.332 -.372
IM .529 .514 .563 .380
LMPR .633 .546 .574 .427
(Constant) -32.961 -29.743 -38.693 -24.402
LMTS= Logical Memory Total Score; FTS= Faces Total Score; IM  Immediate Memory 
Index Score; LMPR= Logical Memory RecogniGon Percent Correct.
Table 13
ClassiGcaGon Results o f OuantitaGve Vanables. Reduced Group and Data Set
Fhedicted Group Membership 
Malingerer TB I
Total
Count Malingerer 31 1 32
TB I 3 12 15
% Malingerer 96.9 3.1 100.0
TB I 20.0 80.0 100.0
91.5% o f onginal grouped cases correcGy classiGed.
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Table 14
ClassiGcation Function Coefficients of OuanGtative Variables. Reduced Group.
Mahngerers TB I
F2TS -11.133 -7.608
VPATS 1.040 .486
FPTS -.119 -.858
FACEPR .162 .283
FACE2PR 2.286 1.777
(Constant) -49.100 -42.037
F2TS= Faces 2 Total Score; VPATS= Verbal Paired Associates Total Score; FPTS= 
Family Pictures Total Score; FACEPR= Faces Percent Correct; FACE2PR= Faces 2 
Percent Correct.
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Table 15
ClassiGcalion Results of Qualitative Vanables
Predicted Group Membership 
SM NM  NC TBI Total
Count SM 10 1 3 4 18
NM 1 7 3 3 14
NC 2 0 11 1 14
TB I 3 2 1 9 15
% SM 55.6 5.6 16.7 22.2 100.0
NM 7.1 50.0 21.4 21.4 100.0
NC 14.3 .0 78.6 7.1 100.0
TB I 20.0 13.3 6.7 60.0 100.0
60.7% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 16
ClassiGcaGon Results of Qualitative Step-wise DFA
Predicted Group Membership 
SM NM  NC TBI
Total
Count SM 10 1 3 4 18
NM 1 6 4 3 14
NC 2 0 11 1 14
TBI 2 2 2 9 15
% SM 55.6 5.6 16.7 22.2 100.0
NM 7.1 42.9 28.6 21.4 100.0
NC 14.3 .0 78.6 7.1 100.0
TB I 13.3 13.3 13.3 60.0 100.0
59.0% o f onginal grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 17
ClassiGcation Funcüon CoefGcients of Stepwise Entered Qualitative Variables
SM NM NC TBI
W LM ID .828 1.291 1.386 .802
WLPRIME 2.922 3.360 3.808 2.763
WLRECE 2.702 2.568 3.147 2.644
LM M ID .569 .691 .858 .657
WLSMPH .337 .874 .739 .633
VPASMPH .799 0.019 -0.059 -.215
(Constant) -15.547 -20.186 -27.009 -16.176
W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; W LPRIME= W ord-List Primacy Score; 
WLRECENC= W ord-List Recency Score; LM M ID = Logical Memory M iddle Score; 
WLSMPH= W ord-List Semantic Phonemic; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates.
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Table 18
Ouabtaüve Variables ClassiGcation Results W ith Malingering Groups Combined
Predicted Group Membership Total
Malingerer TBI
Onginal Count Malingerer 32 0 32
TB I 15 0 15
% Malingerer 100.0 .0 100.0
TB I 100.0 .0 100.0
68.1% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
Table 19
Qualitative Variables ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients A fter Combining Malineenne 
Groups
Malingerer TBI
LMRECEN .848 .931
W LM ID 1.150 .902
WLPRIME 2.225 1.858
VPASMPH 1.451 .950
(Constant) -8.454 -7.938
LMRECENC= Logical Memory Recency Score; W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; 
WLPRIME= W ord-List Primacy Score; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates SemanGc 
Phonemic.
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Table 20
Combined Variables ClassiGcation Results
Predicted Group Membership
SM NM NC TB I Total
Count SM 12 3 3 0 18
NM 1 11 2 0 14
NC 1 0 12 1 14
TB I 0 2 1 12 15
% SM 66.7 16.7 16.7 .0 100.0
NM 7.1 78.6 14.3 .0 100.0
NC 7.1 .0 85.7 7.1 100.0
TB I .0 13.3 6.7 80.0 100.0
77.0% o f onginal grouped cases correcüy classiGed.
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Table 21
Combined Variables ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients
SM NM NC TBI
LMTS -11.849 -13.467 -11.963 -8.502
F2TS -0.047 .361 .738 1.324
WLTS -.520 0.091 -.297 -.600
V I -.361 -.106 -.354 -.268
IM 1.293 .963 1.350 1.045
LM2RECP .802 .643 .742 .580
LMPRIM .170 .973 -.247 -.604
LMRECEN 4.979 5.454 5.454 4.092
WLRECE 2.700 2.057 3.235 2.646
LM M ID 2.500 3.266 2.815 1.984
WLSMPH .782 1.577 1.344 1.338
VPASMPH 3.579 2.802 2.598 1.597
(Constant) -74.003 -74.247 -90.478 -58.720
LM = Logical Memory Total Score; FTS= Faces Total Score; VPATS= Verbal Paired 
Associates Total Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; V I=  Visual Immediate Index 
Score; IM  Immediate Memory Index Score; LM2RECPR= Logical Memory RecogniGon 
Percent Correct; LM PRIM = Logical Memory Primacy Score; LMRECENC= Logical 
Memory Recency Score; WLRECENC= LM M ID = Logical Memory M iddle Score; 
WLSMPH= W ord-List SemanGc Phonemic; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates 
SemanGc Phonemic.
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TàWe22
Combined Variable Classification Results After Combinins Malmeerine Groups
Original Count
Predicted Group Membership 
Malingerer TB I Total
Malingerer 31 
TB I 3
1
12
32
15
% Malingerer 96.9 
TB I 20.0
3.1
80.0
100.0
100.0
91.5% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 23
Combined Classification Function Coefficients After reduced Groups
Malingerer TBI
F2TS -23.010 -18.160
FPTS -4.296 -4.621
VD 1.726 1.561
FACE2PR 3.443 2.808
VPARECP -0.093 0.023
WLPRIME 1.998 .547
(Constant) -90.531 -77.429
PTS= Faces Total Score; FPTS= Family Pictures Total Score; VD= Visual Delayed 
Index Score; FACE2PR= Faces Percent Correct; VPARECPR= Verbal Paired Associates 
Recognition Percent Correct; W LPRIME= W ord-List Primacy Score.
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Table 24
VIP Pair-wise Comparisons
DV Group Group Mean
Difference
Std. Error Sig.
VIPNV SM NM 4.275 5.807 .466
NC -17.049 6.069 .008
NM SM ^.275 5.807 .466
NC -21.324 6.482 .002
NC SM 17.049 6.069 .008
NM 21.324 6.482 .002
VIPV SM NM 5.376 5.259 .313
NC -7.731 5.496 .168
NM SM -5.376 5.259 .313
NC -13.107 5.871 .032
NC SM 7.731 5.496 .168
NM 13.107 5.871 .032
Note: Based on age corrected means
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Table 25
Pair-wise Comparisons Dependent Variable: RMI
GROUP Mean Difference Std. Error Sig.
SM NM 5.349 17.211 .757
NC -35.756 17.190 .042
TB I -50.209 21.806 .025
NM SM -5.349 17.211 .757
NC -41.104 18.282 .029
TB I -55.558 22.080 .015
NC SM 35.756 17.190 .042
NM 41.104 18.282 .029
TB I -14.453 22.911 .531
TB I SM 50.209 21.806 .025
NM 55.558 22.080 .015
NC 14.453 22.911 .531
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Table 26
Estimated Means for the Mabnserine Index
Mean Std. Error
SM -8.515 3.850
NM -12.263 4.274
NC -2.762 4.371
TB I -9.709 7.065
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Table 27
Tests o f Between-Subiects Effects
Dependent Variable F d f Sig.
LMTS .535 3,67 .66
LM2TS 1.442 3,67 .24
FTS 6.052 3,67 .001
F2TS 6.313 3,67 .001
VPATS 2.668 3,67 .055
VPA2TS 2.758 3,67 .049
FPTS 1.805 3,67 .155
FP2TS 2.071 3,67 .112
WETS 4.515 3,67 .006
WL2TS 3.699 3, 67 016
A I 1.787 3,67 .158
V I 3.808 3,67 .014
IM 2.619 3, 67 .058
AD 2.441 3,67 .072
VD 3.328 3,67 025
ARD 2.482 3, 67 .068
GM 2.943 3, 67 .039
LM2RECPR 2.849 3, 67 .044
FACEPR 4.580 3, 67 .006
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Table 27-Continued
Tests o f Between-Subiects Effects
EACE2PR 3.611 3,67 .018
VPARECPR 2.908 3,67 041
WLRECPR 4.120 3,67 .010
LM = Logical Memory Total Score; PTS= Faces Total Score; VPATS= Verbal Paired 
Associates Total Score; FPTS= Fam ily Pictures Total Score; W LTS= W ord-List Total 
Score; A l=  Auditory Immediate Index Score; V I=  Visual Immediate Index Score; IM  
Immediate Memory Index Score; AD= Auditory Delayed Index Score; VD= Visual 
Delayed Index Score; ARD= Auditory Recognition Delayed Index Score; GM= General 
Memory; LM2RECPR= Logical Memory Recognition Percent Correct; FACEPR= Faces 
Percent Correct; VPARECPR= Verbal Paired Associates Recognition Percent Correct; 
WLRECPR= W ord-List Recognition Percent Correct;
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Table 28
Contrast Results For Significant Quantitative Indexes
Group FTS F2TS VPA2TS WLTS WL2TS V I AD
SM vs. NM  Contrast Estimate 1.80 .55 -1.12 .44 .86 6.87 -3.43
Std. Error .92 .76 1.03 1.06 .92 5.43 5.03
Sig. .05 .46 .27 .67 .35 .21 .49
SM vs. Contrast Estimate 3.71 2.51 1.62 3.00 2.65 16.92 9.17
NC
Std. Error .88 .72 .98 1.01 .87 5.16 4.78
Sig. .00 .00 .10 .00 .00 .00 .059
SM vs. TB I Contrast Estimate 3.02 3.70 -2.07 -.33 -.39 10.60 -5.86
Std. Error 1.30 1.07 1.44 1.49 1.29 7.62 7.06
Sig. .02 .00 .15 .82 .76 .16 .40
Group VD GM FACEPR FACE2P VPARECW LREC
SM vs. NM Contrast Estimate 3.58 -.50 4.97 1.70 -.95 1.78
Std. Error 5.31 5.63 3.66 3.49 4.16 4.71
Sig. .50 .92 .17 .62 .81 .70
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Table 28- Continued
SM vs. Contrast Estimate 14.77 12.96 12.95 9.93 8.84 14.11
NC
Std. Error 5.04 5.35 3.48 3.32 3.95 4.47
Sig. .00 .01 .00 .00 .02 .00
SM vs. TB I Contrast Estimate 11.99.91 14.87 16.46 11.67 9.94
Std. Error 7.46 7.91 5.14 4.90 5.84 6.61
Sig. .11 .90 .00 .00 .05 .13
FTS= Faces Total Score; F2TS= Faces H Total Score; Verbal Paired Associates H Total 
Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; V I=  Visual Immediate Index Score; AD= 
Auditory Delayed Index Score; VD= Visual Delayed Index Score; GM= General 
Memory; FACEPR= Faces Percent Correct; FACE2PR= Faces I I  Percent Correct; 
VPARECPR= Verbal Paired Associates Recognition Percent Correct; WLRECPR= 
W ord-List Recognition Percent Correct;
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Table 29
Classification Results for Quantitative Variables
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP SM NM NC TBI
Count SM 15 3 2 0 20
NM 2 7 9 0 18
NC 3 1 14 4 22
TB I 0 0 1 12 13
% SM 75.0 15.0 10.0 .0 100.0
NM 11.1 38.9 50.0 .0 100.0
NC 13.6 4.5 63.6 18.2 100.0
TBI .0 .0 7.7 92.3 100.0
65.8% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 30
Classification Function Coefficients For Quantitative Variables
GROUP
SM NM NC TBI
FTS -12.895 -12.076 -11.910 -12.062
F2TS -10.487 -9.852 -9.414 -7.888
VPTS -4.423 -4.872 -4.601 -5.202
WLTS -2.446 -2.422 -2.308 -2.573
WL2TS 1.542 1.762 1.767 1.657
V I 0.720 0.708 0.639 0.590
AD 3.324 3.235 3.163 3.399
VD 0.940 0.966 0.943 1.060
GM -2.828 -2.762 -2.698 -2.916
FPR 2.323 2.257 2.303 2.372
F2PR 2.568 2.331 2.269 2.006
VPPR 0.589 0.509 0.533 0.749
WLPR -0.545 -0.432 -0.426 -0.585
(Constant) -167.717 -156.974 -158.278 -162.758
FTS=Faces Total Score; VPTS=Verbal Paired Associates H Total Score; WLTS=Word- 
List Total Score; VI=Visual Immediate Index Score; AD=Auditory Delayed Index Score; 
VD=Visual Delayed Index Score; GM=General Memory; FPR=Faces Percent Correct; 
FPR=Faces I I  Percent Correct; VPPR=Verbal Paired Associates Recognition Percent 
Correct; WLPR= W ord-List Recognition Percent Correct;
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Table 31
Results o f Stepwise DFA Usins Five best Quantitative Variables
Fhedicted Group Membership Total
GRQUP SM NM NC TBI
Count SM 14 2 3 1 20
NM 2 6 10 0 18
NC 3 1 15 3 22
TB I 2 1 2 10 15
% SM 70.0 10.0 15.0 5.0 100.0
NM 11.1 33.3 55.6 .0 100.0
NC 13.6 4.5 68.2 13.6 100.0
TB I 13.3 6.7 13.3 66.7 100.0
60.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 32
Classification Function Coefficients
GROUP
SM NM  NC TB I
FTS -1.837 -1.353 -1.302 -1.302
F2TS -9.694 -8.923 -8.768 -7.170
VPA2TS 2.122 1.706 1.835 1.585
WLTS -.813 -.627 -.531 -.896
FACE2PR 2.631 2.431 2.438 2.188
(Constant) -59.524 -52.759 -57.100 -47.852
FTS= Faces Total Score; F2TS= Faces I I  Total Score; Verbal Paired Associates I I  Total 
Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; FACE2PR= Faces I I  Percent Correct;
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Table 33
Variables in the Analysis
Step Tolerance W ilks' Lambda
1 F2TS 1.000
2 F2TS .779 .820
WLTS .779 .754
3 F2TS .157 .717
WLTS .767 .630
FACE2PR .156 .593
4 F2TS .157 .637
WLTS .760 .554
FACE2PR .140 .541
FTS .594 .524
5 F2TS .132 .595
WLTS .575 .448
FACE2PR .120 .505
FTS .534 .479
VPA2TS .516 .466
FTS= Faces Total Score; F2TS= Faces I I  Total Score; Verbal Paired Associates I I  Total 
Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; FACE2PR= Faces I I  Percent Correct.
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Table 34
Results o f Quantitative Variables and Combming Malineerer Groups
Predicted Group Membership
GROUP Combined NC TBI Total
Original Count Combined 30 7 1 38
NC 12 8 2 22
TBI 4 1 10 15
% Combined 78.9 18.4 2.6 100.0
NC 54.5 36.4 9.1 100.0
TB I 26.7 6.7 66.7 100.0
64.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 35
Classification Function Coefficients
GROUP
Combined NC TB I
F2TS -7.299 -6.859 -5.505
WLTS 0.091 .267 -.228
FACE2PR 1.977 1.945 1.734
(Constant) ^ .3 4 2 -47.982 -40.570
F2TS= Faces I I  Total Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; FACE2PR= Faces B
Percent Correct.
Table 36
Variables in the Analysis
Step Tolerance W ilks' Lambda
1 F2TS 1.000
2 F2TS .778 .822
WLTS .778 .759
3 F2TS .158 .719
WLTS .766 .638
FACE2PR .157 .597
FTS=Faces Total Score; F2TS=Faces I I  Total Score; W LTS=W ord-List Total Score; 
F2PR=Faces I I  Percent Correct.
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Table 37
Variables Entered Usine Quantitative Variables
Wüks' Lambda
Step Entered Statistic d f 1 df2 df3 Exact F d fl df2 Sig.
1 F2TS .765 1 1 50.000 15.358 1 50.000 .000
2 FACE2 .590 2 1 50.000 17.009 2 49.000 .000
3 VPA2T .494 3 1 50.000 16.385 3 48.000 .000
F2TS= Faces H Total Score; VPA2T= Verbal Paired Associates H Total Score; FACE2= 
Faces I I  Percent Correct.
Table 38
Classification Results TB I vs. Malingerer Using Quantitative Variables
GROUP
Predicted Group Membership 
Combined TB I Total
Original Count Combined 37
TB I 4
2
11
39
15
% Combined 94.9
T B I 26.7
5.1
73.3
100.0
100.0
88.9% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 39
Classification Function Coefficients Usine Quantitative Variables
GROUP
Combined Malingerer TB I
F2TS -8.650 -6.019
VPA2TS 1.222 .756
FACE2PR 1.912 1.534
(Constant) -41.428 -33.636
F2TS= Faces H Total Score; Verbal Paired Associates II Total Score; FACE2PR= Faces 
n  Percent Correct.
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Table 40
Classification Results o f Qualitative Variables
Predicted Group Membership
GROUP SM NM NC TBI Total
Original Count SM 7 1 7 5 20
NM 3 4 8 3 18
NC 2 0 19 1 22
TB I 4 0 2 9 15
% SM 35.0 5.0 35.0 25.0 100.0
NM 16.7 22.2 44.4 16.7 100.0
NC 9.1 .0 86.4 4.5 100.0
TB I 26.7 .0 13.3 60.0 100.0
52.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 41
ClassiBcation Function Coefficients
GROUP
SM NM NC TBI
LM PRIM -0.010 0.02543 -0.006 -0.008
LMRECENC .182 -0.05400 -0.086 0.087
W LM ID .833 1.188 1.249 .706
W LPRIME 2.537 2.953 3.096 2.241
WLRECENC 2.393 2.290 2.651 2.272
LM M ID .236 .317 .328 .297
WLSMPH .139 .585 .394 .409
VPASMPH 1.340 .807 .567 .308
(Constant) -13.396 -15.729 -16.785 -12.264
LM PRIM = Logical Memory Primacy Score; LMRECENC= Logical Memory Recency 
Score; W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; W LPRIME= W ord-List Primacy Score; 
WLRECENC= W ord-List Recency Score; LM M ID = Logical Memory M iddle Score; 
WLSMPH= W ord-List Semantic Phonemic; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates.
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Table 42
Qualitative Variables Entered Into Stepwise DFA
Step Entered W ilks'
Lambda
Exact F Sig. Approx. F Sig.
1 W LM ID .887 2.726 .051
2 VPASMPH .805 2.400 .031
3 WLSMPH .729 2.325 .018
4 W LPRIME .662 2.273 .011
LM PRIM = Logical Memory Primacy Score; W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; 
W LPRIME= W ord-List Primacy Score; LM M ID = Logical Memory M iddle Score; 
WLSMPH= W ord-List Semantic Phonemic; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates 
Semantic Phonemic.
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Table 43
Classification Results o f Qualitative Variable Stepwise DFA
Predicted Group Membership 
GRQUP SM NM  NC TBI Total
Qriginal Count SM 3.0 1.0 10.0 6.0 20
NM 0 3.0 13.0 2.0 18
NC 1.0 1.0 19.0 1.0 22
TBI 0 0 7.0 8.0 15
% SM 15.0 5.0 50.0 30.0 100
NM .0 16.7 72.2 11.1 100
NC 4.5 4.5 86.4 4.5 100
TBI .0 .0 46.7 53.3 100
44.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 44
Classification Function Coefficients
GRQUP
SM NM NC TBI
W LM ID 1.004 1.337 1.375 .893
W LPRIME 2.296 2.719 2.741 2.036
WLSMPH .178 .585 .391 .427
VPASMPH 1.317 .811 .609 .300
(Constant) -6.632 -9.274 -8.882 -5.719
W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; W LPRIME= W ord-List FYimacy Score; WLSMPH= 
W ord-List Semantic Phonemic; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates Semantic 
Phonemic.
Table 45
Qualitative Variables Entered Into Stepwise DFA
Step Number o f 
Variables
W ilks' Lambda Exact F Sig
1 VPASMPH 1 .901 3.556 .03
2 W LM ID 2 .832 3.082 .02
W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates Semantic 
Phonemic.
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Table 46
Qualitative Variables in Stepwise DFA with Combined Malineerine Groups
Predicted Group Membership
GRQUP Combined NC TBI Total
Qriginal Count Combined 14 14 10 38
NC 2 16 4 22
TBI 3 4 8 15
% Combined 36.8 36.8 26.3 100.0
NC 9.1 72.7 18.2 100.0
TBI 20.0 26.7 53.3 100.0
50.7% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
Table 47
Classification Function Coefficients
GRQUP
Combined NC TBI
W LM ID 1.008 1.201 .748
VPASMPH 1.003 .492 .422
(Constant) -2.735 -3.669 -2.723
W LM ID= W ord-List M iddle Score; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates Semantic 
Phonemic.
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Table 48
Qualitative Variables Entered Into Stepwise DFA
Step Number of 
Variables
Wdks' Lambda Exact F Sig.
1 VPASMPH 1 .953 2.241 .141
2 W LM ID 2 .905 2.303 .112
W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates Semantic 
Phonemic.
Table 49
Classification Results Qualitative Variables in  Stepwise DFA
Predicted Group Membership
Qriginal Count
GRQUP 
Combined 39 
TB I 15
Combined TB I 
0 
0
Total
39
15
% Combined 100.0 
T B I 100.0
.0
.0
100.0
100.0
72.2% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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TaWeSO
ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients
GROUP
Combined TBI
W LM ID
VPASMPH
(Constant)
1.287
.839
-2.731
.965
.390
-2.620
W LM ID = W ord-List M iddle Score; VPASMPH= Verbal Paired Associates Semantic 
Phonemic.
Table 51
Variables Entered/Removed
Step Variable W ilks' Lambda F Sig.
1 FTS .736 7.664 .000
2 F2TS .619 5.681 .000
3 WLTS .494 5.638 .000
4 FACE2PR .414 5.329 .000
5 VPA2TS .353 5.066 .000
FTS= Faces Total Score; F2TS= Faces I I  Total Score; Verbal Paired Associates I I  Total 
Score; WLTS= W ord-List Total Score; FACE2PR= Faces I I  Percent Correct.
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Table 52
ClassiGcation Results
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP SM NM NC TBI
Original Count SM 13 3 3 1 20
NM 2 6 10 0 18
NC 3 1 16 2 22
TB I 2 1 2 10 15
% SM 65.0 15.0 15.0 5.0 100.0
NM 11.1 33.3 55.6 .0 100.0
NC 13.6 4.5 72.7 9.1 100.0
TB I 13.3 6.7 13.3 66.7 100.0
60.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 53
ClassiGcation Function Coefficients
GROUP
SM NM NC TBI
FTS -2.017 -1.431 -1.347 -1.384
F2TS -9.490 -8.663 -8.489 -6.784
VP2TS 2.043 1.603 1.694 1.481
WLTS -.620 -.412 -.294 -.730
F2PR 2.559 2.337 2.341 2.072
(Constant) -57.539 -50.322 -54.764 -44.726
FTS=Faces Total Score; F2TS=Faces H Total Score; VP2TS=Verbal Paired Associates H 
Total Score; W LTS=W ord-List Total Score; F2PR= Faces H Percent Correct.
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Table 54
Ouanütaüve and Qualitative Variables Entered into Stepwise DFA
Step Entered W ilks' Lambda Exact F Sig.
1 F2TS .766 13.780 .001
2 F2PR .575 16.243 .000
3 VP2TS .478 15.634 .000
4 VPSP .455 12.569 .000
5 WLTS .430 10.858 .000
FTS=Faces Total Score; VPZTSVerbal Paired Associates H Total Score; WLTS= Word- 
L ist Total Score; F2PR= Faces H Percent Correct.
Table 55
ClassiGcation Usine Quantitative/Qualitative indexes stepwise
Predicted Group Membership
GROUP Combined TB I Total
Original Cotmt Combined 39 0 39
TB I 5 10 15
% Combined 100.0 .0 100.0
TBI 33.3 66.7 100.0
90.7% o f original grouped cases correctly classified.
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Table 56
ClassiGcation Funcüon Coefficients of Best Variables
GROUP
Combined TBI
VPASMPH 4.342 3.648
F2TS -9.523 -6.604
VPA2TS 1.859 1.425
WLTS -0.040 -.363
FACE2PR 2.194 1.765
(Constant) -52.532 -41.021
Verbal Paired Associates Semantic and Phonemic Errors= VPASMPH; Faces I I  Total 
Score= F2TS; Verbal Paired Associates I I  Total Score= VPA2TS; W ord-List Total 
Score= W LTS; Faces I I  Percent Correct= FACE2PR.
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Table 57
ClassiGcation Results o f VIP and Three Experimental Groups
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP SM NM NC
Onginal Count SM 14 1 5 20
NM  3 6 9 18
NC 2 0 20 22
% SM 70.0 5.0 25.0 100.0
N M  16.7 33.3 50.0 100.0
NC 9.1 .0 90.9 100.0
66.7% o f onginal grouped cases correctly classiGed.
Table 58
ClassiGcation Results o f VIP and Reduced Groups
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP Combined Normal
Onginal Count Combined 27 11 38
Normal 4 18 22
% Combined 71.1 28.9 100.0
Normal 18.2 81.8 100.0
75.0% o f original grouped cases correctly classiGed.
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Table 59
ClassiGcation Function Coefficients of VIP and Three Groups
GROUP
SM NM NC
VIPNV .140 .158 .244
VIPV .283 .243 .244
(Constant) -16.553 -14.967 -21.590
Table 60
ClassiGcaGon Function CoefGcients o f VIP and Reduced Groups
GROUP
Combined NC
VIPNV .157 .254
VIPV .258 .237
(Constant) -15.125 -21.764
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Table 61
ClassiGcaGon Results of RMI Usine AU Groups
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP SM NM NC TBI
Original Count SM 5 2 13 0 20
NM 4 2 12 0 18
NC 3 0 19 0 22
TB I 1 1 13 0 15
% SM 25.0 10.0 65.0 .0 100.0
NM 22.2 11.1 66.7 .0 100.0
NC 13.6 .0 86.4 .0 100.0
TB I 6.7 6.7 86.7 .0 100.0
34.7% o f onginal grouped cases correcüy classiGed.
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Table 62
ClassiGcation Results of RMI Usine Reduced Groups
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP Combined TBI
Onginal Count Combined 39 0 39
TBI 15 0 15
% Combined 100.0 .0 100.0
TBI 100.0 .0 100.0
72.2% o f onginal grouped cases correctly classiGed.
Table 63
ClassiGcaGon FuncGon CoefGcients For R M I W ith A ll Groups
GROUP
SM NM NC TBI
R M I 7.890E-02 7.866E-02 9.158E-02 9.022E-02
(Constant) -8.088 -8.153 -10.346 -10.529
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Table 64
ClassiGcation Function Coefficients For RM I W ith Reduced Groups
R M I
(Constant)
GROUP
Combined TB I
6.179E-02
-5.615
7.075E-02
-8.263
Table 65
ClassiGcation Results o f the Malineenng Index Using A ll Groups
Predicted Group Membership Total
GROUP SM NM NC TBI
Onginal Count SM 4 5 11 0 20
NM 2 6 10 0 18
NC 2 6 14 0 22
TB I 1 3 11 0 15
% SM 20.0 25.0 55.0 .0 100.0
N M 11.1 33.3 55.6 .0 100.0
NC 9.1 27.3 63.6 .0 100.0
TBI 6.7 20.0 73.3 .0 100.0
32.0% o f onginal grouped cases correcGy classiGed.
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Table 66
ClassiGcation Results o f the Mahngerine Index Using Reduced Groups
GROUP
Predicted Group Membership Total 
Combined TBI
Onginal Count Combined
TB I
39 0 
15 0
39
15
% Combined
TB I
100.0 .0 
100.0 .0
100.0
100.0
72.2% o f onginal grouped cases correcGy classiGed.
Table 67
ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients fo r Malingenng Index and A ll Groups
GROUP
SM NM NC TBI
M ALINDEX
(Constant)
-2.016E-02
-1.288
-4.660E-02 -2.203E-02 
-1.610 -1.203
-6.832E-02
-2.610
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Table 68
ClassiGcation Function CoefGcients for Malingenng Index and Reduced Groups
GROUP
Combined TB I
M ALIN D EX -2.856E-02 -5.969E-02
(Constant) -.327 -2.154
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